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SUMMARY 
Acoustical holography provides a technique with many current and 
potential uses. However, a convenient area detector equivalent to the 
photographic plate Is not available for acoustical waves; this has, 
'Initiated much research and a wide variety of recording techniques have 
been developed. Most of these methods, however, suffer either from lack 
of sensitivity, or a prohibitively smal I recording area. One way to combine 
good sensitivity without potential aperture I Imitation, is to scan the area 
,with a sensitive receiver. 
Scanning techniques offer great versati Ilty, such as range gatlng, 
source scanning, electronic reference simulation, imaging of large or 
thick objects, signal processing and Insonification by reflection. 
Such a method, however, introduces an undesired scanning time which is 
troublesome In most applications. 
Current recording techniques are briefly described and various 
scanning systems are reviewed. Existing results on sampling theory are 
recal led, Including recti I inear, concentric circles, I inearly chirped 
spiral and double circular sampl ing. New theoretical results on'translated 
clrcular"sampling are derived. Some experiments on diffraction gratings are 
presented, which closely verify the mathematical model and an optimum 
reference angle can be determined from the analysis. In particular, it is 
shown how this scanning can tolerate coarse sampling. This property makes 
such a scanner three to five times faster than a standard recti linear one 
(without taking Into account elimination of acceleration and deceleration times) 
The main factors limiting the scanning speed are discussed. Pulse 
repetition rate appears to be the lowest limit and a method which was 
used to alleviate this problem Is described. A layer of pel lets Is laid on 
the water surface to cut down the multiple echoes. This results In a possible 
Increase of the scanning speed by a factor of six. 
A new method for removing strong, unwanted echoes during the recording, 
Is described. Continuous waves can be used and there Is no need for time 
separation between the wanted and unwanted echoes. Experimental results 
are given, showing the feasibility of the method. 
A "trans I ated-c i rcu I ar" scanner has been bu i I tin our I aboratory to 
investigate Its practical I imitations. Vibration tests are reported, 
from which the upper limit of the frequency to be used can be determined. 
Scanning can be made faster by adding several multlplexed receivers along Its 
circumference. ' 
Holograms of various objects were recorded in a short time with this 
scanner and optical 3-D reconstruction was successful. Finally, potential 
applications of the developed scanner are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
I • I Genera lit i es 
I.n the late 1940's, D. Gabor42 proposed a new, lensless, two-
sfep imaging process, which he called wavefront reconstruction. 
By add I ng:a su I tab.le coherent reference wave to the light diffracted 
• 
by an object, the Information about both the amplitude and phase of 
the diffracted waves can be recorded in' sp i te of the fact that 
photographic film responds only to intensity. Furthermore, he 
showed that from such a record of Interference pattern, which he 
named a "hologram", a three dimensional image of the original object 
could be obtained. 
This technique, which Is now known as holography, received only 
a limited Interest in Its early days. However, In the ,early 1960's, 
. '" 
a renewal of Interest began with the introduction of the offset 
reference by E.N. Leith' and J. Upatnieks94 from the University of 
Michigan's Radar Laboratory. This was soon 'followed by the introduction 
of the laser to achieve three-dimensional photography96' Since then 
over 2000 articles have been published on the subject. 
Although acoustical imaging has been'studied since the 1930's, 
, 13312 - 14 
with general surveys such as those of Rosenberg , 1955, Berger 
122 1967-1969 and Muel ler , 1971, It is only during the years 
1966-67 that a considerable Interest developed in acoustical holography. 
The first pub II shed resu I ts were reported by P. Greguss 60 , 1965, 
but it appears that some work began earl ier at the Holotron Co. 6 • 
I n the m i dd I e 1960' s, severa I short papers appeared rn the techn i ca I 
press. This time, the experience of optical holography was taken to 
advantage, as the offset reference was applied In the early experiments 
of R.K. Mueller and N.K. Sherldon 117 from the Bendlx Corporation. 
'They were the first to report, in 1966, a rea I-t I me detect I on and 
reconstruction of an acoustic hologram, via the use of what is now 
cal led the water surface levitation technique. It should be noted 
that this technique is analogous to optical holography as It is using 
a square-law detector. The availability in acoustics of linear sensors 
132 
was soon used to advantage by K. Preston and J .L. Kreuzer ,1967, 
to record with mechanical scanning a 5 MHz acoustical hologram of a 
bolt, by electronically simulating the reference beam. At approximately 
, 112 
the same time, A.F. Metherel I et al. ,1967, from the Douglas Aircraft 
Company, pub I I shed a sonar ori entated art i c I e on the reconstruct I on of 
another scanned acoustic hologram, but at a sonic frequency of 21kHZ. 
One has to wait unti I the end of 1967 to see the first electronic 
s imu I ati on of an offset reference by R. B. MacAna II y' 102 • 
Since 1968, after the i ntroduct'1 on of the u I trason I c camera to 
holography (E. Marom et al 107 and offset reference simulation by' 
R. K. Mue II er et a I .IiB ') noth i ng fundamenta I has emerged, but new 
approaches appeared, such as the use of II qu i d crysta I s 62,78, the 
introduction of temporal reference holography (A.F. Metherell ,113 ) 
and of colour acoustical hologr;phy (B.B. Brenden et al. 19 " 
E.J. Pisa et al. 131). In December, 1967, the first international 
symposium on acoustic holography was held In California, U.S.A. 
Progress In the field has continued steadi Iy and symposia have been 
held regularly In various places In California. Their proceedings 
are published by various editors (A.F. Metherel I, H.M.A. El-Sum, 
L. Larmore, G. Wade), In four volumes, (1973) which cover most of the 
significant papers published In the field. 
The last symposium was also held in California, in July 1973,and 
showed considerable progress In the quality of Images. Apart from the 
Holotron's machine, which Is already commercially aval I~ble, other 
Important contributions were presented, which are now nearly ready for 
clinical evaluations. Unfortunately, this progress has be'en limited to the 
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development of large aperture - highly sensi-J-ivG and real time dQiectors, 
leaving as 'i,t was, the problem of '-ea I-time reconstruction of a' hologrcr.l 
detec1-ed electronically. This could well bring about a revival of inierest 
In ordinary focllssed acoustic imaging (non-holographic), whi 1st ~Iaiti"g 
for good real-time reconstruc1-ors, l'lhlch would offer the ful.l 
~otentlalities of holographic imaging. 
1.2 pestription of the work and extent of author's contribution 
This thesis reports the investigations of the auth"Jr on the 
posslbi I Ity of decreasing the scanning time of an acoustical holographic 
, mechan I ca I scanner. 
In chapter 2, the basic theory of holography Is re ca I led, with 
particular references to the synthetic aperture f1)ethod,and the simulation 
of point source and receiver with bowl transducer's. Ttiese results -a-re 
standard and have been provided for the convenience of the reader and to 
" render the thesis more self-contained. 
The inherent I i m i tat ions of i mag i ng 1'Ii th son i c waves are out lined 
In chapter 3. These fundamenta I' I imitations are l~el'l known and have been 
reca I I ed as bas I c f.eatures wh I ch \~ere used as gu i de lines to des i gn and 
'experiment with the scanner described in chapter 9. 
'As a basis for evaluation of fast mechanical scanners an up to date 
review of the main methods of instrumentation for acoustic holography wi II 
be presented in chapter 4. This review ddes not Claim to be comprehensive 
but rather outl ines the main j'echniques developed so far. 
The various factors influencing the detection time of a mechan,ical 
scanner are discussed in chapter 5. The most ser.ious I imitation Is 
, I ntroduced by the pu I 5 i ng rate and the phase aberrat ions occurrl ng in high 
scann I ng speed synthct! c aperture. II method 15 proposed to avo Id these 
scanning speed I imitations: 
(J) with elimination of the undersampling along the scanning lines by 
us I na cont i nuous wave II! umi nat! on. 
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(2) Wl"lll elimination of thci phase aberrnYions In high speed !;)·nlhdic 
aperture (receiver-source scanning) via th(> use of a coil imatcd 
insonifying transmitter. 
The properties of rectilinear and circular samplings are recalled 
I n chapter 6, as a bas i s for compa r I son Ni th neN resu I ts obta;i ned 
on "trans I ated-c I rcu I ar" samp I I ng. The· theoret I ca I resu I ts are supported 
by experlmontsand give a better understanding of the ability of "T-C" 
sampling to tolerate coarse sampl ing rates. 
In chapter 7, an holographic subtraction metnod is ·developed 
analytically. It is an extension of the holographic subtraction method 
21 . 
of Drom I ey et a I . Their method uses tNO synthesized waves to 
reconstruct a .hologram, (a repl ica of the reference one and a partial 
replica of the object one), The method described in this chapter uses. 
two of the reconstructed Naves of another hologram ("test" hologram) 
to reconstruct the hologram ("fi Iter" hologram). The di fficulties Nhich 
would be encountered in the appl ications of the method are then discussed. 
The difficulties discussed In chapter 7 suggested a study of an 
holographic weak-signal enhancement technique (W.S.E.T.), derived from 
the method of R. K. Mue II er et a I . Jig The results obtained are 
reported I n chapter 8. A II the drawbacks of the method ana lysed in 
chapter 7 are removed. However, the use of the \~.S.E. method is limited 
to applications where the undesired signals contain only spatial 
frequenc I es 10\1er than those in the des i red signa Is. An· acoust i c 
hologram has been recorded In this way to show the feasibil ity of the 
·technlque . 
. F I na II y, the mechan i ca I' scanner wh I ch has been constructed is .des-
cri bed in chapter 9. Various tests are reported and a method for 
electronically simulating an offset reference Is discussed. 
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In Appendix I the dl ffractlon efficiency of a grating is dis,cussed, 
as required to Interpret the experiment of section 6.4.2. 
Append i X' 2"descr i bes' theoret i ca I I Y ·the· doub I e-W'3Ve reconstruct I or. method 
of Bromley et al. as a basls'for comparison with the method analysed in 
chapter .7. 
The author Is fully responsible for the original work 
. 'Included In this thesis, including mainly:-
I. Theoretical and experimental analysis of the 
properties of "translated-circular" sampl ing. 
2. 'Proposal and theoretical analysis of the real-time 
holographic subtraction method. 
3. Proposal, theoretical and experimental study of 
the weak-signal enhancement technique 
·4. Design of the "translated-circular" scanner, Including 
si Ip rj.ngs, electronics and transducers. 
5. Proposal and experimental investigation of the 
floating ultrasound absorbing layer. 
The author Is aL~o responsible for the work in I and 4 
publ ished In co-authorship in a' paper entitled "A study of fast 
'trans I ated-c i rcu I ar' scann I ng for acoustl ca I holography", presented 
at the First "Ultrasonic International" Conference (London, 1973) 
and published in the August 1973 issue of Nondestructlve Testing (GB). 
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2. BASIC THEORY OF HOLOGRAPHY 
2.1. Introduction 
The mathematical theory of holography has already been given by 
'Gabor 43 :. in 1949 and Le i 1'h and Upatn i eks9S ,1963. It can also be 
found in various textbooks (see bibliography), and'ls recalled in section 
2.2 and 2.3:. The analysis of synthetic aperture, by E.E. Aldridge Is 
given in se~tion 2.1 as a basis for compa~lson with a suggested method 
,developed in chapter 5. Its analysis of the simulat.ionof a point receiver 
by.means of a focus sed receiver has been used to select' the transducers 
. descr I,bed I n chapter 9 and is reca I led insect ion 2.5. 
As indicated in the generalities of section 1.1, holography is 
a techn I que wh i ch allows the c~pture of the phase of a wave v/hen on I y 
non-linear detectors arc available. The phase is encoded in the 
fringe spacing and position, whereas the amplitude lies In the fringe 
. contrast of the interference pattern, which Is the hologram . 
. If holography Is compulsory to detect the phase of a light wave 
'In a form suitable for later,reconstruction, It is not the case for 
sound waves, where phase measurements have been realised long ago 
already. Holography with sonic waves appears to, be an Indirect means to 
focus the wave fields, as focusslngcan also be done through phase 
measurements with the aval labi lity of linear transducers. This is·the 
,technique of phased array which Is commonly used in the sonar field. 
Curiously enough, acous 1'i ca I holography is, seemingly, a more Indirect 
approach than the phased larray technique, leads to easier processing 
83 
and 1 s more versat I le,. However, the two techn i ques are close I y 
Inter-related and the differences lie in a different Instrumentation 
and a different order in temporal and spatial processing. 
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I t Is important to note that the poss i b I lity of us i ng I I near 
transducers for acoustical holography leads to particular features, 
which cannot be"lmplemented in light wave holography. The most 
important ones are the ,electronic simulation of the reference, the 
possibi lity of processing the signal and the synthesis of the, 
insonlfying aperture. 
Electronic simulation of the reference is useful for implementing 
un I imited reference beam apertures. 'Furthermore, the reference beam has 
no aberrations and the object can be very close to the holographic 
plane without interfering with the reference wave. Finally, it is 
difficult to have a physical reference beam in many applications. 
The possibi lity of processing the signal al lows range gating 
and amplitude compression, ~hich are very important when imaging is 
attempted ins i de opaque obj ects (for examp le, see E. E. A I dri dge 2-7). '" 
, 6' Techniques, such as the synthetic aperTure method ,are 
.. ~., 
extremely useful to improve the resolution by a factor of two 
(with respect to stat!onary source) as well as$i~ulatlng an unl imited 
aperture of Insonification.' 
2.2 Hologram formation 
Let the sound disturbance at position P and time t be represented 
by the scalar function u(P,t). We may see this function as rep-" 
resenting either the particle velocity or particle displacement In the 
sound field. 
Assuming linearity, I.e. a sonic disturbance 'of sufficiently 
smal I intensity, the field u(P,t) may be written explicitly. 
u(P,t) = u(P} cos[znft+ pep)] 
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(2. I ) 
Where u(P) and tIP) are the.amplitude and phase of the ~ave at a 
position P, while f Is the sound frequency • .' A more <;oncise notation of 
(2.1) results with the use of complex notation,· 
(2.2) 
where U(P) is the follOldng complex function (which can be seen as a 2-D 
vector or phasor,. written Ih polar coordinates). 
(2.3) , 
I 
the complex function (2.3)wi 11. be referred to as the complex ~mpl ituele of 
the field, It is a spatial scalar function which has an amplitude, a phase 
and Is time Invariant. 
I t Is known· that a wave wh ich passes through an aperture I sf u i I Y 
" 
described by the phase and .amplitude distribution In the aperture z = ·0. 
That is to say, if its complex amplitude·U(x,y,o) Is known along a plane 
z = 0, the wave is uniquely determined in the region. z > 0 (propogation 
along positive values of z). If therefore, we can someho\1 record the function 
U(x,y,o) = F(x,y)· on some kind of sensitive plate, and then illuminate 
F(x,y) by a plane wave, then the reconstructed field Ur(x,y,z) wi II equal" 
U(x,y,z). This property of waves is a direct consequence of the so-ca I led 
Huygens-Fresnel principle and Is the basis of holography • 
. The means by which F(x,y) is recorded and used to modulate an incident 
. wave are numerous and have lead to dl fferent sorts of holograms. In the 
original Gabor hologram the square of F(x,y) Is recorded as a transmittance 
function and is then used to modulate the ampl itude of the reconstructing beam. 
I f .for examp I e F (x, y) is recorded as a phase ,'unct i on and Is used to modu I ate 
8 , . 
. ·the phase only of the reconstructing beam, the process Is linear and is cal led 
kinoform. The linearity results in a single wave reconstruction, rather than 
the reconstruction of true and conjugate waves of the previous process. 
Several processes can be devised In this way, depending on what information 
of the'fleld Is recorded (amplitude only, phase only or amplitude and phase) 
and what parameter of the reconstructing wave is modulated by the record 
23' (amplitude only, phase only or both), (see for example, 11.T. Cathey for 
a 'clear exposition of these different processes). 
A ful I linear reconstruction could be obtained If amplitude and 
phase were recorded point by point and used to modulate the amplitude and 
phase of the reconstructed wave, respectively point by pOint. 
The reconstruction would not in this case contain any conjugate wave. 
(the phase measurement must be .done from 0 to 211 and not' amb I guous I y 
from 0 to 11 as when a normal reference Is used). 
To record a hologram, the object and reference waves are made to. 
'.' 
Interfere. If the recording device Is sensitive to. the intensity of 'sound 
only, the record along z ~ 0 wl II be: 
l(x,y) 
= 
) _j~(x,y; 0) u.(x, y;o e 
. ~2.4) .'. 
(2.5) 
and is the object complex amplitude along the hologram plane. z = 0, and where 
(2.6) 
: 
and is the reference complex amplitude along the same plane (see fig.2.1). 
The recorded Intensity can be re-written (droDpin~ the variables 
for clar.ity). 
I (x, r) = lu(l + (2.71 
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Figure 2.2 
Recording of a hologram. 
E 
Amplitude transmittance versus exposure for a 
photographic film. 
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This pattern Is recorded directly in the case of optical holography. 
or with some demagnification m in the case of acoustical holography 
(I.e. (2.7) becomes I (mx,my)). 
While the first two terms of (2.7) depend on the intensitles only, 
the I ast two terms have a I I the I n format I on "both about the amp II tude and 
phase of the object wave. 
It Is not in general possible to record linearly the Intensity 
I(x,y) or I (mx,my) . as can be seen from the transmittance response of a 
photographic fi Im (fig. 2.2). However, if the first two terms of 
(2.7) are sufficiently large with respect to the last two, it can be 
assumed that the transmlHance wi II vary linearly around a bias value 
tb (fig. 2.2). Under this assumption, the transmittance of the fi Im 
would be: 
(2.8) 
where Il '. I s the produCt of the s lope of the t-E curve ,at the b I as 
point and the exposure time (Il' is negative for a negative fi Im and' 
vice-versa). Equation (2.8) describes the hologr~m and has 
sufficient information to reconstruct the original Itavefront. 
~. \ .' 
When sequential linear detection Is used, i~ becomes possible to 
multiply point by poInt. the field functions u(P,t) and r(P,t) instead 
of the squaring occurring naturally in a photographic fi Im or intensity 
sensitive sonic detector. This in turn leads to an holographic record 
lix,y) containing only the terms of interest U*R + UR* together with' 
6 ' 
a constant C (see E.E. Aldridge ) which will iead to three, instead of 
four reconstructed waves with e I i m i nat i on of the undes I red term 
/U(x.y;O)/2. 
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So fpr, the reference wave has been considered of a general form 
(2.6). In practice, for ease of reproduction, this wave is generally a 
plane wave, but It could also be a spherical wave (as In the reconstruction' 
method of A.F. Metherell III ). In the original Gabor Hologram 
(a I so ca I .1 ed on-ax I s ho I ogram), the reference was a p I a ne wave 
'provided ,by the undiffracted beam of light passing undisturbed 
through a highly transmissive object. .It Is only with E;N. Leith 
and J. Upatnieks ':94,95 "that a major breakthrough occurred with the 
advent of so cal.led off-axis holograms, where the reference wave Is a 
separate plane wave at an offset angle 0 with the hologram film axis. 
The advantages in using such offset reference waves wil I be seen In 
section 2.3. Expression (2.6) thus becomes (fig. 2.3), 
. R,(x,y;o) = (2,9) 
and the expression for' the sound Intensity of the 'interference pattern 
si mp I I f I es to: 
, , 
J(x,y) .. /Ucl + '2 j2T[)(sinB u* _j2lt x~i" El r, + r, Uc.) e " + ,." (.le 11 (2.10) 
When this is demagnified by m for suitable reconstruction is becomes: 
(2.1 I) 
II 
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Figure 2.3 Recording of a hologram with an offset reference wave. 
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Figure 2.4 Various wave components generated when I I lumlnatlng 
a hologram. 
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Th i s I ntens i ty can be recorded I n the same way as a I ready descrl bed to 
give the hologram of equation: 
(2. 12) 
2,3 Wavefront reconstruction 
The photographic film is developed to yield a transparency with 
an amplitude transmittance as In (2.12). If this transparency Is 
illuminated by a p'lane wave normally Incident and of uniform ampl itude 
r2, the complex amp I Itude of the wave immedi~tely behind the hologram 
(i.e. at z = +e:l will be glven'by the product of r2 a~dt(mx,my). 
It wi I I be composed of four components (three only If multiplicative, 
mixing of u and r l has been'done) which are (fig. 2.4): 
~ 
, *' _j2TtxsinO .m 
= ~r2rIU(mx, ... y;o)e" 
(2. 131 
As a consequence of the Huygens-Fresnel principle, the reconstructed 
waves having the complex amplitude (2.13) defined only af the hologram 
plane Z. = 0, will propagate unambiguously In the same manner as any' 
other waves hav i ng th I s same comp I ex amp I I tude' at z' = o. I n 'other 
words, the reconstructed waves wi I I propagate (for example diverging' or 
converging) to give images virtual or real respectively, identical to 
the 'original object. 
The fie I d component U I I ~ mere I y an atten uated vers i on 'of the 
incident reconstructing wave. The second term U2 is spatially varying 
and therefore diverges from the optical axis at various angles. 
6 This term does not exist with multlpl icatlve mixing of u and r l 
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Furthermore, the spatial frequency bandwidth of U(x,y) has to be small 
compared to the "carri er" -frequency m si nO so that the energy _ in the wave 
- A 
U2 remains spatially sufficientlv separated from the components of-
interest, U3 and U4 • 
A sca I ed down rep II ca of the ~ri g i na I sound wavefront (i f m = ~)­
is obtained with the wave U3• It is Indeed proportional to U(X,YiO) 
(or U(mx,mYio» so it will generate a virtual light image of the original 
obJecti the linear exponentional term eJ~1I(SinEl)mX indicates that this. 
virtual Image wil I .be deflected off the transparency axis by an angle El 
In the same way, the wave U4 is proportional to the 
conjugate wavefront U. This imp! ies that it wl I I form a real image of 
the object at the same di stance as the vi rtua I Image but on the other 
_ .211 mlsiri El 
side of the transparency. The exponential term e-J A 
Indicates that the wave Is now deflected at an angle - El from the 
transparency axis (fig. 2.4). 
The utility of having an offset reference can now be appreciated. 
It leads in the holographic reconstruction -to an angular separation of 
the true and conjugate waves U3 and U4 from each other and from the waves 
UI and U2 • This angular separation is of paramount importance if high 
-quality reconstructions are to be obtained. The minimum value of the 
reference angle can be calculated in terms of tl;1e spatial frequency content 
of the object wave. The higher the content, the higher the offset 
angle is to be. (See for example, J.W. Goodman 50 ). 
2.4. Synthetic aperture 
When linear detection of ~onic waves is avai lable, such as with. 
discrete transducers, It Is then possible to scan the insonifylng 
transducer as \~eli as the receivi ng one. 
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Early experiments were done' by analogy with optical holography. I.e. 
the object was insonlfied,by transmission 'or reflection with a stationary 
transducer, whi le the holographic record was bui It up, with a 2-D scan 
of the receiver. With the use of the reciprocity principle; It was then 
.' 67 11 0 123 I d realised by various authors " that an equivalent ho ogram recor 
cou I d be obta I ned by ho I di ng the' rece I ver stat I onary and scannl ng the 
transmitter 'instead, 
This intuitive approach suggests that it should be possible to scan both 
transm I tter, and rece I ver together as a I ready done in the fie I d of 
radar 32'. It has two advantages. First, the insonyfying field aperture 
can be much larger than If the transmitter is held stationary. 
Second, the interference fringes are twice as close and the resolution 
Is consequently Improved by the same factor. This I~provement In 
resolution can be seen from the analysis provided here 6,. 
For clarity, the analysis is restricted to one variable only 
" and to small angles of rays. Under these assumptions, a spherical' 
wave orlgina1-ed on the axis can be expressed approximately by' 
(fig. 2.5)-
This is obtained fmm the complex 
where r has been approximated by 
amp I I tude 
x
2 
z + -. 2z 
of a spherical wave 
(2.14) 
When anacoust I c ho I ogram ,I s recorded I n the norma I way, with 
stationary plane wave Illumination eJ211 ft, an elementary area located 
at ~o In the object (fig. 2.5) wl II reflect a spherical wave. 
Detected at the point receiver (x,o,z) this would be expressed by, 
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Figure 2.6 Signal detected by a point receiver from an object insonlfied 
by a spherical wave. 
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(2.15) 
where R(xo ) is the reflectivity at point x. Hence the total signal 
.. 1 0 
detected by the point receiver can be seen as the contribution ·of all 
such point sources in the object, namely,· 
S (><.,0)-
The signal is then multipl ied (or added and squared) to:a 
reference signal to record the hoiogram in a standard manner. 
As previously stated, this method of hoiographic recording is 
inherently I imited by the small field of insoniflcation. 
(2.16) 
If, alternatively, the source Is scanned together with the receiver, this 
I imitation is greatly reduc<t\d and the holographic record is equivalent. 
Furthermore, an improvement in resolution results from this synthetic 
Insonificatlon. Consider fig. 2.6, where the insoniflcation is now. 
achieved with a point source transducer. The complex ampl itude of the 
wave i nc i dent at a po I nt (xo,o) of the object w i li be: 
.(. f 21t ) • Tt 2 J 2Tt t -All. • -J- (x-><.) 
e. e A~ 
l!"z (2.17) 
rather than the plane wave ej (211 ft);· If again the reflectivity· 
, . 
of a point object at (x ,o,o) is noted as R(x } the incident wave (2:17) o 0·· .. 
)"Ii II after reflection be detected by. the point receiver at (x,o,z,) 
and have a comp I ex amp I i tude 
R cl I J[21[Ft - ~Tt (a, H.)] e-i~ (~ + ~ )(x-xJ (x.) x._ e . I ~ 
z.~ . 
(2.i8)" 
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Hence the total signal detected by the point receiver can be seen 
again as the contribution of all ·the point sources in the object, that 
is to say, 
.. 
s (x,.)_ 
sR 
where the Integration Is over the plane of the object. When comparing 
(2.19) with (2.16), the two expressions appear as equivalent; the 
ampl itudes differ merely by a multlpl icatlve constant term and. 
there Is as wel I. a constant phase term. Comparison of the variable 
phase term Inside the integrals shows that (2.19) is equivalent to 
(2.16), If the object Is at a distance z = z lz2 • 
This .distance is smaller than zl orz2 (e.g. z when zl'= z2 = z). 2 
As a consequence, the synthetic insonlficatlon has brought an Increase 
. ".' 
in resolution. 
Other configurations of scan such as a transmitter-receiver. 
scanning with the object between the two probes and cylindrical scanning 
have been studied and can be found in ref. 6. 
2 .. 5 Simulation of a point receiver with bowl transducers 
If a scanning method is to be used to bui fd up a two-dimensional 
holographic recor"d, the receiver must be close to a point transducer. 
As the size of this receiv~r increases relative to the wavelength, It 
attenuates more and more the frl nge contrast to be' recorded • 
.'The averaging process Involved has been analysed byJ.M; Smith and 
135 N.F. ~1oody '. Such point size receivers are insensitive and to some 
extent would counteract the sensitivity benefit expected from the use 
of the transducer scanning method. For this reason It would be quite 
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an advantage to simulate a point receiver with a more sensitive focused 
transducer. This type of receiver has been used by various experlmentators, 
for example, B.P. Hi Idebrand and B.B. Brenden 71 and E.E. Aldrldge G: 
The following analysis can be found in ref. 6 and shows that 
such a receiver wi I I indeed be sensitive only to the p~rt of the wavefront 
which Impinges on to the focal point. Once 'again, the analysis Is' 
restricted to smal I angle theory, and assumes that the transducer 
aperture b Is smal I compared to its focal length a (see fig. 2.7), 
Using the notation defined in fig. 2.7" the wavefront Impinging 'at a 
point x on the transducer (assumed flat) has a complex amplitude, 
" . I j(Z1tft~ ~1t a) 
_e 
a 
(2.20) 
The signal output of the transducer is thus the summation of the different 
va I ues of (2.20) as x and y vary a long the plane of the transducer', 
'. ~~ .' 
S ('.".1 = .;. .j(""'- ~. <1. .~~ "-,,. .-i::''<Y-1.,: .if, "",') d'"7 
-F 
11 ,2 2 J- (x + y ) is. to take into account that the where the phase term e lIa 
Integration Is over a plane rather than over the curved area of the 
transducer •. 
The expression (2.21) equals 
It!. Sin r;;. Xo 
11" i\.t"o 
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(2.21 ) 
(2.22) 
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Sonic detection with a focused transducer. 
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The s~~~Alerms approximate an Impulse function which indicates that 
for sources located at large va I ues of x
o
' the output signa I of the 
receiver wll I be nil. A measure of the resolving power of such a receiver 
sln(A) 
can thus be obtained ·from the first zero of the (A) function, namely, 
(2.23) 
This relation is quite useful for the selection of a proper transducer and 
has been used in chapter 9 for the choice of the receiving probe • 
. ~:' 
.. 
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3. INHERENT LIMITATIONS OF ACOUSTICAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING 
The capability requirements of an acoustical imaging system 
tend to be the same, Irrespective of the applications, with however, 
some differences In the priority of the features. Following 
P.S. Green 56 
(ll 
( i i ) 
( i i I ) 
( i v) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(v i i ) 
It can be said that an Ideal Imaglng system should have:~ 
a good resolution. 
a high sensitivity. 
a ful I real time imaglng. 
no artifacts. 
good contrast and signal to background ratio. 
a large field of view. 
two modes of operation (reflection and transmission). 
ca 
Elements such as cost, ease of use and pract~bi lity of operation 
are equally important when it comes to the final choice of a device. 
However, all these Imaging qual ities, which are taken for granted when 
objects are viewed with light-waves, are extremely reduced with sound 
Imaging due to I Imitations inherent to the wavelength. There are also 
limitations inherent to the holographic process itself. 
3.1' 't.irhltati6n'inherent to the wavelength of sound 
These I imitations are pertinent to al I acoustic imaglng. 
The most important of al I arises from the relatively large wavelength 
to object size ratio, occurring with ultrasonic waves as compared to 
light. For example, ~/A is about 2500 for a IMHz ultrasonic wave In 
water. 
One feature introduced by long wave lengths r s that the surface . 
of objects appears smoother to sonic waves than to light waves by a 
factor of ~/A. An object which is thus specularly reflecting 
• ultrasound waves, shows up highlights only and gives rise to Images 
122 
which are hard to Interpret 
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Fig. 3.1 Illustrates this with the Image of a replica gun on which 
cylinders appear as lines only. As a consequence, It is generally 
believed by workers In the field, that, whenever choice Is possible, 
it is adv i sab I e to I nson i fy through transmi ss i on rather than by. 
reflection 56,56. The specular reflections can be el iminated witll 
diffuse insonlflcation. However, diffuse insonlflcatlon or. 
equivalently diffuse reflection from unidirectional Insonified objects 
Introduce speckle In holographlcal Iy reconstructed images. The Image 
appears grainy and the grain size of the speckle Increases linearly 
121 129 
wi th decreasl ng aperture • 
A second feature related to the long wavelength of the 
Insonlfying wave is the relatively low resolution obtainable with 
acoustic Imaging as compared with that of optical systems of same 
absolute size. The resolution reduction occurs also In the ratio 
AI h· h f I Id' t 1ft . f tit· 114-A w IC . 0 ows I rec y rom he expression 0 he re.so u Ion 
1.2"l. 1\ J. 
A 
(3. Il 
where d is the object distance, A the insonlfication wavelength 
and A the aperture. 
Other sources of limitation Inherent to Imaglng flaws or objects 
Inside an optically opaque solid are: 
(I) Multiple Internal reflections occurring between 
different layers, leading to artifacts or degraded 
images 56 .• 
(2) Conversion of pressure waves into shear waves 
rendering images more confused 6,65 
(3) Non-uniform insonlflcatlon of a discontinuity due to the 
masking of another layer In front, as wel I as distortions 
of the image due to an Inhomogeneous medium surrounding 
the plane of interest 56 
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Figure 3.1 Specular reflection of a pistol gun insonified with a 
2 MHz ultrasonic wave. (Image obtained by holographic 
reconstruct i on) 
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(4) Refraction at the water-object interface which tends for 
example, to reduce the angle of divergence of a wave 
diffracted from an internal flaw (.for a material with wave 
velocity larger than In water)·. 
3.2 Limitations inherent to the holographic process 
The sources of Image degradation which are of specific holographic 
origin, (i.e. occurring with a perfect record of the hologram) are not 
as severe as those inherent to the nature of ultrasound, One Is the 
depth distortion of the image, 
65' 
Consider the longitudinal magnification 
of the reconst ructed Image' , 
(3.2) 
One can select any lateral magnification Mlat In the reconstructed image 
merely by adjusting the hologram'demagnlfication, However, the 
longitudinal magnification MI Is then fixed and different from MI t' 
ong a 
as seen in eq, 3,2 (except for an hologram demagnlflcatlon of A/A), 
The resulting depth distortion occurring In the image Is not a great loss, 
as a three-dimensional display with paral lax effect has already been 
precluded by the hologram size. 
Another I imitation, specific to the holographic process, lies in 
the degradations resulting from the modulation transfer function of the 
opt I ca I reconstructi on process (I enses, spat i a I f i I ters, etc .. ) ~ 
These degradations take the form of aberrations and noises, 
The last degradation related to a holographic reconstruction results 
from the various aberrations, mostly spherical aberration, Inherent to the 
holographic process, These aberrations have been analysed.by various· 
authors (for example, refs.41,65), 
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4. REVIEW OF THE MAIN TECHNIQUES USED IN ACOUSTICAL HOLOGRAPHY 
A great many physical phenomena have been employed to detect 
acoustic Images. The methods differ not only In technique, but also 
In complexity, image qual ity, sensitivity, exposure and I'maging 
time. Good reviews of these techniques can be found In refs. 13 and 133. 
In principle, any of these methods could be used to detect an 
acoustic hologram. However, only a limited number has been used 
so far, because of their sensitivity, real time capabl Ilty, 
aperture size, frequency of operation and so on. 
13 Following H. Berger , ultrasonic area detection methods may be 
grouped Into four different classes: 
(I) photographic and chemical methods, 
(2) thermal techniques, 
(3) optical and mechanical methods, 
(4) electronic methods. 
Intensity and amplitude sensitive detections can be found in these 
four different types (table 4.1). 
The following review Is not comprehensive but limited to the methods 
which have been widely in.use. They belong essentially to groups 
3 and 4. It does not include the Bragg reconstruction method'91 '. 
which is, however, strongly related to holography via the concept of 
volume holograms. Some other non-holographic three-dimensional 
displays of acoustic imaging Include varifocal mlrrors'S9', direct 
two-I enses i mag i ng 66 and stroboscop I c project Ion of' B-scan· 
Images on to moving screens 139 An excellent s.urvey of acoustical 
~olography methods has recently been published by R.K. Mueller)22 
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TYPICAL INTENSITY SENSITIVE AREA DETECTORS 
METHOD SENSITI~ITY TIME REFERENCE 
(W / cm) , CONSTANT 
(Experimental ( s ) 
'value) 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE IN I 10-4 13-122 
DEVELOPER 
LIQUID CRYSTAL 2-5 10- 3 2-5 10-3 62 
LIQUID SURFACE 10-3 10-3 13-122 
LEVITATION 
-
ALlGMENT OF FLAKES 10-3 ABOUT 1 sec. 92 
(POLlL\!A.~ CELL) 2.8 10-7 SEVERAL MINUTES 13 
TYPICAL AMPLITUDE SENSITIVE AREA DETECTORS 
METHOD SENSITI~ITY REFERENCE 
(IV/cm) 
(Experimental Value) 
PIEZOELECTRIC DETECTOR 19-II 13 
WITH VARIOUS SCANNING 
OR ARRAY CONFIGURATIONS ~ 
ELECTRON SCAN OF A 2 IO-II 13 
PIEZOELECTRIC AREA 
DETECTOR 
ELECTRON SCAN OF A . 10-7 13 
PIEZORESIST1VE AREA 
DETECTOR 
SOLID SURFACE 10-7 122 
DEFORMATION (DYNAMIC 10-6 13 SURFACE DEFOR~~TI0N) 
Table 4.1 Typ I ca I 'acoustl ca I area detectors 
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4.1 liquid surface levitation' 
It was originally Sokolov who proposed the liquid surface levitation 
method, using the optical technique of Toplerl33 It is one of the 
two earl lest techniques devised for real~tlme acoustic imaglng 
(the other one being the Sokolov camera tube). Acoustic holograms 
were recorded and reconstructed in real-time for the first time with 
the method by B.B. Brenden l8 , 1967, and the technique has since reached 
a wel I-established status with commercially available apparatus 
(Holotron Co.) and with clinical evaluations currently in progress 73,74-
It i s ~~:'I ntens i ty sens it i vedetect i on method and is tb us used 
in close analogy with optical holography In that It uses two physical 
beams (fig. 4.1). Two sound transducers are required for the object 
and reference beams and interference occurs in the region of overlap 
of the two coherent beams. The pattern is converted into a useful form 
through the action of the radiation pressure at the liquid surface. 
A sound wave ref I ected from an I nterface exerts a pressure on It, 
the so-called radiation pressure. This pressure is proportional to 
the incident Intensity and Is thus a non-linear means of detection. 
The surface opposes this force and wl I I deform unti I the surface 
tension and the gravity balance the radiation pressure. 
Var lous authors have ana I ysed the process 18 ,120 g i vi ng the 
expression of the height of the ripples formed, In terms of the liquid 
characteristics. The liquid-gas interface behaviour can be described 
in terms of I inear system theory (only within certain sound intensity 
limits) • The transfer function (from sound i ntens ity to ripple height) 
was found by P.S. Green to be a characteristic of the I i qui d ( s,urface 
, 
tension a and density p) and of the spatial frequency content of the 
interference pattern (w ,w L The expression he arrived at38 , 122 is. 
x 'f ' 
(4.1 ) 
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where w = V w~ + Wy Is a spatial frequency and ~ Is a 
characteristic length depending on the surface tensIon cr and the 
density p of the lIquId. The response of the surface to sound 
IntensIty Is thus, 
hex,'!) 0( I (x,y) 71:" 9 (x,y) (4.2) 
which is, in the spatIal frequency domaIn, 
(4.3) 
The Interface behaves like a low pass filter and the ripple height 
pattern wl I I be dIrectly proportional to the sound intensity Interference 
pattern for spatIal frequencIes below Its cut-off. For water this . 
cut-off is in the order of 3 cycles/cm. 
The IntensIty pattern resulting from the Interference of the 
two coherent beams wi I I have the form given In equation (2.10). 
It fo 11 ows that the express Ion of' the ri pp I e he I ght can be expressed, 
by combIning (2.10) with (4.2), as 
(4.4) 
For low frequenclesq(x,y) will be close to a Dirac delta function. 
and h(x,y) ~ I(x,y). That is to say, the ripple pattern would be a 
replica of the holographic record (2.10) described in sectIon 2.2. 
Real-time phase modulation of a I ight beam can be achieved by 
reflection from the water surface and the complex ampl itude U(x,y) of 
the reflected light wil I be (along a plane close to the liquid surface) 
proportional to the h(x,y) and I(x,y) patterns: 
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where the approximation Is' valid for small values of h(x,y) compared to 
the light wavelength A. The ripple height Is Indeed very smal I and 
typically 100 ~ to 1000 ~;122. The term J Uo 4~ I (x,y) Is analogous 
to the term S'AI(x,y) of (2.8) and can therefore be used In a similar 
way to reconstruct the hologram. 
This detectloll method has been used so far 'in three distinct 
122 
versions which are the following (see R.K. Mueller ): 
(I) standard holography (sometimes referred to as lensless). 
(2) focussed holography. 
(3), time Independent spatial carrier imaglng. 
In the fi rst method (fl,gs. 4.1 - 4.2) no lens Is used and a Fresnel 
ho I ogram can be recorded ( fig. 4.2) by us i ng a plane wave reference beam. 
Alternatively, a Fourier transform hologram can be obtained if a spher.lcal. 
reference IS,~sed, coplanar with the object (fig. 4.1). 
Unfortunately, this technique does not give very gOOd: image qual ity. 
The ma I n reason is that deformat ions of the water surface by the reference 
beam cannot be avoided. Although these deformations are of low spatial 
frequencies, they are of high ampl itude and thefr phase modulation process 
described by (4.5) is thus no longer equivalent to a linear mapping of 
h(x,y) on to the complex light amplitude U(x,y). High frequencies are 
, generated as a consequence of this and render the Image practically 
122 
useless I 
Another severe Ilmli'ation results from the low-pass filtering effect of 
the surface which attenuates al I the high spatial frequencies, I.e. 
limiting the possible offset angle of the reference beam and the resolving 
power. 
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Fortunately,· the method was brought to its ful I potential by two 
steps forward. First, B.B. Brenden 18 found experimentally that an 
Increase in the spatial frequency bandwidth of the I iquld surface could 
be obtained by using pulsed insonlflcatlon, typically of 20-100 ~s 
duration at a pulse repetition rate of 500 Hz. For a 20 ~s pulse 
insonification, the bandwidth of the Interface would be as high as 300 
cycles/cm 11 Such pulsing improves considerably the I imitations 9ue 
to narrow bandwidth, namely I imited offset reference angle and resolving' 
power. 
The second type of improvement was introduced by Smith and Brenden 135 
to get around the difficulty of blurred image, which resulted from the 
disturbance of the liquid surface by the reference beam. Instead of 
generating a Fourier or Fresnel hologram, they used an acoustic projection 
system to Image the object on to the water surface (fig. 4.3). The 
focussed image hologram obtained In this way is far less sensitive to the 
slowly varying-high amplitude disturbances Introduced by the reference 
b 122 eam 
Some further refinements have been added, such as the use of 8 smal I 
tank to prevent disturbances from the main tank and allowing the use of 
liquids with optlmlzed density and surface tension. Disturbances can be 
further mlnimize'd by using a separate tank to place the object In, as 
in the Holosonlcs system 99 (fig. 4.4). 
The focussed Image version Is the only one In routine use today, 
with the commerc i a I I nstrument of Ho I oson i cs I nc. Th i s I nstrument Is 
currently undergoing cl inical evaluation at the Chi Idrens' Hospital of. 
San Francisco. For the quality of imaging, see ref.73 An experimental 
evaluation for non-destructive appl icat·ions of the Ho(osonic system has ' 
also been reported by J.B. Swlnt et al. 138 and H. Clements 29 
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In spite of the great success of this method, the commercial process 
has now lost one of the main features which originally Initiated work 
In acoustical holography, that Is, the transfer of the Imaglng 
problems (such as focusslng with lenses) from the acoustic to the 
optical domain. In the "time-independent-spatlal-carrler" imaging 
technique, described by P.S. Green 55 , this Indirect use of the reference 
is further accentuated by simulating It with a wire grating (fig. 4.5). 
According to Green 55 , the reference beam In the focussed .Image 
approach is merely supplying a spatial carrier on to which the Image 
is modulated, rather than being a phase reference (i.e. It performs the 
offset function of the reference). He thus proposed to implement more 
simply the spatial carrier with a wire grating only. The resulting 
advantages over the Brenden method are that It relieves the constraints 
on the position' of lens and .obJect with respect to the surface (e.g. 
the object can be close to the Imaging interface), and that It faci Iltates 
the use of large conversion areas. The Image quality obtained is more 
" 
or less comparable In the two methods, but Green's technique requires a 
higher object beam Intensity. This could be an important consideration 
for medical uses. 
4.2 Some other acoustic intensity area detectors used in acoustlcat 
ho lography 
If the liquid surface levitation Is the most widely used intensity 
detector, other methods such as those using liquid crystals and 
particles in fluid suspension (Pohlman cell) have been applied to 
. acoust I ca I ho I ography. The I r sens I t I v I ty !.s moderate and s! m i I ar to . 
that of liquid surface levitation. They offer direct -:iewlng, bu·t 
holographic reconstruction has to be via a photographic process 
(except the real-time A/O converter of Greguss 62 ). 
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Although liquid crystals have been known for over eighty years, 
It Is only in the past five years or so that they have been used for 
cross sectional acoustic imaging 62 To the best of our knowledge, 
Intlekofer'and Aulk 78 were the first to report In 1972, the 
reconstruction of an acoustic hologram recorded with a heat sensitive 
cholesteric liquid crystal detector. The property which they used, Is 
the temperature Induced colour change of the I iquid crystal. The crystal 
Is then illuminated with a monochromatic light source and the reflected 
beam intensity is thus a repl ica of the acoustic intensity pattern. 
Their'method is at this stage, more of scientific than practical value, 
as the level of Intensity used was about 8w/cm2 at 5 MHz. Greguss 62 
has also reported the recording and real-time reconstruction of holograms 
with the use of direct (I.e. no external electric field) acousto-optlcal 
effect In nematic liquid crystals. He reported a sensitivity In the order 
on few mil I iwatts/cm2• The Imaging Is real-time as wel I, whereas the 
heat effect used by Intlekofer and Aulk 78 has got a I arger response 
time. A good survey of liquid crystal appl icatlons to holographic and 
direct acoustical imaglng can be found" 'In the paper of Greguss 62 
Another approach to the detection of acoustical holograms.conslsts 
of using disc I ike particles suspended in a liquid. This visualization 
r. 
device known'as the Polhman cell is made of a multitude of partlC"Jes 
suspended in a liquid which Is retained within two parallel wal Is 
(one being acoustically transparent whereas the other one Is optically 
transparent) . 
The principle used is that of the "Rayleigh disc"effect, whereby 
a disc shaped object located within a liquid or gas, wi I I be subjected 
to a torque when a direct or alternating flow Is app.' led to the liquid 
or gas. The torque is dependent on the intensity of sound and turns 
the disc so that Its plane lies at an angle to the flow. The sensitivity 
is moderate and I sin the order of mW/cm2 (r ef. 18). 
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A number of authors have "recorded acoust I c ho I ograms us I ng th i s 
device 22 ,92 • Reconstruction of acoustical holograms recorded with a 
Pohlman cell was also achieved by Lafferty and Stephens 92 • 
They also reported direct Imaglng results obtained with a variable focus 
liquid lens. "Liquids different from the xylene originally proposed by 
Pohlman have been publ ished by Hlldebrand and Brenden 71 and more 
recently by Mai ler 104 , although Lafferty and Stephens obtained comparable 
results with water to which a dispersing agent such as detergent had been 
added 93 
The limitation of the cell lies essentially in a finite response time, 
. 46 
wh i ch prec I udes the use of pu I sed i nson I f i cat I on and range gatlng . 
However, it offers cheapness and simplicity of operation, coupled with no 
serious aperture limitations. 
4.3 Scanning and sampl ing 
The liquid surface levitation described in section 4.1 uti Ilzes 
an Intensity sensitive detection analogous to optical holography. 
As mentioned earl ier In chapter 2, I inear receivers are avai lable in 
acoustics and can thus be used to detect an acoustic hologram. As was 
remarked, the availabi lity of linear detection enables the detection 
and reproduction of an acoustic field without the aid of holography. 
However, holography offers more versatility and better signal noise ratio 83 
It Is by nature a short range imaglng as resolution and focussing capabi I ities 
decrease with the object distance. 
As can be seen from table 4.1, linear detectors offer greater 
sensitivity than square law detectors, such as the liquid surface 
levitation. Their linearity also introduces several other advantages, 
such as the posslbil ity of using signal processing, simulation of the 
reference beam 102,118,132 , i nson i f i cat Ion" in the transm i ss i on and 
reflection modes, synthetic Insonlfylng beam and range gatlng 3 
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They do not, however, Include In·their physical structure, the possibility 
of reconstructing the Image. The hologram Is, indeed, obtained sequential Iy 
as a video signal, either by slow mechanical scanning, fast electron 
scanning, or multlplexing. This video signal has to be converted into a 
suitable two-dimensional light modulator for reconstruction (amplitude 
and/or phase modulation). These devices are sometimes called 
reconstructors and will be described in the section 4.4. When the 
reconstructorls real-time and compatible with a real-time I inear detector 
apparatus, the overal I system is real-time, like the methods described 
In the previous section. 
The type of detector mostly used so far,·as It.ls the most sensitive 
of al I linear detectors (table 4.1), Is the piezoelectric tran~ducer, used 
either as discrete probes or as an electron scanned-piezoelectric plate. 
A I though the electron scan vers lon.s have led bas i ca I I Y to one si ngl e type 
of device, usually referred to as the ultrasonic camera, or Sokolov camera, 
the version using discrete piezoelectric transducers has led to a 
considerable number of system configurations typical Iy:-. 
With rectangUlar scanning or rectangUlar configuration (f Ig. 4.6) 
( I ) Single rece I ver (Rx) and transmitter (Tx) 
a. Tx stationary, Rx 2-D scanned 102,112,132 
b. Rx stationary, Tx 2-D scanned 67, 66,110,123 
c. Tx. and Rx 2-D scanned 67,68 
(2) One linear array (LA) and one single transducer 
a. Rx,-LA scanned with Tx stationary 144 
b. Rx-LA stationary with Tx stationary and with object field 
def I ected 57 (analogous to 2a. but the object field Is 
deflected rather than I-D scan of the linear receiving array. 
c. Tx-LA scanned with Rx stationary 144 
d. Rx-LA scanned with cylindrical Tx array scanned· 143 ,145 
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(3) One transmitter linear array (Tx-LA) and one receiver linear 
array. (Rx-LA) 
a. Both scanned parallel and sequenced 
b. . 134144 Both stat i onary, .sequenced and perpend i cu 1 ar ' 
(4) One two-dimensional array (2DA) and one single transducer 
. a. Stationary Rx-2DA . I 124 and stationary Tx • 
b. Stationary and sequenced Tx-2DA and stationary Rx 
c. Stationary and sequenced Rx-2DA and Tx-2DA 10& 
With circular scanning (fig. 4.7). 
(I) "Concentric-circular" scanning: 
Rotation of Rx (or Tx) I inear array with single Tx (or Rx) 
stat i ona ry 70, 71 
(2) Spiral scanning 
(Tx or Rx) 
a. Single Rx (or·Tx) spiral scanned with single Tx (or Rx) 
stat i ona ry39 
b. Linear array Rx (or Tx) spiral scanned with single Tx 
(or Rx) stationary •. (See this thesis, section 6.1) 
(3) "Doub le c i rcu I a r" scann i ng 40 
(4) "Translated - circular" scanning 
a. Single Rx rotated and translated with stationary Tx 26,70 
b. Simultaneous rotation and translation of Rx and Tx 
(See this thesis chapter 6 and ref 28 
c. Linear Rx array rotated and translated with stationary Tx 
(See this thesis, section 6.1) 
d. Several multiplexed receiver and transmitter simultaneously 
rotated and translated (see this thesis, chapter 6 and 
ref. 28 ) 
(5) Cyl indrical scanning 6,47 
(6) Sector scann i ng 72 
(7) Annular arrays 142 
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AI I these various sytems are working on the same principle: 
the sound am'pl itude and phase along a two-dimensional area, Is 
detected sequential Iy. Equation (2.5), which represented the object wave, 
Is now written in the form, 
(4.6 ) 
I 
In other words, it is purely a function of time (ImpliCitly): " 
U (t;) () ~j ~ (t) =.u.te (4.7 ) 
The time functions x(t) and y(t) are either kinematic functions (as in 
mechanical or electron scanning), or non-linear switching functions (as In 
sequential Iy switched array), or a mixture of both, when scanning and switching 
are used. 
A I1 these methods w I I I not be rev i ewed I n detail and the Interested 
reader Is referred to the. quoted literature. Interesting concepts can be 
found more particularly in some of the methods which are briefly described 
In the following. 
We have a I read)' ment i oned the syntheHc aperture pri nc i pie in chapter 
2, and It can be found for example in the configurations Ic, 2d and 3a. 
A I so of interest, the method 3b, deve loped by W. H. We n s 144 introduces 
a new concept. He has shown that the two-dimensional information required to 
2 build up an hologram, for example, the N outputs of an N x N receiving array, 
could be obtained with only 2.N transducers; This can be done by having 
the N transmitter array perpendicular to the N receiver array. To a fi rst 
order approximation, the signal from a receiver located at xI' due to a 
transmitter located at Yi' Is the same as the signal detected by a receiver 
located at (x. y.) with a stationary source at the origin (0,0). 
. I I 
," +" 
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Wel Is showed that this new type of holography detection produces an 
Image hay I ng a "con I c" aberrat I on. I t must be emphasised that the 
aberration would be very severe at short ranges, as for these ranges 
the second order term he neglected In its analysis. is large. 
Another Interesting approach is that of 2b, recently developed 
by P.S. Green et al 57 • The apparatus bui It has obtained already 
very good quality real-time images (non holographic focusslng). 
This technique could be used to detect acoustic holograms, but real-time 
capabi I Ity would be lost, unless a suitable real-time reconstructor 
was used. The principle of this new camera is quite ingenious. 
A one~dimensional array of 192 piezoelectric receivers detects the· 
ultrasonic image (3MHz), obtained using a pair of acoustic lenses. 
The necessary scan in a direction perpendicular to the array is done, not 
by moving the receiving array~ but by deflection of the object field. 
This ti It is obtained with two prisms rotating in opposite directions, 
and enclosed in a suitable casing to· avoid water disturbances (fig. 4.8). 
'.' 
Several frames per second are recorded, which requires a prism revolution 
speed in the order of 1000 r.p.m. The signals detected by each transducer 
are processed In parallel and displayed, after multiplexing, on a 
television monitor. 
Among the other linear detection processes used in acoustical 
holography is the ultrasonic camera, also cal led Sokolov camera •. 
It was originally developed by Sokolov In 1936 133 
use by various investigators such as 
and was brought 
Oschepkov et a I 126 
, 
into practi ca I 
Smyth et a I 137 79 and Jacobs I t I snow commerc i a:11 y ava i I ab le 100,101 
and an extensive bibliography can be found in references. '12;20;80 •. 
The camera was first used for ho I ography by Marom et a I '107. The i r 
experiment was done with an on-axis reference but later, Mueller et al 118 
recorded with the camera acousti c ho I ograms with electron i ca I I Y si mu I ated 
offset reference. 
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Various authors have worked on the ultrasonic camera to Increase its 
useful aperture. First, with the use of a mosaic of several transducers 
'rather than one, but with this technique the aperture remains potentially 
limited to about 10 inches 37. Secondly, It has been proposed by 
Goutte et al '53 to remove the cause of the aperture I imitation, namely 
the vacuum tube needed for the scanning of the crystal with an electron 
gun. This could be done by using a 2-D array of I ight emitting diodes 
I nterrogat I ng sequent I a I Iy the back vo I tage of the pi ezoe I ectr i c crysta I 
via a photoreslstive layer 53 • 
Jacobs and Peterson 81,82 reported recently very good results 
obtained with a matched Sokolov tube. Hemispherical elements were laid on 
the face of the crystal to increase Its acceptance angle. Although they 
were concerned with through transmission imaglng only, their results are quite 
relevant to acoustical holography. Their approach. however, does not-resolve 
the area':' I imitation problem as does that' of 'Goutte and more recently, Nigam125 
The various circular scanning systems mentioned previously, wil I be 
reviewed in detai I in chapter 6; new configurations wl I I be proposed 
and some theoretical and experimental results reported. 
4.4 Dynamic surface deformation 
In this system, a sol id-gas Interface Is used in contrast to the 
liquid-gas Interface of the liquid surface levitation. This method Is quite 
different from the I iquid surface deformation described in section 4.1. 
Indeed, the radiation pressure effect is much smaller in solids and the 
surface deformation used is largely due to the Instantaneous vibration 
of the medium traversed by sound. 
AI I the methods proposed so far to convert this dynamic deformation 
into a reconstructible hologram are using laser probing (see for example 
refs.51. ,90,109 l. Recently, Metherell et al. reported excellent results 
obtained with a method proposed earl ier l13, 115,115. 
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·4.5 Reconstructors 
Apart from the liquid surface levitation method, whose sound sensitive 
area can also be used as a light modulator for reconstruction, other methods 
described in section 4.3 need a reconstructor to convert the video signal 
Into a suitable I ight modulation. The simplest reconstructor of all 
, . . 
consists of a photographic camera used to photograph a I ight source moved in 
synchronism with the scanned probe. This method Is the cheapest to 
Imp lement and has been used by mimy authors 2S, 132, 145 It Is 
unfortunately not real-time, In that photographic development is normally 
necessary. Manufacturers are currently developing an Instantaneous 
development camera for transparent film, and this might provide In the 
> future, a way to eliminate the undesirable photographic development. 
A slmi lar approach consists of recording the hologram on to a 
chemical paper recorder·3 The advantage Is that the recording can be 
done in dayl ight which Is quite usef'~1 for long recording times. 
Its main drawback is that It does not lend itself to multichannel recording, 
which is needed when an array of receivers Is used (see ref.145 ). 
A number of various electro-optlcal area modulators have been 
described In the literature 35, 36,98,75 , but the KDP modulator 
Investigated by Goetz Is the only one to have been demonstrated for acoustical 
holographic reconstructlon 49,105. The refractive Index of a KDP crystal, 
located In the face of a cathode ray tube, Is modified point by point via 
an electron beam and a grid whose potential Is monitored by the video 
signa I. A I aser beam can be ref I ected from the back .face of the crysta I 
and be suitably phase modulated to reconstruct a holographic Image 
(fig. 4.9). Experimental results showed a resolution of 65 line-pairs/cm, 
49 
well within the requirements of holography In the 100 kHz - I MHz range 
. :" 
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Figure 4.9 Schematic of the electooptlcal I ight modulation tube developed 
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by Goetz 49 ). 
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Among the other electro-optic tubes, which have been made, the 
one developed by E.M.I. Electronics seems promising for the 1-10 MHz 
·98 range Indeed, the resolution reported was approximately 100 lines/mm. 
Unlike the device of Goetz, this Is not truly real-time, because of 
the writing speed and erasure time, I m/s and 2 s respectively. 
However, for near-real-tlme 1-10 MHz constructors, this tube could 
we II be used as it offers better reso I ut i on, than the 1-ube of Goetz. 
Another type of light modu I ator, wh i ch has been proposed for 
holography reconstruction, is the so-ca I led Ferplc system. It is an 
Integrated ferroelectrlc-photoconductor device and Is not an 
electro-optic modulator. The hologram must be stored optically on this 
Ilght-to-llght interface (f.i g. 4. 10) • The light-dark pattern I nc I dent 
on the photoconductive layer (typically few tenths of mm thick) 
modulates its ohmic resistance and thus the electric field appl led on 
to the ferroeledric crystal'; When the recording Is completed, the 
writing voltage Is switched off and the ferroelectrlc crystal wl II have 
variations of Its local remanent polarization in accordance with the 
fie I d <and therefore the light pattern) app II ed at each po.! nt. 
Using the field-induced birefringence property of the crystal 
(Pockel's effect), phase modulation of an incident light beam can be 
·86 
achieved to simulate the original I ight pattern This device was 
86 ' 
'originally suggested by Keneman et al. for optical holographic use. 
Its resolution is indeed much higher than that of the electro-optic 
modulators previously discussed: typically, 800 lines/mm. The recording 
sensitivity of the device is, unfortunately, not sufficient to be 
excited by small scanned light sources such as light emitting diodes. 
However, it would be sufficient to record a hologram by exposing the 
Ferplc \~Ith the demagnlfied image stored on the screen of a storage C.R.T. 
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After an exposure ranging from 20 to 60 seconds, the writing voltage 
would be switched off and real-time reconstruction with a laser beam 
could then be performed (fig. 4.10). 
The resolution of storage screens Is typically 5 lines/mm and 
consequently 1he hologram would have to be stored on it with Its 
j 
original size or, whenever possible, enlarged. 
A Ferplc reconstructor can be regarded as a possible alternative 
to the electro-optical modulator of Goetz. Frequencies up to about 5 
or possibly 10 MHz could be used for hologram apertures limited to 
say 5 cm in diameter. 
Finally, the digital computer can also be regarded as a holographic 
reconstructor. At the present time, It Is still limited by storage. 
capabilities. The interested reader is referred to the literature, for 
example Goodman52 and HuangB 10:' 
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5. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DETECTION TI~1E IN SCANNED ACOUSTICAL 
HOLOGRAPHY 
5.1 Introduction 
AI I the methods described in the previous chapter have some kind 
of aperture limitation, either'physlcal Iy (liquid surface levltatlon~,' 
Green's camera), or financially by the cost of implementation (e.g. 
two-dimensional arrays). However, one of them,' namely'thescannlng 
technique', does not have Inherent aperture size I imitations. Furthermore, 
It is certainly the approach, which lends itself readily to large 
aperture-frequency products. Unfortunately, the method was In the 
early stages very time consuming and unless a major breakthrough' 
occurs" is ruled out for real-time use. There are, however, applications 
such as the non-destructive testing of large objects, where the,' 
advantages of real-time performance are outweighed by the need for 
large aperture size. 
In the nuclear power industry, where imaglng 
In hostl le liquids Is necessary, special rransQucers nave TO De useu, 
wh ich might not be readily, implemented with electron beam read out 
(ultrasonic camera). Scanning transducers could also offer a possible, 
approach to th is type of s i tua'~ I on. 
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When decrease of scanning time Is envisaged, a large number of 
compromises between number of transducers and time of scanning Is 
avai lable (see section 4.3). Whatever Is done, there wil I always be a 
ga i n If:-
(I) coarser sampling can be tolerated 
(2) less information may be recorded for a given Image quality 
(e.g. aperture area, spatial frequency) 
(3) scanning speed Is Increased (when scanning Is required). 
Various types of circular scanning can help with respect to the 
problem of decreasing sampling density. In chapter 6 a review of these 
sampling results is given and new ones are developed. With regard to the 
142 problem of decreasing the aperture area, Vllkomerson has recently 
reported an extension of a radioastronomy method,for acoustic Imaglng. 
Resolution of a ful I aperture is obtained, using only the annulus 
bordering the aperture. Special processing and multiple readings are 
required. The method was not considered for the recording of acoustic 
holograms. In this case, In fact, It would be severely limited 
practi ca I I y, by the acceptance ang I e of detectors. 
Finally, when scanning Is Involved, Increasing the scanning speed 
wi II lead to a reduction in recording time. This chapter wl I I be 
devoted to a study of the limitation of the scanning speed and some 
suggestions wi II be proposed to increase the potential limit. 
5.2 Turbulence in the flow 
If turbulence Is occurring, the particles of water have a chaotic 
motion. 0 However, simple calculations show that, unless the whole bulk of 
the liquid was undergoing violently turbulent movement, little degradation 
would occur 0 108 ,141. 
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Let us assume that the 3 cm of water below the scanning receiver 
probe is In turbulent motion. Taking a very conservative estimate, let 
us assume also that a particle of water in this region has a mean 
ve I oc i ty ,of 3 m/s oppos I te to the a'coust i c wave. A ray of ultrasound 
propagating through this zone wl I I be delayed by not more than 0.02 ~s, 
I.e. approximately one eighth of a period for a frequency of 10 MHz. 
Such turbulence could be reduced to a minimum and limited to the 
wash zone by choosing the immersed probe to have as smal I a size as 
possible, together with a streamlined shape. In particular, "Iaminar 
flow" hydrofoi Is allow critical Reynolds numbers as high as 106 or more 34 
(against 3 - 6 x 105 for typical hydrofol Is). Such profi les have their 
transition point located at about 0.7 to 0.8 of the cord length 34 , 
which means that the boundary layer wi I I be lamlnar on most of the surface 
of the hydrofoi I (see fig. 5. I). Turbulences would then occur only in the 
wash and would thus be out of the acceptance angle of the probe. To 
ensure that we have only wash turbulences, with laminar flow elsewhere, 
the"scanning speed of the probe must be limited to the value, 
(5. I ) 
where Rec is the original critical Reynolds number, \) is the kinematfc 
viscosity of water and Ic is the cord length of the profl le. For Rec~ 106, 
\) ~ 10-6 m2/s and le ~ 5 10-2m we obtain v.; 20 m/so 
Another very attractive solution to minimize these turbulences is 
to use a drum-I ike support for the receiver. Speeds: as high as 600 r.p.m. 
have been obtained In this way by B.P. Hildebrand 71 (for a 15,cm diameter disc 
(Fig. ~.2J. 
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Figure 5.2 71 Drum type scanner (After Hi 1 debrand and Brenden . ). 
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5,3 Cavitation 
This phenomenon occurs when the speed of the liquid is such that 
the static pressure can diminish down to the vapour pressure. Air bubbles 
of typically,S to 8 hundredths of a ml I limetre are generated at 
87 
cavitation inception Isolated bubbles could not possibly register 
their own hologram as they are in motion. These bubbles would start 
to be a real problem only If a large quantity was generated, building up 
a phase aberration layer in the propagating liquId .•. Cavitation inception 
w i I I occur at the scann i ng speed 33, 34, 
(5.2) 
where Po is the absolute static pressure at a point located In the liquid 
at rest, pv Is the saturated vapour pressure, p Is the density of water 
and cri is the critical cavitation number (at which cavitation Inception 
occursl. 
For a conservative estimate, let. us take crj as that of a cylindrical 
body with hemispherical ends. 
number of 6 87 10 , cri = 0.7 
With a 5 cm long probe, and a Reynolds 
Taking P = 1.02 x 105 N/m2 
o 
(corresponding to 5 cm depth In water), pv = 2000 N/m2 and p = 103 kg/m3, 
we get V ~ 17 m/so 
5.4 Doppler effect 
The phase change occurring in a detected wave .·due to Doppler effect 
wi I I be very smal I, as the components of scanning speed in the direction of 
sound propagation is minute relative to the wave propagation velocity 
(typically a few cm/s compared to 150000 cm/s). A formal analysis of 
Doppler effect in acoustical holography can be found In ref. 64. 
When the transmitter and receiver are scanned together, far more severe 
phase aberrations occur with increasing scanning speed. This Is studied In 
section 5.7. 
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5.5 Vibrations and scannlng'errors 
When the scanning speed is Increased, appreciable vibrations Induce 
scanning errors 76. Lateral dlsplacements should be kept within the lateral 
resolution of the hologram (I.e. In the order of A), whereas longitudinal 
dlsplacements (perpendicular to the hologram plane) should be much less 
than the longltudl~al r~solutlon ti .e. less thi;ln 4). 
Coil Ins and Hi Idebrand 30 reported theoretical', and experimental 
'results on motion and position errors. The objects considered were a point 
source and flat cut-out letters. It Is, however, dlfflcult'to extrapolate 
the results for more complicated objects, as Imaglng In this case Is more 
sensitive to degradation, than for simple point objects 8 
A practical test reported in chapter 9 shows that the vibration-speed 
relation Is not linear and that scanning speed can be Increased, providing 
It Is greater than a certain critical speed (mechanical resonance effect). 
5.6 Undersampl Ing along scanning lines 
For Imaglng inside opaque objects, as wel I as for eliminating 
multiple reflections In the system, pulsed Insonlflcatlon Is normally 
required to provide a range gatlng facility. The record along a scanning 
line Is then discrete and undersampllng would occur, If the scanning 
speed was Increased to high values. This effect becomes more pronounced, 
when high scann I ng speed I s attempted wit" h high frequency I mag I ng, say 
,10 MHz. As an examp le, with a typ I ca I pu I sing rate of 2 kHz 
(obtainable only for close objects), the scanning speed should be limited 
. to 60 cm/s for the sampling spacing along the scanning lines not to 
exceed 2A at 10 MHz In water. This speed Is much lower than any of the 
limitations previously discussed. 
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5.7 Phase aberration In high-speed synthetic aperture technigue 
For a fixed source and scanned receiver it is Irrelevant how fast 
the receiver Is scanned, apart from the Doppler effect mentioned in 
section 5.4. This effect Is, however, very smal I and Is negligible for 
, a scanning speed less than 10 m/so However, the situation changes 
, 
when the source Is also In motion. The scanning speed wl I I then be 
limited by the phase aberrations occurring If the signal Is detected 
from a point different from that which it was insonlfled. Unlike the 
previous I Imitation, this one Is appl icable to both pulsed and continuous 
wave Insonlflcatlon, but the result is a distortion of the Information, 
rather than its total destruction. 
The aberrations wl I I be negligible If the object lies In a smal I 
angular sector 69 , otherwise some distortion would occur, such as when 
objects are close and high frequencies are used. 
~ 
5.8 Suggestions to increase the potential limit of scanning speeds 
Of al I the limitations examined in'the previous sections, It Is 
seen that one or other of the last two must be regarded as the potential 
limitation. If one wants to use high scanning speed, precautions must 
be taken to avoid undersampllng along scanning lines (section ,5.6) and 
phase aberrations In synthetic aperture Insonification (section 5.7). 
The first type of limitation can be easily removed by using a 
continuous wave Insoniflcation. For simple objects this can be easily 
done. However, the range gatlng faci I ity wi I I not now be avai lable 
for the Imaging of the Interior of opaque objects. A method is developed 
In chapter 8 as a possible answer to this. 
The phase aberration limitation can be eliminated by not using a synthetic 
aperture insonlfication at al I and having a fixed transmitter. 
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This Is, however, at the cost of losing a possible gain in resolution 
(by a factor of 2). The resolution Is usually limited by the acceptance 
angle, rather than the aperture area and thus it would not be possible to 
compensate this loss by bringing the object to half the distance. 
The other loss Is that the Insoniflcatlon area wl I I be I imlted by the 
transmitter beam size, rather than being as large as the scanned aperture. 
One compromise solution Is to keep the aperture-area advantage of 
synthetic aperture Insonlflcatlon, but lose the gain In resolution. 
This can be achieved by scanning a col Ilmated transducer rather than a 
point source~7 The calculations of section 2.4 are then modified as 
fol lows. Let the insoniflcatlon of a point object be described by the 
complex amplitude (see fig. 5.3), 
(5.3) 
where a(a - x , S - v.) Is the aperture function taking Into account the R 0 0 
I imited size of the collimated Insonlflcation, defined by, 
(aA(O(-X.'~-r.) _ "if (o<_x.)2.+(~_yJ·{" R2. 
ta. R (<>!-x. ,t-y.) - 0 jf (0< _x.)1.+ (~-Yor· > R2. 
(5.4) 
where R is the radius of the transmitter and a and e are dummy variables. 
Equation (2.15) representing a wave scattered by a point object located 
at (xo,op)and detected at a point (x,o,z) wi I I be modified to: 
(5.5) 
The total signal detected by the point receiver Is also modified as, 
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(5.6) 
This expression Is the same as (2.16) apart from an aperture function 
aR (et. - xo ' 6 - Yo)' That Is to say that the .detected signal (5.6) Is 
equivalent to a stationary insonlflcation configuration (2.16), apart from 
a decrease in resolution. due to the limiting effect of aR (et. - x ,6 -y ) 00
on subtended angles. 
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6. STUDY OF CIRCULAR SAMPLING 
6.1 Introduction 
Mechanical scanning potentially offers several advantages. 
Firstly, a" discrete piezoelectric transducer represents the most sensitive 
method' of detection with for example, bowl shapes. Furthermore, this type 
of transducer 'al lows large acceptance angles. Secondly, one can use , 
special transducer materials, such as needed in liquid sodium acoustical 
holography, which, from size or cost considerations could not be 
Implemented into 2-D array or ultrasonic camera detectors. Finally, 
mechanical scanning is able to scan both transmitter and receiver, generating 
a large illuminating field and a resolution improved by a factor of two. 
It also works in the reflection mode, useful when only one side of the object 
Is available (or if It Is too thick to work in the transmission mode). 
Most of the Initial experiments In scanned acoustical holography were 
done with recti linear line sampling. 
scanning methods have been suggested, 
70 
"concentric-circular" ("C-C"),"double 
Recently, several fast curvl linear 
. 26 39 
such as spiral ' , 
clrcular" 40 and "translated-circular" 
(I'T-C") 28,70 scanning (figure 6.1). All of these are basically aiming 
at a decrease of acceleration and deceleration times, a decrease in vibrations, 
as wel I as a better tolerance to coarse sampl ing rates. 
To decrease the scanning time of a mechanical scanner, four variables 
can be contro I led:-
(I) Number of probes. 
(If) Scanning speed. 
( li I ) Aperture size and its Information content. 
( I v) Density of sampling. 
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6. I • I • Number of Probes 
In figure 6.2 we suggest some possible configurations based on 
spiral and "translated-circular" sampling. Their common principle Is 
that a coarse one-dimensional array (either linear or curvl linear) Is 
scanned along two dimensions. First, in a direction such as that 
which would normally be required for a ful I array (e.g. perpendicular 
to the array direction If It Is a linear one). Secondly, In another 
direction, so as to compensate for the reduced number of transducers 
In the coarse array (e.g. along the array direction if It Is a linear 
one). This principle can naturally be applied to any type of 2-D 
scan (fIgure 6.2a), however, full potential of the approach Is better 
achieved through a circular type of scan (figure 6.2b,c). Indeed, circular 
'samp ling provides: 
(I) a better sampling efficiency, (see section 6.1.4.) 
( 11 ) 
( 11 I ) 
an elimination of acceleration and deceleration times, 
a posslbi Ilty for higher scanning speeds (due to 
elimination of reciprocating movements and vibration 
minimisation). 
In the circular mode, a solution of compromise can be reached 
between scanning with a single receiver and a complete array of 
rece I vers. Th I s can be done by sp i ra I-samp ling of a coarse array" 
where each receiver Is spaced, say, every 20 A, Instead of every A 
(I.e. 10 receivers only, Instead of 200 to cover an aperture of 400 A) 
A radial movement has to be Introduced, so that by sampling every 
2A or 4A, the complete aperture is scanned after 10 or 5 revolutions. 
As the radius of scan varies, the tangential speed and thus the fi Im 
exposure vary. This wl I I have to be compensated through variable gains 
in the electronic detection. 
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c) "Trans I ated-cl rcu I ar" scann I ng 
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The configurations 6.2c, obtained If the array Is scanned in the 
"translated-circular" mode, would avoid the need for variable gains 
When the array is curvl linear, 3 or 4 receivers only can be used In parallel 
or multlplexed. However, If the array Is linear, a larger number, 
e.g. 10, appears to be a feasible figure. In this configuration, the array 
has to be rotated while its orientation Is maintained In the same direction. 
This seems quite feasible, for example with using the mechanism of 
Figure 6.3a. Furthermore, this configuration lends Itself very easily to larger 
apertures, with the use of multiple units (figure 6.3b). 
6.1.2 Scanning Speed 
It has already been mentioned In the previous section, that a gain 
In scanning speed can be obtained with circular sampling. Firstly, 
acceleration and deceleration times are el imlnated and a higher average 
speed can be achieved for a given level of vibrations. The factors limiting 
the speed in holographic recording were examined In chapter 5. It appeared 
that speeds of several meters per second could be tolerated, at least If the 
transmitter was stationary (or scanned but. col Ilmated). 
In the various schemes such as "C-C" 70 , "T-C" 28 , spiral 39 
and "double-circular" scannings 40 , different 2-D sampllngs are used, but 
scanning is always along a plane, with ana.logy to a sensitive plate. 
With this type of area scanning strict real-time performance is preclUded. 
A new way of scanning has been recently proposed and analysed by 
Hi Idebrand 72 , which he called sector scanning. This time the wavefront 
information is not gathered along a plane, but along a smal I arc (figure 6.4). 
The information Is then displayed along a plane. However, the stretching effect 
Introduces serious distortions. No re·sults obtained on practical objects were 
shown and it Is difficult to predict from Hi Idebrand's article, how serious 
these aberrations would be for practical imaglng. 
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a. Mechanism for rotating an array in the "T-C" mode, whi le 
maintaining Its orientation 
b. Use of several units to cover very large apertures. 
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One way to realise a real-time scanner for acoustical holography 
might be achieved with the fast B-scan of Krause and 50ldner BB (figure 6.5). 
A point transmitter-receiver Is supported by a rotating shaft located along 
the focal line of a cylindrical parabolic reflector. The translation required 
to record a B-scan Is thus converted Into a rotation, so that a real-time 
d I sp I ay can be ach i eved. Krause and So I dner reported a rate of 15 i mages/s 88 , 
which corresponds to a rotation speed of 900 revolutions per minute. 
To record 2-D acoustic holograms, 2-D detectors are required, so that 
the I-D scanner must be extend'ed into another direction, If It were to be 
used for holography. This can be achieved by moving the whole apparatus, 
but the real-time advantage would be lost. The other possibility left Is 
to use a I inear array located along the focal line of the cylindrical 
parabolic mirror 26 This 2-D detector is stl I I not suitable to detect 
holograms, as it has an acceptance angle practically zero (i .e. the 
resolution of the recorded hologram would be nl I). In figure 6.6, one 
configuration is displayed, with which the Krause and 50ldner B-scanner 
could be converted Into a 2-D area detector for holography. 
Unfortunately, the technical problems Involved appear far too serious. 
6.1.3 Aperture size and its information content 
What is meant by this is that If less Information has to be recorded 
for the same reso I ut I on and contrast, then some amount of sav I ng w I I I ,fo I low. 
The quant I, ty of spat I a I I nformatl on, wh I ch has to be dea I t with for 
a holographic record, Is a function of the product of the fringe spacing 
and the aperture area. This product is also a precise measure of the 
expected quality of the Image In terms of resolution, signal-to-background 
ratio and amount of al lasing. Decreasing the aperture area whl le keeping 
24 the resolution constant, Is possible with uSing superresolution technique 
h • th t . 142 suc as w I the annu I us array recen I y reported by V I I komerson ,or 
with partial masking of the holographic area 25,97(figure 6.7). 
, 
It is, however, via a trade off with the Image contrast (or slgnal-to-background 
ratio) 
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Figure 6.6 
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR 
FOCUSED TRANSDUCER 
LENSES 
Real-time two-dimensional mechanical area scanner suitable 
to detect acoustic holograms. 
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\ 
Figure 6.7 Methods of decreasing an hologram aperture. 
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Indeed, using these techniques, the point spread function of the aperture 
(I.e. its spatial Fourler spectrum), can be maintained as equally narrow, 
when decreasing the aperture size, but at the cost of allowing more energy 
into the side lobes, resulting In either aliaslng (If the side lobes are not 
circularly symmetric), or In decrease of the signal-to-background ratio 
(If the side lobes are circularly symmetric). 
The first type of method to decrease the aperture area (figure 6.7a), 
Is of real value only In far field Imaging, where each object point registers 
Its hologram over the whole aperture area. In near field' Imaging, where 
acoustical holography has more potential advantages, the resolution Is usually 
not limited by the aperture area but by the angular aperture. That Is to 
say, the hologram of one point Is not distributed over the whole area of the 
hologram; if some of the aperture area Is removed, as In annulus array, 
some pOints wi I I not be Imaged at al I. 
The second type of method for decreasing the hologram aperture 
(figure 6.7b) is advantageous with 2-D array receivers, but has a more 
restricted value for scanning, as the saving In aperture area does not 
lead entirely to a saving In scanned area and thus In scanning time. 
Scanning times would also be reduced If a coarser fringe spacing 
could be tolerated for an Identical resolution. However, this cannot be 
done as resolution is not merely a function of the aperture size (as In 
non-holographic imaging), but Is also a function of the range of spatial 
24 frequenc)1 content 
6.1.4. Density of Sampling 
A further saving in scanning time would also fol low If larger 
sampling spacings could somehow be tolerated. If normal rectangular 
sampling is made too coarse, allaslng results with a corresponding 
degradation of tbe image. This degradation has a very destructive effect, 
as It leads to ambiguities In the high spatial frequencies, therefore 
reducing resolution. It Is known that In a sampling process, trade-off can 
, 24 
be made between resolution and contrast 
50 
I 
I 
The re fo're, there should be some special way of sumpl ing so that the Fourier 
spectrum of the coarse sampling function maintains its narrow central lobe, 
having Its side lobes either circularly symmetric, or strongly attenuated, 
or both. It Is Indeed so, and In the next sections some sampling results 
discovered by various authors are re ca I led, Including some newly-developed 
ones for "translated-circular" sampling. 
The ava i I ab le theoret I ca I resu I ts concern I ng the Cartes I an and "C-C" 
70 71 
samp II ngs' are first reca II ed. "T -C" samp II ng has been experl menta II y 
70 
used by Hlldebrand . but no satisfactory theoretical explanation was given. 
I n the present \~ork,. an ana I ys I s of th I s type of samp Ii ng Is th us proposed, 
showing Interesting properties of the sampling, such as Its tolerance to 
coarse sampling and Its optimum offset reference angle. It allows for 
determination of the optimum number of transducers, to be distributed along 
the circumference of the ·scan. It also gives Information on the distortions 
applied to the higher order Images. It will be shown that the 2-D Fourler . 
• 
spectrum of a "T-C" sampling function Is not circularly symmetric, as In 
"C-C" sampl ing. Consequently~ multiple Images wl II be observed In the 
reconstruction. However, it wli I be.shown that these are strongly attenuated, 
so that "T -C" samp II ng reta i ns somehow the ab I II ty of "C-C" samp II ng to 
tolerate coarse sampling rates. 
Records with a "T-C" scanner are reported. The object used was 
a 25cm (10 inches) long ~panner and the sampling rate was made coarser 
than that tolerable by recti I Inear sampling. An optical reconstruction 
was performed, and the 3-D Image Is shown, showing resol utlon in relation 
, 
to the recording ultrasonic frequency. To provide <;In even insonlflcation 
2 6 .' 
o'f the object, the synthet I c-aperture techn I que was used . " '. 
A method which wi 11 further decrease the actual recording time 
I S descr 'l bed 28.. F th I 3 4 t f b d h I or s purpose, or se s 0 pro cs an c an ne s 
are multiplexed and used In parallel. An optimum number of the~e probes 
Is determined, In relation to the object size, mech;anical tolerances and 
Fourier spectrum of the sampl ing function. 
51 
For underwater applications, where the linear translation of "T-C" scan 
Is not inherently limited, electronic multlplexlng and limiting to the 
effective arc length Is stl I I required to el iminate overlapping scan lines 
and to provide a suitable sampling function spectrum. In N.D.T. applications, 
the linear translation of the scan might be already limited by the size of the 
object and no overlapping would occur. However, multlplexlng Is stili 
needed, if the synthetic-aperture technique is to be used. 
6.2 Cartesian sampling 
Acoustical holography by scanning the field in a plane with a receiver 
is essentially a two-dimensional sampling process. The first type of sampling 
132 
used was recti linear Unfortunately, sampling Introduces multiple 
reconstructed images and the minimum sampling density, to avoid allaslng, 
can be determined by a study in·.the Fourier domain as fol lows 70 
Designating the object and the reference field In the recording plane by the 
following complex amplitudes, 
(6 • I ) 
(6.2) 
then the complex amplitude of the Interference field of these 
mutua I I Y coherent waves is in the record I ng plane (Z=O): 
(6.3) 
If this Interference field Is detected by a square law receiver, thus 
(6.41 
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where A* (x,y) Is the complex conjugate of A(x,y). 
Optical holography has only access to the sum of UI and RI' However, 
as already mentioned, In acoustical holography It Is also possible to 
multiply UI and RI' in which case equation 6.4 becomes 
1'(XiY) = Cte< 1/4 (UIR I* < UI*R I ). This In turn Implies that 
reconstruction shows 3 wave components rather than 4, the slightly 
diffracted component ulut being eliminated. 
The effect of rectilinearly sampl ing the space function I (x,y) can be 
dete·rmlned by a study. of its spectrum. The sampling function consists of 
a two-dimensional Dlrac delta array as shown In figure 6.8a. 
+00 
s(x,y) = L (6.5) 
n=-co 
In the Fourler transform domain, this sampling function becomes a 
two-dimensional sum of delta functlo;s 'a~ sho~n on figure 6.8b., namel·y,I28, 
(6.6) 
where (6.7) 
Consider now the sampled function I (x,y). s(x,y). In the 
transform space, It is the.two-dimensional convolution of the spectrum 
to be detected and the spectrum of the sampl ing function (6.6) which 
Is written: 
As shown In figure 6.9, I (wx,wy )** S(w><,wy) consists of a 
repetition of I(wx'wy ). 
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As it can be seen by relating the Fourler spectrum of the sampled Intensity 
function to the angular spectrum of the reconstructed ~/ave evaluated In 
the plane of the hologram, this multiplicity of elements of the spectrum of 
the samp led i ntens I ty I eads to a mu I tip I i city of I mages on the reconstruct I ofl. 
Indeed, the spectrum of I(x,y) S(x,y) is related to the angular 
spectrum of the reconstructed wave of complex ampl It'Jde U2(x,y). For a 
particular case It can be established that this relation Is a linear one. 
Consider the Intensity transmittance of the positive transparency" 
I.e. the hologram recorded on a photographic plate, after reversal: 
, , 
where Knl and Kn2 are constants, Ynl and Yn2 are the negative gamma
t 
(6 ~ 9) 
of the successive transparencies. U'near mapping of incident Intensity 
during exposure into the complex amplitude of the transmitted wave after, 
development of the film, ,occurs If }he overal I gamma of the fl Im ~s equal 
to 2 and if phase modulation due to thickness variations has been removed 
with a liquid gate*, then; 
l:(x,y) 
n 
Thus, the amplitude transmltt~ce Is, 
(6 .10) 
t The gamm~ of a film is the slope of the linear region of its Hand 0 
curve 
(Photographic Density = f(log Exposure) 
* a "liquid gate" Is made by immersing the film in a I iquld of same optical 
refractive Index to el imlnate optical path variations. 
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t(x,y) = ~L.(x,y)· ( 6. I I) 
i.e. using (6.10): 
t:(x,y) = ( 6. 12) 
and the complex amplitude of the reconstructed wave Is expressed as, 
(6. 13) 
where the reference and reconstructing waves are on-axis plane waves 
of amplitude, respectively: 
RI (x,y) (6.14) 
... (6.15) 
The angular spectrum of the disturbance U2(x,y;o) is, in the plane 
of the hologram Z=O: 
(6.16) 
By letting (6.17) 
then It Is also the Fourler transform of the complex amplitude in the 
hologram plane of the reconstructed wave U2(x,y), 
+00 
A (( -j (w x +w y) nz(w~,t.>y) =)/ Uz(x,),;o)e ". Y dxJy (6. 18) 
_00 
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Thus, we can sec from equation 6.13,that the spectrum of U2(x,y) is 
I (wx,wy) ** S(wx' Wy) multiplied by a constant. It means that the spatial 
frequency content of the detected Intensity corresponds linearly to the angular 
spectrum of the reconstructed wave, evaluated at the holographic plane. 
Therefore, an overlapping of the multiple elements of the spectrum of the sampled 
intensity function must corresp'ond to an overlapping of the reconstructed 
multiple Image. To avoid this allaslng effect, It must be ensured that· the 
. sampling Is such that (with an off-axis reference wave), 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
where A and B are defined In Figure'6.9a. 
But as the bbJect wave is much weaker than the reference wave (I.e. 
ul (x,y) « r l ), the central term of the spectrum can be dropped, because It 
v 
. -SO 
Is neg II gib le' The I i rie. dens I ty scann i ng can therefore be reduced 
somewhat: 
(6.21 ) 
"->yo ~ ·.4-6 (6.22) 
It should be noted that these inequal ities are valid when 
multiplicative detection Is used, without the need for the assumption 
lul(x,y,)1 «r·l . This Is because the central term crf the spectrum of 
4S SO I (x,y). s(x,y) is not generated '. It Implies that IUI(x,y~ can be as large 
as ri' allowing Jarge fringe contrast in the hologram. 
The values for A and B depend on the configuration geometry; but can be 
'taken as 2n/~. Then: 
Wxo ~ 811: (6.23) T 
~y(} ~ an' 
-;;-;- (6.24) 
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whi ch corresponds to a samp ling II ne dens i ty 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
6.3 Review of the existing theoretical and experimental 
results on circular samplings. 
6.3.,1. "Concentric-circular" and spiral sampl ings 
Hlldebrand 70,71 h h th t th . I' ·t as s own a e scanning Ine densl y can 
I 
be reduced somewhat by using a "C-C" sampling. Following his analysis, 
the new sampling function is (figure 6.·IOa.) 
+e» S S(x,y) 
-
s( .. ) = L (r'_ n,.o) (6.27l n=" . 
with 1", 
-
VX2 + 'f%" (6.28) 
I.e. the detecting plane Is sampled along circles at discrete values of. 
radius. This function has circular symmetry; Its· two-dimensional Fourier 
transform also has circular symmetry, and is a function of the single variable 
w def i ned by: 
(6.29) 
For circularly symmetric functions, two-dimensional Fourier 
transforms can be related to Hankel transforms with the following relation 
(see fo,.. examp le Papou I Is 128 .): 
where 'fr.) is the two-dimensional Fourier transofrm and ·fHf·} 
Is the Hankel transform of zero order defined as fol lows: 
(6.30) 
(6.31) 
Thus, the two-dimensional Fourier transform of s(x,y) can be found by 
calculating its zero order Hankel transform. 
= + n s (~.:.. nwo ) (6.32) 
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Figure 6.10 Sampling function of a"concentrlc-clrcular" sampl ing 
al In space .domaln. 
bl In Fourier transform domain • 
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where 
and-with this, 
(6.33) 
(see Fig u re 6. lOb. ) 
Now the Four i er spectrum of. the samp I ed i ntens I ty can be found 
by two-dimensional convolution, that Is, 
00 
= -I(t.>,,''-'y)lI:j; Z'{J(""~)~(LJi+ E,~ J(w-""'·TI 
70 
which can be written: 
- co 
(6.34) 
!TtL . .!.. rI<4> •• 1.> )uJ(w_nw.)] 
n =, n t= " 7 
(6.35) 
This expression can be compared with equation (6. a). 
It can be seen now that the spectrum cons!sts of the spectrum of the original 
intens Ity function at the origin of the frequency space, surrounded by 
. halos of decreasing amplitude at meen radii of nw (figure 6.lIb l. 
o 
Since the spectrum of the detected intensity can be related to the 
angular spectrum at the hologram plane of the reconstructed wave, this 
implies that the reconstructed wave wl I I have only one Image surrounded by 
halos of light of decreasing Intensity. 
If the sampling process is made coarser, i.e. an Increase of r , 
o 
allasing wll I occur, as in the previous sampling process. The halos of light 
will begin to overlap the image, but, contrary to Cartesian sampling, wi I I 
cause no degrading effect, other than a loss of signal-to-background 
ratio. 
Thus, the use OfIC-C" scanning al lows a reduction of scan line d,,;;sity 
without adversely affecting the Image. 
Spiral sampling functions have a spectrum approximately Identical 
to that of "C-C" funct ions. However, It mi ght I end I tse I f more eas i I Y to 
practical Implementation, when using a single receiver. Recently, the use 
39 
of a linearly chirped spiral sampling function has been suggested 
58 
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This is obtained by 'linearly varying the pitch of the spiral scan 
(it could also be done with "C-C" scan). The extraneous circles in the 
spectrum of this sampling function (figure 6.1 lb.) are smeared Into a 
constant background, with consequent decrease of the disturbing sampling 
action. I.t should be noted that a simi lar effect can be obtained by 
Introducing random variations of the scan pitch about Its mean value. 
6.3.2. "Double-circular". sampling 
I 
This kind of sampling has been used to detect microwave holograms 
40 by N.H. and A.H. Farhat It is ac~ieved by a continuous translation 
of the centre of rotation of a circularly scanned detector along a second 
c'ircle of Identical radius ro (figure 6.12a.). As in the previous section, 
the effect of the sampling can be found by considering the Fourier spectrum 
of the sampl ing function. It Is this time 40 
(6.36) 
which approximates a spike function'at the origin of the spatial 
frequencies (figure 6.12b.). In "concentric-circular" sampling, the 
resolution Is unaltered (the central lobe of the spectrum being a perfect 
delta function), whi le the slgnal-to-background ratio Is decreased. 
In "double-circular" sampling the situation Is a I ittle different, as the 
signa I-to-background rat io is unchanged, but the resol ut Ion is decreased 
(the central lobe of the spectrum being not a perfect delta function). 
The difference on the resolution can be attributed to the fact that 
"concentric-circular" sampling does not limit, while "double-circular" 
does limit the sampled aperture. 
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Figure 6.12 "Double-circular" sampling (after Farhat et al 40 ). 
al In space domain. 
b) In Fourler transform domain. 
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6.4 "Translated-circular'" sampling properties 
6.4.1. Theoretical and experimental analysis of a non-I imited "T-C" 
sampling function 
This type of sampling is much c3~ier to implement than the "C-C", 
or spiral one. The translation is readily provided, when a recti linear rig 
is avai lable, and one has only to add rotational movement. Also, the 
problem of varying exposures occurring along varying radii Is not 
encountered here. 
As seen in section 6.3.1., Hi Idebrand carried out the analysis of' 
"C-C" sampl ing. He showed that the sampling introduced halos around the 
original Image, which leads at reconstruction to a decrease of signal-to-
background ratio, rather than discrete multiple images which may interfere 
with one another, as encountered In Cartesian scanning. However, he.gave 
experimental results for a "T-C" scanner, not a "C-C" one. The experimental 
results he obtained with this scanner Induced him to conclude that there 
was In coarse "T-C" sampllngs, no imago overlap, Just as theore_tlcally 
. ". ,70 71 . predicted In coarse "C-C" sampling , The proposed fo I low i ng ana I y.s Is. 
shows that this Is not q~lte true and that overlap of discrete multiple images 
does occur for coar.se "T-C" sampling .. However, we wi II also show that the 
possible overlapping Is not as critical as in rectlinear sampling. 
In "T -C" 'samp II ng, the probe is rotated and trans I ated contl nuous Iy 
(see figure 6.13a.). For the sake of analytical slmplLcity let us approximate 
the corresponding scanning by a series of circles o~ radius roi translated 
in steps of x ' (figurn 6.13b.). This approxima'~lon should be valid, when 
.0 
x' «r as experimental results do corroborate It. 
o o. 
One sampling circle centred at the 'origin can be represented 
by the use of the Dirac 'delta function: 
s( .. ) = ~ Cr'- "0) 
with r = ~XL+ /'.' 
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Figure 6.13 Sampling function of a "translated-circular" sampling. 
a) exact one. 
b) approximated one. 
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It Is a circularly symmetric function, thus its 2-D Fourier- transform 
is readily calculated from its Hankel transform using equation (6.30) 
00 
S(w",Wy) _ Z1t.5Cw)= 1..Ttj dCr-or.)Jo(w,..)d ... 
o 
. ,I Z L where J
o
(.) is the Bessel function of order zero and w=~w" +t.Jy 
Thus 
Using the Fourier transform theorem 51 
- G(WX)GJy) 
_ &- (I.>)C, I.>y) e-j (GJ I( x. +I.>y yJ 
we get the 2-D Fourier transform of a circle shifted by +x ': 
o 
The Fourier spectr:-um, of,the complete sampling function Is ·thus, 
. , 
-JGJ n,l( e It 0 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
(6.41) 
(6.42) 
(6.43) 
The Fourier series expansion of a Dirac delta function summation is 
.127; 
a sum of exponentials ,thus the exponential sum of equation (6.43) 
can be expressed as: 
-1-00 
-j 1.>" "X~ ... ~ L w L SCw< 11 Wo,,) e - (6.44) 0" 11:-00 n ....... 
where Zlt (6.45) 
'WOlf. - x' 
" 
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Thus the Fourier spectrum (6.43) of the sampl ing function can be 
re-wrl tten , 
'16 U~lng the property of Dlrac delta functions 
(6.46) 
F(x,y) L L ~(x-nX) My-mY) - L I:J(nX ,mY)J(Ic-llx)SCy-mY)(6.47) 
n In n In 
we obtain the spectrum of the sampling function In Its final form. 
Combining this with equation (6.45) we have 27,28 , 
(6.48) 
Apart from a constant multlpl icative term, the Fourier spectrum of 
" equation (6.48) is a 2-D Bessel function sampled by a grating of Di rac 
delta functions (figure 6.141. It Is quite different from the spectra of 
Cartes i an and "C-C" samp I I ng functi'ons shown In figures 6. 8b. and 6. I lb. 
First, the circular symmetry encountered in the "C-C" spectrum is lost. 
This In turn impl ies that the higher orders wi I I not symmetrically focus 
radlally. Thus there wl II be some deterioration (allasing) Introduced 
by coarse sampling of the Interference of multIple images-type rather than 
pure decrease of slgnal-to-nolse ratio as in coarse "C-C" sampling. 
Secondly, the zero order component is not at al I suitable for proper recording. 
Ideally, It should be a zero frequency spike, as in "C-C" and recti linear 
sampling, which would not deform the ,obJect spectrum, when convolved with 
It. Figures 6.15a. and 6.16 show that this Is not the case with this'type 
of "T-C" sampl ing, as the zero order contains some IJ\ component at Wx = 0 
(lIne centred at Wx = ol. Aliaslng occurs, less critical than in Cartesian 
sampling (attenuated orders in 6.48). The theore_tlcal spectrum 6.48 has been 
verified experimentally. The 2-D Fourler transform was easily obtained with 
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Figure 6.14 Two-dimensional frequency functions whose product gives the 
Fourl er spectrum of a "trans lated-ci rcu I ar" samp ling furiction 
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Figure 6.15 a) two-dimensional Fourler spectrum of'a "translated-circular" 
sampling function. 
b) two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of the function 
I (x,y) after "translated~clrcular"sampllng •. 
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Figure 6.16 
Figure 6.17 
Experimental two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of a 
"translated-circular" sampl ing function (obtained 
optically, W In abscissae and W in ordinates). 
x y 
a b c 
"Translated-circular" sampl ing function with various arc 
lengths. a.) e = 2n ; b.) 0 = n ; c.) e = 2n/3 
Note the moire fringes occurring in e.). 
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coherent IIIUlHina~lon of a'''T-C" grdling (fiyure 6.17a.), observing 
the 2-D spectrum In the back focal plane ofa converging lens (figure 6.16) 
It can be seen that agreement Is close, showing clearly the Wy line 
centred at Wx = 0, as well as shOWing the straight line nature of the 
higher orders, decaying to points (Implying multiple Images to the contrary' 
of "C-C" samp ling) • 
6.4.2. Experimental 2-D Fourler spectrum of a limited "T-C" sampling 
function 
The scan examined In Section 5.4. I Is not suitable for sampl ing. 
Indeed, the zero order Is not a 'narrow spike, I.e. an original function 
cou I d 'not be ent I re I y recovered with high samp ling rates. The spectrum 
of the object function would be elongated along the Wy frequencies, 
giving rise to unwanted distortions In the reconstructed Image. 
By considering the structure of this type of sampling, 'It can be 
seen that Wy frequenc I es located at, Wx = 0 are generated at the top and, 
bottom edges of the aperture. They· are also generated by the Moire fringes 
" 
resulting from the superposltion of the left and right points of the 
circles (figure 6.17a.). These unwanted W frequencies will therefore y , 
be eliminated If the arc of the translated scan lines are limited. 
Firstly, we can limit each line to half a circle only (figure 6.17b). 
and when trans I ated by constant x steps, we will get a samp I I ng fund I on .. 
whose 2-D Fourier spectrum is given by figure 6.18. This already gives, 
substantial improvement, the W line located at W = 0, being somewhat y x 
reduced in length. The zero order Is now nearer to the wanted spike 
or delta function. 
,Further improvement can be obtained if scan lines are limited to 
about a third of the total circumference, (figure 6.17c.) as can be seen from 
the corresponding spectrum of figure 6.20b. Now, the zero o;-der is a 
narrow spike, which wl I I not modify substantially the object spectrum when 
convolved with It. The higher orders are made up of vertlcal,llnes equally 
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Figure 6.18 
Figure 6.19 
Experimental two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of half translated 
circle sampling function (obtained optically, W in absclss~e, 
Win ord i nates). x y 
Superposed two-dimensional Fourier spectra of a recti linear 
sampling function (bright dots) and discrete shift "T-e" 
sampling function (dim lines) (obtained optically, Wx in 
abscissae, W In ordinates). y 
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spaced every tt' ~ 2rrf.'o (where x ' Is the constant dl~crEltc shift between 
xo 0 
each arc of the sampling function ). 
This type of scanning has already been used for echo-ranging with chemical 
53 paper recorders· . 
If th i ski nd of samp I I ng I s to be of any Improvement, as compared to 
recti linear sampl ing, the high order parallel lines have to be more attenuated 
along the wx frequencies than the high order dots of the recti linear sampling. 
This is effectively so, and has been proved by superposing the 2-D Fourler 
spectra 'of a recti I inear and a "T-C" sampl ing function whose arc length 
was I imited to a thlrd·of the total circumference (figure 6.19). The two 
gratings were placed side by side, and simultaneously, coherently illuminated, 
so that their spectra appeared superposed In the focal plane of a transforming 
lens. Contrast, spacing and line width were kept rigorously Identical as 
these determine the diffraction of a,gratlng (see appendix I). Equal contrast 
was secured by recording both gratlngs on the same transparent fi Im, ther~by 
avoiding errors due to different photographic development conditions. , 
-t: 
Further attenuation of the high order lines in the frequency spectr~m of 
a "T-C" sampl ing function would result if the aperture size of the recording 
device (e.g. L.E.D.) is Increased. This provides an extra means of trading 
off the deterioration due to the interference of multiple images, wii'h,a 
decrease 9f signal-to-background ratio. Unfortunately, It would be at the cost 
135' ,. 
of also attenuating the spectrum of the recorded function itself 
6.4.3. Optimum offset reference a~ 
"T-C" sampl ing doe, not set any limit on the off~et reference angle. 
, 
This is also true for recti I inear scanning but not for nc-c" scanning, 
whete the first strong background ring surrounds completely'the zero order 
object spectrum. From this point of view the offset reference angle In the 
"T-Cn scan should lie in a plane perpendicular to the I inear x-translation 
of the scan, giving rise to 
parallel-line orders of the 
an w offset frequency, unlimited y . 
samp ling Fouri er spectrum', (f i gure 
64 
by the high 
6.21 ) 
a 
b 
Figure 6.20 Optical two-dimensional Fourler spectrum optically obtained 
from:-
a) a conti nuous sh i ft liT -C" grat i ng, obta i ned with our mechan i ca I 
scanner (8 = 2~/3) 
b) a discrete shift "T-C" grating (8 = 2~/3) 
("'x in abscissae, "'y In ordinates) • 
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6.4.4. Experimental verification of the approximation used for the 
theoretical analysis of section 6.4. I 
The experimental verification of the approximation made In the 
theoretical analysis has been carried out successfully. This was done by 
comparing the optical 2-D Fourier spectra of a continuous shi ft "T-C" 
grating (figure 6.20a) and a discrete shift "T-C" grating (figure 6.20b) 
(Both with 0E = 211/3), These were obtained optically, by Illuminating the 
gratings with coherent lig~t and observing them in the back focal plane of a 
converging lens. 
6.4.5. Distortion of the high order images 
I t has been shown insect i on 6. 4.lthat the high order components of the 
frequency spectrum of a "T-C" sampl ing function are made of parallel lines 
Instead of dots. The high order images of a reconstructed hologram sampled with 
such a scanning, wi I I therefore suffer a smearing along a single direction. 
These images nevertheless remain recognizable and although strongly attenuated, 
might still be used for multlplexing techniques 10 (unlike "C-C" sampling). 
6.4.6. Further decrease of recording time using multiplexed transducers 
"T-C" scanning offers recording time improvements over recti I inear scan. 
First, because of the el imination of acceleration and deceleration times· 
occurring between scan lines, secondly because coarser sampling rates can be 
tolerated. One factor in favour of a long, I inear translation in "T-C" scanning 
(much exceed i ng the rad i us of scan), is the poss i b i I I ty of synthes i z I ng 
composite holograms. This would be useful in high resolution underwater 
search appl ications, as well as in N.D.T. of large objects. 
If the linear translation of a "T-C" scan is not limited, the effective 
arc must be I imited, firstly, to have the spectrum of the sampl ing function 
suitable for correct recovery of the original function (see section 6.4.2). 
Secondly, strong saturation occurs In the I imited dynamic range of storage 
media of scanning lines associated with the finite size of the aperture of the 
recording device (light emitting diode, storage scope spot etc ••• ) 
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The part of th.e circumference which becomes unused after the limitation 
of the effective arc length can be re-employed as suggested earl ier, if 
I d th . f 28 multlplexed transducers are equa Iy spaced aroun e Clrcum erence 
(See figure 6.2c.). Their number N could be up to: 
N 211 =e 
E 
(6.49) 
(where 0 is the effective arc length), thus decreasing the recording time E . 
I by the same ratio. The required multiplexing can be achieved, either 
electronically (Underwater appl ications), or by using spatial masks (N.D.T. 
applications). One such mask would be surrounding the object, with the 
exception of Its top surface, the other one would be translated with the 
scan, and would limit the effective arc of scan of the recording device 
(e.g. Ilght-emittlng-diode). (Figure 6.22) 
The radius of the scan must be kept as smal I as possible, for two reasons. 
FI rst, In order to keep the mechanical tolerances to a feasible value, 
(flexion of support, whirl ing of shaft, vibration, etc .. ). This becomes 
particularly Important in N.D.T. applications, where high frequencies are used 
2-7 for good resolution (typically 10MHz) Secondly, to minimize the 
scanning time by having the high order frequency component of the sampl ing 
function spectrum reduced to a minimum, which in turn gives better tolerance 
to coarse sampling, thus less scanning lines and shorter scanning time. 
It must be noted that the scanning time is not explicitly dependant on the 
radius of the scanner. For a given aperture width, the radius of scan 
must then be chosen as smal I as possible, I.e. an effective scan arc 
following the condition: 
0
E
. taken maximum in interval [0,11 J (6.50) 
However, we saw In section 6.4.2., that the arc has to be limited (if one 
assumes a "T-C" scan of non-I imited I inear translation), so that the zero 
order component of the sampling function spectrum is suitable for sampl ing. 
That Is to say, 
o < 
E 
11 (6.51 ) 
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Figure 6.23 Schematic of the scanner and Its electronic circuitry. 
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\ve founa by experience ar; optimum arc ef angle er = 211/3, which sdi'isfi"s 
t: 
the condition (6.50) and the inequal ity (6.51). From equation (6.49) this gives 
an optimum number of three transducers along the circumference of the scan. 
6.5 Record of an acoustic hologram with synthetic aperture and using a 
"T-C" scanner - Its optical reconstruction 
In order to evaluate the effect of a "T-C" sampling on a reconstructed 
Image, a scanner has been designed and constructed. It wi I I be described In detai 
,In section 9.2 (see also ref.28 ),(figure 6 23): 
We have been us i ng the synthet i c-aperture techn i que by ref I ecti on :2 , ,6 
which permits Insoniflcation even of large Objects. Both transmitter and receiver 
are scanned, simulating a col I imated insonlfying field as large as the scan 
aperture. The object appears at half Its real distance 6,67 If the transmitter 
is a point source or at its real distance If the transmitter Is a col I Imated 
source. 
By exposing a 1000 A.S.A. photographic fi Im (Kodak 2475) with the light-
,', 
emitting diode (L.E.D.), (Motorola MLED 600), the acoustic hologram of large 
objects, such as a 25 cm (10 in~h) long spanner, have been recorded with 2 MHz 
continuous waves (figure 6.24a). The recording camera was a 35mm format with ~ 
lens of 37mm focal length, "1.25 m away from the L.E.D.'. This, gave a resulting 
demagnlflcatlon of 23 for the recorded hologram. As continuous waves were used, 
It has been found necessary to enclose the object in an anechoic tank I~ order 
to scatter and absorb unwanted ultrasonic energy. However, there stl I I remains a 
non-stationary, highly reflecting area, namely the ~/ater surface. This can cause 
standing waves and multiple reflections between the object and the water surface, 
disturbing the even Illumination of the object. 
In order to cut down these spurious reflections, a matched layer of 
, , 
po I ythene granu I es has been used, wh i ch most I y absorbs and to a I esser extent 
scatters the incident ultrasonic energy. Polythene has a good acoustic Impedance 
match with water, furthermore It absorbs ultrasonic energy and can float. 
The high-density polythenes (p = 0.95) offer t,)e best impedance match and are 
commercially avai lable in granule form (such as Rlgidex 50 from B.P. Chemicals Ltc 
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b 
Figure 6.24 Synthetic aperture acoustic hologram of a 25 cm long spanner, 
recorded in 2 min. 30 sec., using our"T-C" scanner and a 
single pair of 2 MHz C.W. transmitter-receiver. 
a) Recorded on a Fast Fi Im of low ampl itude dynamic range 
(2475 Kodak) 
b) Re-processed on to a slow film with high dynamic range 
(2556 Kodalith) (Magnified 6 times with respect to the transparency 
used for reconstruction). 
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Experimental tests are reported. in section 9.5. This layer of polythene 
pellets could also be useful with pulsed-wave holography (N.D.T. appl ications) 
to eliminate multiple echoes. 
In order to test the effect of undersampl ing on a reconstructed Image, 
the record of the hologram has been done by having the sampl ing arcs spaced 
every 3.3 wavelengths only, whereas the fringe spacing in the hologram was 
3.3 wavelengths. That Is to say, the "T-C" sampling was chosen to be half 
the rate of what could have been tolerated by recti linear sampling (1.5 
wavelengths). As the reference wave was electronically simulated as a plane 
wave impinging perpendicularly to the hologram plane, separation of the 
reconstructed true and conjugate image from each other and from the 
111 
undlffracted zero order had to be achieved by spatial fi Itering (flg.6.25). 
The opt lea I bench we used I s shown In fig. 6.26. Because expans i on of the laser 
beam with microscope objective lenses gives uneven Illuminating fields (fig.6.27a) 
.a uniform illumination was realised, in the standard manner, by spatial 
filtering of the laser beam with a x20 microscope objective lens focusing on 
a 251lpin hole. (fig. 6.27b). If this filtering Is not used we found minor 
degradations of the reconstructed Image. 
The 3-D optical reconstruction is shown In figure 6.28, Illustrating the 
ability to focus in various planes of the original 3-D scene, merely by moving 
the viewing lens or the Imaglng screen. Figure 6.28a. shows the image focused 
on to the edge of the supporting tank, whereas In figure 6.28b. the Image is 
focused on the object located 7 cm deeper. It was found that the focusing 
effect is not apparent with lower resolution holograms. The longitudinal 
f t · + 71 resolution is indeed in the order of the square 0 the lateral resolu Ion 
Equivalently, the depth of focus Is large for low lateral-resolution holograms 
and It is not possible to focus on distinct planes. The multiple images 
predicted by our analysis did really occur, but as expected, they are too much 
attenuat·ed to seriously Interfere with the zero order Image and to be registered 
on the film. 
+ With wavelength normalised to I. 
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a 
b 
Figure 6.27 Intensity along the cross section of a laser beam expanded with:-
a) a microscope objective (x 20) 
b) a microscope objective (x 20) and a 25~ pin hole spatial fi Iter. 
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Figure 6.28 Three-dimensional optical reconstruction from an acoustic 
hologram of a 25 cm. long spanner, recorded in 2 min. 30 sec., 
and shown in figure 6.24. 
a) in focus on the top edge of the support. 
b) in focus on the spanner located 7 cm. below. 
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The opt I ca I reconstruct I on obta i ned from the ori g i na I record I ng film 
(figure 6.24a) (1000 ASA, 2475 Kodak) is shown in figure 6.29a. It is possible 
to improve this image quality by Increasing the fringe vlslbi I ity of the 
,103 ' 
,hologram This was easily obtained by copying (contact pr,inting \~ith 
I sec. exposure) the hologram on to a slower film (figure 6.24b) (10 ASA, 
2556 Koda 11 th )', havl ng a much higher contrast and amp 11 tude-transm I tta'nce 
dynamic range (figure 6.30). Comparison of the reconstructions under these 
circumstances can be seen in figure 6.29. In particular, the reconstruction from 
the low dynamic range fi Im (figure 6.29a) does not reveal one slde'of the spanner 
which shows up very clearly on the reconstruction from the h,lgh dynamic range 
, 9 
film' (figure 6.29b)., Further improvement would result with bleached holograms. 
6.6 Conclusions 
A theoret I ca I mode I of a "trans I ated-c i rcu I ar" samp 11 ng process has been 
carried out and corroborated with practical experiments. The examination of 
these theorectlcal and experimeQtal results revealed fundamental divergences 
from Hlldebrand's theory of "concentric-circular" sampl ing as well as frorri 
recti 11 near samp Ii ng theory. 
As In "C-C" sampl ing, It has been shown that "T-C" sampll'ng can tolerate 
coarser sampl ing rates than recti I inear sampling, by a trade-off between 
allaslng'(or resolution) and signal-to-background ratio. This, together 
,with an el iminatlon of acceleration and deceleration times, contribute to make 
"T-C" (as well as "C-C") scanning a faster way of sampl ing an acoustic hologram, 
than the standard rectilinear techniques. It has also been shown that, unlike 
IIC-C
i
" sampl ing, "T-C" sampl ing can tolerate unl imlted offset reference angles. 
The 3-D optical reconstruction of an undersampled acoustic hologram , 
recorded in a short time with the "T-C" scanner, was successful. The multiple 
Images predicted by the developed analysis put forward, occurred, but as 
predicted were too faint to cause allasing and ':'0 register on a fi Im. 
69 
a b 
Figure 6.29 Optical reconstruction quality of amplitude transmittance holograms 
versus film dynamic range. 
a) reconstruction from the original recording fi Im (2475 Kodak, 
1000 ASA, smal I amplitude transmittance dynamic range). 
b) reconstruction from a re-processed fi Im (2556 Kodalith, 
10 ASA, large amplitude transmittance dynamic range). 
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A method of decreasing the recordingOtime has been suggested. The part 
of the scan circumference "hich is free, when the scan arc Is limited in 
length, is used to distribute multiplexed transducers equally spaced along 
the circumference. 
After considering mechanical and sampl ing function spectrum aspects, It was 
found thato their optimum number Is three. Consequently, this method can 
provide a further decreasoe In °recording time by a factor of three. 
"T-C" scanning offers the possibl I Ity of having a large linear 
translation of scan. This is Interesting for the building of uninterrupted 
composite holograms, either for large objects, such as Industrial scale N.D.T. 
app I i cat Ions, or for i ncreas I ng reso I ut Ion I n underwater search app I i cations. 
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7. . STUDY OF /\tJ HOLOGRAPH! C SUBTRACT I ON TECHN! QUE 
I n chapter 5 I t was found that the pu I sing rate and phase aberrat ions In 
transmitter-receiver scanning were the variables which first I imited the 
scanning .speed. Suggestions to remove these I imitations involved the use of 
co~tlnuous wave insonificatlon and replacement of a point source transmitter 
by a coil imat!ld one. 
, 
The main advantage of continuous wave Insonlflcation is that the ultimate 
resolution is achleved 48 It is not so I n range gated-pu I sed I nson if i cat i o~ 
. B9 
as can be seen by consi.dering the hologram of a point object 
There are, however, two drawbacks. First, multiple reflections are 
generated outside and Inside the object. The reflections outside the object can 
be eliminated by insonifying the object at an angle r5 The multiple 
reflections occurring Inside the object could be minimised by coverl ng th'e objec1 
with an acoustically matched absorbent material , but this is, unfortunately, 
" 
not very practical. Secondly, It Is not possible to use range gating techniques, 
which for a start eliminated the reflections just mentioned and also allowed 
the el imination of unwanted glare i'n the reflective mode'3 
Theoret i ca I resu I ts on a ho I ograph i c subtract I on method, are reported in 
• 
this ~hapter. The technique could be used to provide elimination of glare In 
continuous wave insonificatlon by reflection. The difficulties encounfered In 
,applying the technique wi I I be discussed. Another method ~Ii I I also be 
, 
Investigated In chapter 8 to alleviate these difficulties. 
7.1 Introduction 
A method 'which could enable the el imination of wal I reflections and top 
surf-ace glare, Is studied analytically in this chapter. It Is an extension of 
the holographic subtraction method of Bromley et al. ,21 ,with the 'use of two 
holograms. Other holographic 5ubtraction methods 3r,44,77 are not real-time 
methods, as the subtraction process takes place at the recording stage, rather 
than at the reconstructi on stage. Bragg et a 117 : have a I ready used two ho logram 
in a different manner. It was to cancel out the blur of the real image 
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due to the out-of-focus vi rtua I· Image reconstructed from a Gabor type hologram. 
A different approach has also been used, namely the acoustical correlation 
filtering with holographlcal Iy matched spatial fi Iters of given flaw patterns 61 
This technique corresponds to that of Gabor et al 44 , applied to the acoustical 
domain. However, the method studied in this chapter does not presuppose a 
knowledge of the shape of the flaws. Instead, It records the necessary Informatior 
on to a hologram, to fi Iter out part of the reconstructed object wave in 
the optical domain. 
The method consists of two successive steps:-
(I) A hologram of the sound field resulting from the wave reflected 
from the tank wal Is and from a dummy object is recorded along a given plane 
(see figures 7.2 and 7.3). This dummy object. must have the same external shape 
and size and be accurately located in the same position as the original object, 
made of the same material externally, but with an ultrasound absorbent internal 
structure (figure 7.1). Thus the continuous wave field due to the wal I echoes 
and scattered by the dummy would be permanently recorded in a hologram, which 
we call for the sake of convenience, the "fi Iter" hologram. This would be a 
record of the wal I echoes together with the scattered waves from that part of 
the original object which has to be filtered out. 
(2) . A recording Is made of the hologram of the object to be tested, 
at a plane different from the previous one. This would contain components 
from the wal I echoes and from external surfaces of the object, together with 
the waves scattered by the Internal structure of the object. For convenience, 
this hologram will be called the "test"hologram. 
When reconstructing, the fi Iter hologram Is used to filter out the wal I 
echoes and surface glare from the object wave reconstructed from the test 
hologram. The wave reconstructed from the "test" hologram, together with 
the strong, undiffracted wave, are used to illuminate the "fi Iter" hologram. 
This performs an holographic subtraction with double wave reconstruction, as 
discovered by Bromley et al. 21 (figure 7.5). 
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Figure 7.1 Honeycomb structure object and Its dummy. 
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Figure 7.2 Recording of the· "FI Iter" hologram with the dummy object in 
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Figure 7.5 Reconstruction from scaled down "Test" and Filter" holograms. 
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7.2 Theoretical results on a real-time holographic subtraction technigue 
Let us describe the object wave in the plane Z = zl (see figure 7.2) 
used to record the fi Iter hologram, namely the wave resulting when 
Insonifying the dummy object,by the complex amplitude, 
C7. I) 
This wave Is a simulation of the wave field composed of the tank wal I 
echoes and of the surface echoes of the object to b.e tested. The reference 
wave Is a plane wave and Its complex amplitude at the plane Z = zl Is 
(7.2) 
where r lF Is constant, k = 2~/A, A Is the ultrasound wavelength, 
a = sin OF' c = cos OF and OF is the off axis angle of Incidence. If we 
make the usual assumption, 
C7.3) 
then the fi Iter hologram will have an ampl itude transmittance function given 
by the linear approximation (A.2.3), which wi I I be at the plane Z = zl' 
t (X,rit,)= t + S t I.u. (X,V;2/+ 5 t r AI. (x,~.~)( ej~ax+ kCl,+ ~l>(le-j [hx+kcz, + fJ) dl 
I 01 I el IS)' • ei If 11> I J I I . J 
(7.4 ) 
Now, the dummy object i.s rep I aced by the test object. The object wave 
field and the reference wave field are now detected in the plane Z = 0 
(see figure 7.3). At this plane the complex amplitudes of the object wave 
field and plane wave reference field are respectively, 
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U1T (X,y; 0) - (7.5) 
(7.6) 
where rn Is constant, b = sin eT' and eT Is the off-axl s angle of I nci dence.· 
. Again, the following assumption Is made 
t. ~ ~'l'<X''( lo)IJ r'T (7.7) mal< 
. then the amplitude transmittance function of the test hologram can be expressed 
'(s~e equation A.2.3), 
t ( . ) ·t 5 t I· f ( j ~h +~ (.~ -Ikb,,+~ (.~ ) 2 x,YjO = 02,+ t et .(.tIT(x,Yj'1 +52 tez"',U'Tt·) le T +e L T I 
~ (7.8) 
Considering the reconstruction process of this hologram with the wave 
-, 
def I ned at· the plane z = 0 by the cOII\P I ex amp Ii tude, 
(7.9) 
~Ihere r 2 Is a constant, kl = 2rr/A and A Is the reconstructing light wavelength 
. (see figure 7.4). The recorded hologram needs to be scaled down and 
furthermore It is assumed that the scaling Is In the ratio of the two wave-
lengths. The amplitude transmittance function of the scaled down test 
hologrj'lm is now, 
_ t +S t Ul (lYIxm.J+S t I'" C.) (j[kb"I)(+~T('V .j~hM.+~T(·~) 
01 7. e~·-IT ,y, IJ t et ,,.«;,. le. + e J 
(7.10) 
with \, rn = 17.11) 
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The reconstructed \~ave emerging from the the test hologram Vli.11 therefore 
have the complex amplitude at z = 0, noting that k' = km, 
u Cx y' 0) 2T ' , 
+ S t r r -u (m .. my.o' e-J[q?T(mx ,my ;0)] 
2 et IT 2 IT ' ,~. . (7. 12) 
We can use this wave (7.12) reconstructed from the test hologram, in a slmi lar 
way as I n the doub I e wave reconstruct I on method of Brom I ey et a I. 21 (see Append i x L 
Thus the reconstructed wave emerging from the scaled down fi Iter hologram w.1 II 
have a comp I ex amp I i tude at the plane z = z /m,. equa I to the product of the 
Incident complex amplitude U2T (x,y;o) evaluated at z = zl/m, and the amplitude 
transmittance function of the scaled down fi Iter hologram (see figure 7.5). 
That is: 
U2Tf (x,y ;'ZI) (7.13) 
making use of equations (7.4) and (7.12),then, 
75 (7. 14) 
where d = cos 0" T 
Among all the terms composing U
ZTF 
(x,y;zl) two are of Interest, namely, 
(7. 15) 
and 
As we want to achieve some cancellations, we need to set OF = 0T, thus a = b 
and c = d. The term (7.16) then simplifies to: 
(7.17) 
Such a cancellation will become more apparent if the definitions of,the' 
wave UID and UIT are re-examined. U ID Is the complex. amplitude evaluated' 
at the plane Z = zl (before scaling down) of the ultrasonic wave diffracted from 
a dummy object, whereas UIT Is the complex amplitude evaluated at the plane 
Z = 0 of the ultrasonic \~ave diffracted from the test object in the same position 
Follovling Gabor 43 , this latter wave can be seen as .the linear superposl.tlon of 
two separated components; one be i ng the \~ave scattered by the I nterna I structure 
of the. object and another one' due to refle ctlons at,the tank wal Is and external 
surfaces of the object. The wave UID is therefore a simulated approximation of 
the component of U I T due to ref I ect ions on the tank wa II s and on externa I 
surfaces. At the plane Z ~ 0, we can write, 
<7.18) 
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The Fresnel transform relating the complex amplitude of a wave evaluated 
at one plane, to the one evaluated at another plane is linear. It implies 
that UiT evaluated at Z = zl remains the sum of UIO and 0 evaluated at 
Z = zl' Thus the expansion of UIT(x,y;zl) can be substituted into (7.15) 
which together with (7.17) give the component of interest of the reconstructed 
wave U2TF emerging from the set of the two holograms, namely, 
+ U (x.y;~,) 
2TF 
where, 
= (S<,tezr"ITrZ [to:+Slte\ f.l>Crnx·,1»1'11"I'Z;l!!,f] 
+ SI tel rlF r-2 [to2 + Sz tez /.u...IT ('" K, ..... "/. mr ; 2!'~) 
( ) - j ~ (m ~ ' .... 1 .... ,. l"-,) .,u. "".,"'"I .... ;;! ;2, e j) 
1:1> ' 
+ On I y the second term of the two compos i ng U 2TF' has the 
(7.20) 
wanted Information about the internal structure of the object under test, i.e. 
we want to make A2(x,y,z;zl) vanishing. SI and S2 being negative scalars, 
the position-varying amplitude coefficient of A2 is composed of positive and 
negative terms and therefore, some cancei iation might occur. 
For typical photographic emulsions we have, 2i 
<7.21 ) 
" 
(7.22) 
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than A2 (x,y,z;zl) slmpll fies to, 
- - t t r r...!... (.1 
- 01 02. Z. [rlT 
<7.23) 
but with assumptions (7.3) and (7.7) It simplifies further to, 
Az(x,y,r. ,,~,) = -I:: I:: r-
01 0'2. 2. 
This can be made to vanish If the 'electronic simulation of the two referencE 
waves RIF and RIT are such that,' 
r 
I.e. at Z = 0: 
r 
IT 
-r 
If" 
r' 
IF 
and RIF(x,y;zl) still given by <7.2). 
<7.25) 
<7.26) 
+ 
, If th is! s so, the reconstructed wave U2TF (x, y; Z I) is then composed of 
mainly the waves scattered from the internal structure of the object under test, 
nameJy 0 (x,y;zl! multiplied by a position varying coefficient, and a residual 
wave.' 
Substituting (7.21) and (7.22) the term In 0 (x,y;z.) simplifies to: 
- t t r .. 
01 oz. r 
IT 
<7.27) 
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which, with regard to assumptions. (7.3) and (7.75) can be written, 
C7.28) 
+ Thus, the reconstructed wave U2TF (x,y;zl) can be finally simpl ifled to, 
+ . U (", Y li!,) "-' + 
2TF 
where, 
K = 
(7.29) 
(7.30) 
Therefore, the reconstruct i,on process of th I s set of two ho I ograms gives 
a reconstructed wave which Is the difference of the wave diffracted from the 
test hologram and the wave diffracted from the fi Iter hologram. There are 
other components I n the comp I ete "econstructed wave (7. 14), but they propagate 
In different directions, namely at OF' 20F' 30F' - OF off the z axis and 
can therefore be spatially separated from the reconstruCted waV<l of interest 
C7 • 29 ) (see fig u re 7; 5) • 
Finally, It remains to show that the approximation of U;TF (x,y;zl) by 
the expression (7.29) is Justified •. This can be done with the help of equation 
(7.18), from which we deduce, 
(7.31 ) 
However, as the 9 I are comi ng from the externa I surface of the object wi II 
+ be much larger than the scattered wave from the internal part of the object,we hav( 
+ If impecl.nce m"~rY1,r,h o<cvrs at Ihe ioferF,ce. 
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· 2. 
lUll> (m x, ""Y, """';!!c ,)\ 
(7.32) 
and equation (7.31) simplifies to, 
(7.33) 
We can now write U;TF given by (7.28) in a more suitable form, 
that is, (see 7.23) 
+ U (x,'1;c,) ~ 
2TF 
Z .(.t.'.I> ( • ) 0 C· ) 
2-r lF 
c.os 
(7.34) 
At maximum the ratio.of the modulii of the second to the first term 
+ 2 
of U2TF (x,y;zl) is equal to 2U 10 ' which is from assumption (7.3) much 
2 ' 
r lF 
smaller than one. + Therefore, U2TF (x,y;zl) can be written finally as 
eq uat i on (7.29) 
7.3 Conclusions 
It has been shown analytically, that It is possible to cancel an 
undesired p'art of the reconstructed wave of a given hologram with a second 
hologram. This Is briefly summarised as fol lows. The hologram to be kept 
permanently, is first recorded at a plane Z = zl with an off-axis 
reference wave and a dummy object In p I ace of the tt;lst obj eet. It is then 
scaled down in the ratio m. 
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Then, at the time of the test, a hologram of the test object is recorded at 
another plane z = 0, with a reference wave out of phase with the prev i ous one, 
, ' 
and at the same off-axis a'ngle. Finally, these two holograms are placed at a 
di stance z lm from each other and an off-set beam of coherent li ght is used to 
reconstruct ,from them the wave scattered ,from the i nterna I structure of the test 
I 
object. The fi Iter hologram would be recorded once and for al I and could be 
used for any testing of identical objects. 
This technique ~ppears,attractive, as it could be used in many situations 
where other methods, such as range gating, fai I partially or totally. 
,However, several drawbacks I imit seriously the potential advantages of the 
technique. 
First, it Is difficult to align two holograms within tolerances 
comparable to the wavelength of I ight. ~urthermore, this alignment might 
require a fair amount of prior knowledge regarding the object under test. 
Secondly, unless it could be done once and for ali, it is not very practical 
to make a dummy object within tolerance comparable to the wavelength of 
the ultrasound used. Finally, a filter hologram would only b'e val id for a 
range of water tank temperatures kept with i n the order of ± 10 3B 
These drawbacks contribute to render the method unsuitable for general 
use and limit it to specialised applications.' The. experimenta I feasibi Ilty has 
not been carried out due to the cost involved to 'obtain a suitable carrier 
to support the fl Iter hologram on the optical bench <four high precision 
micrometric movements would be needed). 
A method which does not suffer the abov~ mentioned limitations has been 
Investigated theoretically and experimentally and the results are reported in 
the next chapter. 
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8. HOLOGRAPH I C \'IEAK-S I GNAL ENHANCEMENT TECHN I QUE 
8.1 Introduction 
Acoustical Imaging systems are faced with the problem of identifying 
, 
weak signals In the presence of noise or unwanted nearby strong signals. 
Such types of weak signal Identification arise when conventional holographic 
Imaging is used to image weak scattering targets. 'This sort of situation occurs 
for example, in nondestructlve testing or medical imaging, when one is trying to 
detect by reflection, defects or objects masked by strong interface echoes. 
The convent Iona I techn Ique is to use a pu I sed I nson if i cation together wi th a 
suitable range gatlng. Subsurface echoes can then. be Imaged with short pulse 
Insonification and control ling the receiver gate from the interface echo. 
The near surface target Is then detected in the tral I of the strong interface 
4 
echoes Subsurface imaglng occurs, for example, in honeycomb test;'ng 
or In near-skin medical Imaglng. 
There are situations where range gatlng could not even be applied. 
First when the Insoniflcatlop. has to be with long pulses, or even continuous 
waves, subsurface targets cannot be detected. Secondly, if the object Is lying 
on a strongly reflective background, then it is not possible to control the 
receiving gate from the background echoes which succeed and net precede the 
wanted weak echoes. This situation occurs, for example, In searching objects 
resting on the bed of a river. 
In this chapter we describe a method which differentiates the echoes 
of Interest in the frequency domain, rather than in the time domain. Thus, 
the above-mentioned limitations do not apply and the technique can be used in 
the ,correspond i ng si tuati ons. It is different from norma I tempora I frequency 
filtering (or spatial fi Itering If done at the reconstruction), as tnere is a 
considerable enhancement of the weak signal to strong signal ratio. The 
method Is an extension to scanned acoustical holography of a modified version of 
the technique originally proposed by R.K. Mueller et al." 9 
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6.2 The hologrdphic weak-signal enhancement h~(;hnigue of Mueller et al 
A weak-signal enhancement technique was first developed by R.K. 'Muel ler 
119 
et al Its sensitivity to phase and amplitude errors was later analysed 
by P.N. ,Keating et al 84,85 • The method Is an extension of the normal 
ho I ograph I c reconstruct I on method. Bas I ca I I y, I t Is ach i eved th rough two 
, . ' , , 
success I ve reconstruct Ions. I t I nvo I ves the fo I low i ng s'reps:-
'(I) recording of the object field (complex amplitude 5(x,y», as In 
conventional holography (I.e. recording of a normal acoustic hologram). 
(2) formation of its intensity 
where 51 (x,y)is the complex ampl itude of the strong unwanted field and 
S2(x,y) the complex amplitude of 
(3) high-pass fi Iterlng of Is~ 
by l""sl2 (4) multiplication of 5 
the weak field of interest. 
(denoted as 1512 ). 
and reconstruction. 
Such an approach relies on the assumption that the Intensity of the 
,', 
strong field Is 112 is varying slower than the intensity of the weak field 
2 ISi . Th I s must tie so In order "that step 3 can be performed and the f I na I 
, ' 
enhanced image of S2 Is not degraded. Step 3 also requires the strong field 
SI and the weak field 52 'being spatially or angularly separa,ted, so that SIS2'* 
* and SI 52 contain high spatial frequencies, which can be re:adi Iy fi Itered out 
from Is)12. 
The enhancement of the method can be seen from the following analysis. 
The Intensity of the object field can be written (step 2). 
(8. I ), 
After high pass filtering, under the assumption previously stated, the 
Intensity of the object field becomes: 
(8.2) 
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1f.l8.2) is multiplied by the object field, we obtain the reconstruction: 
-, 
(8.3) 
Rearranging the terms of equation (8.3) 
(8.4) 
The first term corresponds to the wanted Image term 52 multiplied by a 
factor 15 12 I . + 152 12. The second term 2 1521 251~orresponds to the Image 
mu It i P I I ed by a small factor 2 1521 2 The remaining last two terms will 
give images separated from the images of Interest, as they are propagating 
at higher off-axis angles. Therefore, the weak Image has been enhanced with 
respect to the strong one by the large factor 151 I 2(since 15112 »1 521 2). 
2 
21 52 1 
The first three steps can be readi Iy Implemented with mechanical or 
electronbeam scanning detection. Furthermore, It would not introduce any 
extra time delays. However, the second part of step No. 4, I.e. the rec-
'onstructlon following the multiplication, cannot be achieved directly. In 
the next section, we propose a way to get round this pr~blem, by recording 
2 
5 IS Ion to a normal acoustic hologram to enable Its reconstruction. 
8.3 Weak-signal enhancement technigue with electronic holographic 
reconstruct i on 
Mueller suggested that steps (I) to (4) of the method could be carried 
out with optical components. This, however, Is a two-step process, I.e. 
non real-time, and requires critical optical alignment of two transparencies: 
the hologram {5} recorded in step (I) and the filtered intensity transparency 
{ ISII 2 } recorded In step (3). To el imlnate these al ignments as well as 
for easy fi Itering and large dynamic range, Muel ler tested this method using 
computer calculations. 84 
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In this section, we have modified the technique with holographic 
electronic reconstruction and record.' The technique involves two more steps 
than that of Mueller et al., and these are: 
I ) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Linear detection of the object field S by scanning (with no recording) 
Point by point formation of Its intensity ISI 2 . 
Temporal high pass filtering of 
- 2 Multlpl icatlon of S by ISI . 
I 2 - 2 Is (denoted I Si) • 
- 2 Record of S. Isl (which In scanned holography is a time varying 
signal), as in conventional holography, with multiplication by a reference 
signal R. 
6) Reconstruction of the hologram obtained in step (5). 
The multiplication in step (4) being done on the electronic signals, it 
effectively represents an electronic holographic reconstruction, where the 
reconstr,ucted field of complex amplitude IS(x,y) 12S(x,y) Is obtained point by 
point as a time varying electronic signal. 
Apart from the way It is' Implemented, the process Is so far (steps 1-4) 
identical in principle, to that of Muel ler et al. However, the result of 
the multipl icatlon of step (4) does not lead to a time-invariant complex 
ampl itude of the desired wave, as ,the optical or computer calculations 
considered by them. It Is Instead a time-varying R.F. Signal, which has 
point by point the same phase and amplitude as the time-varying wave. 
( 
It'~annot, therefore, be reconstructed directly by optical I Ilumination, or 
by calculations of the propagation of the reconstructed wave, as in the 
optical and computer situations considered by Muel ler (as the time 
Invariant complex amplitude of the wave of Interest Is directly available) 
However, one easy way to achieve the reconstruction of the wave of Interest 
is to record holographlcal Iy the time-varying signal having the complex 
amplitude s151 2, by mixing it to a reference signal simulating an offset 
reference wave (step 5). 
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A synoptic comparison.of the two methods Is shown on Table 8. I. 
The analysis is now carried out on the received and processed signals. 
Let us cal I s(x,y) the received signal, which has the same amplitude and 
phase as the complex amplitude 5(x,y) of the object field. 5imllarly, there 
Is a strong,and a weak signal sl(x,y) and s2(x,y) related to the complex 
amplitudes SI(X,y) and 5
2
(X,yl. As a scanning method was used to detect the 
space varying object field, the signals s(x,y), sl(x,y), s2(x,y) ~ecome 
Implicitly time varying and denoted s(t), sl(t), s2(t). 
The I ntens I ty of the detected obj ect signa I can be .wr I tten (step 2): 
= (8.5) 
Performing high pass fi Iterlng (step 3), under the same assumptions as In 
section 8.2, the intensity of toe object signal becomes: 
Is21
2 
+ S"S + 
I 2. S,St (8.6) 
where Isl(t) 12 has been removed by the filtering process. 1 s(t)1 2 which is a 
slowly varying d.c. signal, Is then multiplied by the detected R.F. object 
signal s(t) to obtain pq2 s (step 4). This signal represents the processed 
field of Interest with enhanced 52 Images. It can be holographlcal Iy recorded, 
L, 
as would be any object signal, by multiplying It with a reference signal 
(say of constant amplitude and phase) (step 5). The hologram transmittance 
would be: 
(8.7) 
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tIl 
&1 
f-< 
tf.l 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
W. S. E. T. IMPLEMENTATION W.S.E.T. IMPLEMENTATION 
WITH OPTICAL COMPONENTS OR WITII ELECTRONIC PROCESSING 
\VIm COMPUTER CALCULATIONS 
'. 119 (after R.K. Mueller et al. ) 
HOLOGRAPHIC RECORD (H) OF LINEAR DETECTION OF 
S = SI + S2 S = SI + S2 GIVING AN 
ELECTRONIC SIGNAL s = sI+s2 
OBTAINING IsI 2 FROM OBTAINING isl 2 DIRECTLY 
RECONSTnUCTION OF (alOR FROM SIGNAL s DIRECTLY FROM S 
HIGH PASS FILTERING OF HIGH PASS FILTERING OF 
IsI2 , GIVING 181 2 Isl 2 , GIVING Isl2 
MULTIPLICATION OF 181 2 MULTIPLICATION OF 1131 2 
BY S, RECONSTRUCT.ING BY s, RECONSTRUCTING 
ENHANCED IMAGES OF S2 ENHANCED SIGNAL s2 
HOLOGRAPHIC RECORD (H') OF 
--
s .lsl 2 WITH MIXING TO A 
REFERENCE SIGNAL r 
RECONSTRUCTION OF mE 
-- HOLOGRAM (H'l GIVING ENHANCED 
IMAGES OF S2 
Table 8.1 Comparison between various Implementations 
of W.S.E.T. techniques. 
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After re-i I lumlnatlon of this hologram with a reconstructing wave 
analogous to the reference wave R (corresponding to the signal r), three 
groups of wave components wi I I be generated. 
First, there wl I I be the undiffracted beam (see spike at Wx = 0 In 
spectrum of. figure B.lc.) Secondly, the group of waves of interest wl II be 
reconstructed, their complex amplitudes at the hologram plane being (apart from 
a multlplicatlv~ constant): 
(8. B) 
where k0 = 2~/A sin 0, 0 being the off-set angle of the reference wave. 
These waves have a spatial frequency spectrum as shown on the right hand 
side of figure B.lc., where for simplicity, only one spatial frequency (w
x
) 
has been considered. The SI and S2 spectra were assumed with positive frequencies 
only. An examination of this spectrum shows clearly, that the enhanced Image 
of Interest, (I S I1 2 + I S2 12) S2 is not degraded by the other components, 
which are spatially separated. 
Finally, there is another group of waves, conjugate replica of those 
In (B.B) and their complex amplitudes are given by the expression: 
(8.9) 
These waves wi I I not interfere with the wanted image (ls 112 +1 S2 1 2) S2' 
as they are spatially separated from the group (B.B) by ti Iting the reference 
wave sufficiently off-axis. 
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8.4 Instrumentation for the technigue of section 8.3 
The method is most readily evaluated by scanning the receiver, so 
that temporal fi Itering can be performed on Is .(x(t)' y (t»1 2• 
The scanner used for this purpose was a translated-circular one as described 
later In chapter 9. Both transmitter and receiver were scanned to synthesize 
a I arger I nson Ify i ng aperture • 
• A block diagram of the electronics required to Implement the technique 
Is shown In figure 8.2. The received signal Is first processed according to 
steps I to 4 outlined in section 8.3. It Is then holographical Iy recorded in 
a normal way by multiplication by a reference signal, followed by low-pass 
fi Iterlng (step 5). A hologram of the field S Isl 2 given In equation (8.7) 
Is thus obtained. 
8.5 Experimental results and conclusions 
The experimental arrangement is shown on figure 8.3. A strong object 
field is obtained from a highly reflective plate. A toy gun was laid on 
the p I ate to provi de a strong ref lector. When I nson i fy I ng these two objects 
with a collimated beam, the reflected wave Is composed of a col I Imated part -
from the plate" reflector and a divergent part - from the gun. At the 
receiving plane, the divergent sound wave contributing to the received Signal, 
has a much smaller Intensity than the collimated part. It wi I I be possible 
to enhance the object field from the toy gun relative to the background, If there 
is sufficient angular separation between the two waves. 
Acoustic holograms recorded with the processed and unprocessed.received 
signal are shown in figure 8.4. In figure 8.4a., the hologram of the 
unprocessed object field shows strong fringes related to the supporting plate; 
Inclination of the fringes means that the plate was slightly ti Ited. 
The hologram did not register any fri nges from the toy gun, as this signal 
was much too smal I relative to the reference signal. Figure 8.4b. shows the 
hologram recorded with the processed signal. The fringes originated from the 
P I ate ref lector are now very attenuated, whl le the fringes of the toy 
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FI gure 8.2 Block diagram of an acoustical holographic .detectlon circuit 
Incorporating a real-time processor"( as described In section 
8.3). 
Rx 
--0 -- COLLIMATED INSONIFICATION 
OBJEcr PLATE 
, 
DIVERGENT. REFLECTION COLLIMATED REFLECTION 
(OR SLIGHTLY DIVERGENT) 
FlguEie 8.3 Experimental arrangement used to test the feasibi Ilty of The 
real-time weak signal enhancement method for scanned 
holography. 
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Figure 8.4 
a) 
b) 
a 
Acoustic holograms with:-
a normal I inear recording 
a real-time processed recording. 
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gun have been clearly registered. 
An optical reconstruction of the toy gun from its acoustic hologram is 
shown in figure 8.5. In figure 8.5a., the reconstruction is obtained from 
an acoustic hologram recorded with continuous waves and the gun lying on an 
anecholc rubber mat (frequency 2 MHz, object distance 25 cm approximately) 
In figure 8.5b., however, the reconstruction Is from a C.W. hologram recorded 
with the gun laid on a mirror. Although the reconstruction Is of poor quality, 
It shows that the gun Image has been considerably enhanced with respect to the 
mirror Image. A drastic- Improvement in Image quality would be obtained If an 
offset reference was used, instead of an on-axis one. 
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Figure 8.5 
a) 
b) 
b 
Optical reconstruction of a toy gun from a C.W. acoustic 
hologram (Frequency 2 MHz, object distance 25 cm 
approximately) . 
object supported by an anechoic rubber mat. 
object supported by a mirror. 
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9. I NSTRUMENTA TI ON AND PERFORMANCE OF THE "TRANS LATED-C I RCULAR" SCANNER 
9. I Mechanical Considerations 
When reciprocating Cartesian scanning is used, It Is easy to link the 
detecting ultrasonic probe mechanically with the recording light probe. 
,1+ ensures no relative displacement between them. 
If non'-.reclprocating circular or spiral scanning is used, this' linkage 
may not be so straightforward. In such a case the trajectory of the light 
probe may not duplicate exactly that of the ultrasonic prob~. It can be shown 
that this would introduce some random perturbations on the recording of the 
. 
hologram. Thus care must be taken In the design of an apparatus using separated 
u I trason i c and I I ght probes, to ensure that the error introduced between 
positions of the probes Is minimised to say, less than Al8, where 11 is the 
wavelength of sound. To enable a satisfactory choice of scanner to be made, 
It Is thus necessary to examine the various sources of misalignment which can 
cause trouble. These are:-
a) Whirling of shaft 
When rotating an object, It cannot be ensured that its centre of 
gravity wi+1 I ie exactly along the axis of rotation. Conseq(Jently, 
a centrifugal force wi I1 develop which wi I1 deflect the supporting shaft. 
The amplitude of the deflection depends upon:-
(I) Stiffness of the shaft arid its support (i.e. material used, length, 
movement of inertia of the section). 
(2) Total mass of the shaft and rotated object. 
(3) Excentricity between the centre of gravity of the total mass 
and tne axis of'rotation. 
(4) Speed of rotation. 
(5) Play In the bearings. 
90 
To ensure that the probe wi I I not undergo a displacement larger 
than A/8 (I.e. 0.018mm at 10 MHz in water), the deflection of the supporting 
shaft must be limited. For a given arrangement, it implies a maximum 
value for the permissible unbalance. This maximum Is typically 5 mm for 
the scanner seen in figure 6.23 and 9. I 
b) Motor vibrations 
These vibrations wi I I also contribute to causing dlsplacements 
of the probes. Amplitudes of vibrations In the order of 0.02 mm 
Is a typical figure for fractional horse power motors. 
c) Torsional oscl Ilations 
Under steady state conditions, a small ripple Is present in the 
torque delivered by a D.C. motor. This leads to osci Ilations in the 
rotated load, with amplitudes proportional to:-
(I) Torque ripple. 
(2) Reciprocal of the moment of Inertia • 
. (3) Reciprocal of the square of the frequency of the ripple torque. 
Taking a torque ripple of O.3N.m. (10% of the nominal torque) , 
a rotational speed of the motor of 3 rd/s, a D-C motor with a 35 section 
commutation ( i . e. 110 rd/s of 
of the load of 0.67 . 2 kg-m , we 
For a hologram of a diameter 
both scanners Is equivalent to 
negligible. 
ripple frequency) and a moment of inertia 
fjnd an ampl itude of osci I lation of 4 x 10-5 
of 500 A such an amplitude of osci I lation for 
A 
about 100' This can be regarded as safe and 
In conclusion, the various sources of misalignment appear to be 
rd. 
within acceptable tolerances. A sound mechanical design wl I I have, however, 
to minimise them, i.e. minimise the disc diameter, its unbalance and the 
length of the supporting shaft. 
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"T-C scanner mounted on a water tank. It can accommodate 
scan radl I up to 0.25 m and linear translations up to 0.55 m. 
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Detai Is of the slip rings and the rotating disc with 
its electronics. 
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9.2 General description 
The experl menta I "T -C" scanner wh i ch has been constructed, I s shown 
In figs. 9.1 and 9.2. It consists of a 1/4 Hp D.C. motor mounted on a 
support which can be translated linearly. The constant-speed linear 
motion is provided by a stepping motor through a high precision lead 
screw (2.25 mm pitch); P.T.F.E. nuts and flexible toothed belts are used 
in the movement transmission to minimize backlash+. Circular motion is 
provided by the 1/4 Hp. motor and the rotating speed was control led by 
feedback, using commercial thyristor control circuitry. 
All its electronic circuitry is attached to the rotating disc, 
Including pre-ampllfier, reference multiplier and Iow frequency amplifier 
(figs. 6.23 and 9.2). The holographic D-C 'signal is thus driving a light-
emitting-diode through slip rings. This minimizes the effect of slip 
ring noise, which would have been very disturbing on low-level high 
frequency signals. Although slight low-frequency speed variations are 
not too critical, It has been found that some speed control is convenient 
to avoid gross variations, which would in turn modulate undesirably the 
bias transmittance of the hologram. 
The synthetic-aperture technique by reflection permits even insonifi-
cation of large objects. Thus, both transmitter and receiver are scanned. 
Bowl transducers have been used, as they simulate point receivers and 
transmitters of higher sensitivity than flat transducers of smaller size. 
For the exper i ments, 2 ~~Hz - 12 mm diameter PZT /5A ceram i cs were used. 
Their radius of curvature was 12 mm, simulating a point source diameter 
5 
of I wavelength .When using high frequencies and scanning at high speeds, 
the resulting probe size Is no more inconvenient than probe sizes feasible 
+ This movement has been taken from an existing rectilinear scanner. 
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with smal I flat ceramics. Indeed, at 5 t4Hz, a probe of 7 mm diameter 
proved to be feasible (fig. 9.5). This is probably not much larger than 
the probe size obtainable with smal I flat ceramics of same frequency. 
9.3 Ultrasonic transducers 
9.3.1 Description of the mounting method 
The technique used is shown In fig. 9.3. It was designed to be 
simple and such that each part could be commercially available. A copper 
tube Is easi Iy obtained and cut to the appropriate length (typically 15 cm). 
A piece of cork of appropriate ·slze is cut and dri lied as shmln in fig. 9.3. 
After having mounted the cork inside the tube, Its external face is coated 
with si Iver' paint, to ensure an even electric contact beh/een the crystal 
electrode and the wire. The bowl crystal is then pressed against the cork· 
and held in the right p~sitlon with the set-up shown in fig. 9.4. A coat 
of adhesive, e.g. clear bostick, is applied to maintain the crystal In 
pos i t i on and is I eft to dry for about 24 hours. It is the~ possible to 
apply a si Iver point coating for contact between the external electrode 
and the mounting tube. Finally, a protective cdating can be applied on 
the crystal and the tube. It is Important to have the adhesive coat ~/ell 
dried, before applying the si Iver' paint, because the layer of paint can 
dissolve through the adhesive and establ ish leakage impedance across the 
two electrodes. 
The crystals used were PZT/5A piezoelectric ceramic bowls of 12 mm 
diameter' and 12 mm radius of curvature. Th i sin turn imp lies that the 
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Figure 9.3 Ultrasonic probe mounting method. 
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Gluing rig for ultrasonic probe mounting. 
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si ZEl of the focus will be equa I to one wave I ength of u I trason I c l'lave 
(see section 2.4). ~lith the mounting technique described above, 7 mm 
diameter probes were made (5 ~~Hl), and they would be US9U for higher 
scanning speed than possible with 12 mm ones (see fig. 9.5). 
9.3.2 Circle diagram measurement and beam width 
The admittance of the transducer mounted as above mentioned was 
measured for different frequencies and loads (air and water), using an 
Impedance bridge (Hatfield Instruments Ltd. - LE300A). A circle diagram 
Is then obtained from which efficiency can be determined (fig 9.6) as 
wel I as the other parameters of the equivalent electric circuit of the 
transducer (see fig.9.6). 
From the value of the Impedance of the transducer at resonance and 
at low frequencies, the following relations can be deduced for an air 
loading (see for example Tucker and Gazey B 19: 
d. = (9. I ) RL 
I (9.2 ) a. = RD 
b = WRCo (9.3) 
(see the definitions of the symbols In fig.9.6). For the transducer 
ur:lder test, it was found: dl = 220 mmho, a = I mmho, b = 18 mmho. Thus 
It results that RL = 4.55 ohm, RD = 1000 ohm and Co = 1200 pF (as wR = 2 t4Hz). 
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Figure 9.5 Ultrasonic probe and support. 
7 mm diameter - 5 MHz (left one) 
12 mm diameter - 2 MHz (right one). 
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OF A PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSRYSER 
(After TUcker and Gazey ) 
Circle diagram of the admittance Y of a piezoelectric 
transducer described In section 9.3.1. 
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l'ihen the transducer Is rad i at i ng into water, the rad I atl on 
resistance is no longer negligible and the value of the admittance leads 
to the relation: 
RR + RL 
d z = (9.4) 
Before starting the Impedance measurements with water load, It Is 
important ta line the walls of the containing tank with some absorbent 
material to prevent the formation of standing waves. A layer of polythene 
pel lets can even be laid on the water surface (see section 9.5). 
Measurements on the diagram (fig.9.6) give d2 = 60 mmho, i.e. RR = 12.05 ohm. 
The radiating power. is thus given by the relation: 
2-
V RI' (9.5 ) 
where V is the peak value of a sinusoidal electrical potential difference 
applied to the transducer, whl le the mechanical and dielectric losses are 
given, respectively, by: 
, 
y2. 
2. RJ) 
(9.6 ) 
(9.71 
The efficiency of the transducer, ratio of the power radiated into the load 
to the power provided at the input, can then be expressed in terms of dl , 
d2 and a, as follows, 
? = dz. (d 1- cl2- ) 
d, ( a.. + dz.) 
For the transducer considered so far, we obtain 
. (9.8) 
9 = 72% (the efficiency 
of a piezoelectric transducer is typically in the or.der of 75%BI9:The 
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radiated power we used for holographic records has been mostly about 
PR = 0.5 watt (for V = 10 v p-p). 
A knowledge of the beam width of the transducers t.s most important, 
as It determines the resolution obtainable from an holographic reconstruction. 
The transducers we used were bui It with focussing bowls, as this results in 
an Increase of sensitivity (due to the focus effect), and In large beam 
width. If the hologram is recorded in the pulsed mode, the approach can 
be taken to Its extremes, by choosing half-spherical bowl transducers, 
such as those used by ~~arom et a 1.106 
Beam width measurements on the transducers were done with an 
"Ultrasonoscope" probe manipulator rig on which angle of ti It can be 
measured accurately (0.1 degree). The transducers, whose circle diagrams 
have Just been reported, were found with a main lobe beam width of 400 
(from 0 to 0), whl le the half voltage response width was of 220. 
9.4' Circuit diagrams and their description 
The functions to be implemented to detect an acoustic hologram are 
an amplification of the R.F. signal, followed by a multiplication by 
a coherent reference signal. Then a low pass fiitering is required to 
eliminate the doubled frequency generated in the mixing and to keep the 
d-c signal which has the amplitude and phase information. Finally, an 
addition of the signal to a constant has to be performed to ensure that 
the d-c signal has always positive values.6 It remains to apply a 
further low frequency ampl ificatlon and the slowly varying d-c signal 
obtained can be used for'monitoring a recorder (L.E.D.s,chemical paper 
recorder, electro-optic reconstructor etc ..• ). The electronic circuits 
used to perform these functions are shown in fig. 9.7. 
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FROM MASTER OSCILLATOR C = 1!J.F 
FIgure 9.7 ElectronIc cIrcuItry. 
A 702 C Integrated circuit connected as a non-Inverting operational 
ampl ifier, having a closed loop gain of 20 and an upper frequency limit 
of 10 MHz, amplifies the received signal. When I inearity is required, 
such as for weak-signa I-enhancement operation, the amplified object 
.signal, Is kept below 100 mV for strict I inear operation of the multipl ier 
(fig. 9.8). Otherwise some amplitude compression may be introduced 
merely by toletating a larger amplified object signal fed to the multipl ier 
Input, say up to t volt (fig. 9.8). 
An Integrated circuit of type SN76514N, marketed by Texas instruments, 
multiplies the ampl ified object signal with a coherent reference signal. 
Coherence of the object and reference signals is easily obtained merely by using 
the same master osci Ilator to derive the two signals. A low pass fi Iter 
fol lows the multiplier (10 kO, 2000 pF) and the adder is implemented with 
resistors (2.2 kO, 22 kO, and a 10 kO potentiometer). A 709C integrated 
circuit connected as a non-I nvertlng"operationa I amplifier, whose frequency 
bandwidth Is from d-c to 500 kHz, amplifies the holographic signal. 
It Is Important to have a clrcu,it layout and connections such as to 
avoid electric or magnetic coupling between the object and reference 
signals. Earth connections were found very critical In this respect. 
The following test was found most helpful for the testing of the 
Impedance of the two signals. A two-channel oscl I loscope is connected 
to the reference and object signals. The phase of the object signal is 
then varied, for example by moving the receiver in the tank backwards and 
forwards. Variations of phases are observed on the scope as a shift of 
one signal with respect to the other along the time axis. In a perfect 
situation the shift of the object signal would occur without ampl itude 
variation. However, if interferences occur between the two signals, the 
ampl itude of the object signal wl II vary with Its phase in synchronism 
with the reference signal. This variation should be kept to a minimum 
and has been reduced in the device to 10%. 
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FIgure 9.8 
o : IRI= 300mv p.p 
~ :dRI = Iv p.p 
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(volts) 
NORMALIZED OUTPUT (DC REM:>VED) 
o 
~RI :: 1. "'t. ~.p. 
[01 = I v p.p. 
O~RI = 300 mv p.p 
~Ol = 50 mv p.p. 
I o 01:/4 01:/2 301:/4 01: 501:/4 301:/2 701:/4 201: 
MultIplIer response. ( Texas Instruments SN 76514N) 
a) amplItude varIatIons with constant phase 
b) phase varIations with constant ampl itude. 
/R/and ~R are the reference signal ampl itude and phase; 
The processor described in the last chapter has been constructed 
'with two SN76514 N multipl ier,fi Iters and resistor adders (fig. 9.9l. 
The first multiplier extracts the amplitude IsI 2 0f the object signa; by 
multiplying ~he signal by itself (squaring it), while the second multiplies 
the fi Itered ampl itude 1'$'1 2 by the original R.F. object signal. 
9.5 Tests on a layer of polythene pel lets 
When recording an acoustic hologram along an horizontal plane,' 
depending on the shape'of th~ object, multiple reflections may ,occur ,between 
the object and the water surface. One way to minimize these was found 
by using a layer of polythene pel lets floating on the water surface. 
Th i 5 absorbs. and, to a I esser extent, scatters the i nc i dent u I trason i c 
energy. Indeed, polythene has a good acoustic impedance match to water 
and, furthermore, absorbs ultrasonic energy and float. The best acoustic 
Impedance is obtained with the high density polythene ( ~ ~ 0.95), such 
as Rigidex 50 from B.P. Chemicals Ltd. It Is commercially available In 
granules of 2-3 rrimdi'ameter •. 
A first test was conducted by. directing a transmitter, located Inside 
a tank, towards the free surface of the water. The ref I ected wave was 
then picked up by a receiver and the signal voltage recorded. A layer 
of polythene pel lets was then laid on the surface and the new value of the 
received voltage noted. For a I cm thick layer or Rigidex 50 polythene 
layer and an ultrasound frequency of 2 MHz, an attenuation of 28 dB of 
the surface echo was obtained. 
The layer of polythene pel lets could also be useful with pulsed wave 
holography to minimize the effect of multiple reflections. In fig.9.10, 
y 
such multiple reflections are shown, (a),occur~ng between the object 1 ( 
and the free water surface. When a layer of pel lets Is laid on the 
surface, the multiple echoes are removed, (b), which in turn allo\~s an 
increase in pulsing rate proportional to the original number of multiple 
echoes' (c). 
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Figure 9.10 Multiple reflections between an object and the water surface. 
(Object 10 cm. deep, scope time base : 200 s/cm. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
Top trace: received signal, bottom trace: transmitted signal) 
Free water surface: multiple echoes. Pulsing r.ate limited to 
850 Hz. 
Polythene pel let layer, I cm thick floating on the water surface. 
Pulsing rate 850 Hz (as in a». 
As In b) with an Increased pu I sing rate of 5kHz (made poss I b I e by 
the elimination of multiple echoes). 
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Figure 9.10 
a) 
b) 
c) 
a 
b 
c 
Multiple reflections between an object and the water surface. 
(Object 10 cm. deep, scope time base : 200 s/cm. 
Top trace: received signal, bottom trace: transmitted signal) 
Free water surface: multiple echoes. Pulsing ~ate limited to 
850 Hz. 
Polythene pellet layer, I cm thick floating on the water surface. 
Pulsing rate 850 Hz (as in a». 
As In b) with an increased pulsing rate of 5kHz (made possible by 
the elimination of multiple echoes). 
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For conventionally shaped probes, such as acyl Inder (2 cm diameter), 
scanning speeds of up to 1.25 m/s can be tolerated with a pel let layer 
floating on the surface (fig.9.1 I). Above this maximum value, the 
pel lets are expel led by the water flow. 
,9.6 Suggestions for the electron i c s imu I at I on of an offset reference 
• The reconstruction reported in chapter 6 (fig. 6.28) was obtained 
from an "on-axi s" acousti c ho logram. Considerable improvement in 
Image qual ity, slgnal-to-background ratio and resolution would result 
from the use of an offset reference wave. This is because of the 
difficulty of separating the wanted Image from Its conjugate and from 
the strong undiffracted beam. 
The normal technique for electronically simulating an offset reference 
wave Is to use a reference signal, whose frequency has been shifted 
,', 
coherently by a smal I amount, thereby simulating a linear phase variation 
along the direction of scan. 
. 
For real-time scan, such as with the ultrasonic camera, two separate 
oscl I lators of different frequencies can be used to drive the transmitter 
and to provide the reference signal. Coherence is maintained by re-locking 
one onto another after every I i ne of scanllB • Some pre I i mina ry experi ments 
we have done, 'showed that this approach cannot be applied so easi Iy to 
slower scans, such as a mechanical one, as the .coherence time of two 
separate oscillators is in the order of 0.05 to 0.1 second only. This 
time was measured by mixing the signal of two osci Ilators and monitoring 
a Ilght-emltting-diode according to their phase. The L.E.D. was then 
scanned and the two oscillators re-synchronized at the same position in every 
scan. The coherence time was then measured on the photographic record of 
the I ight pattern, by measuring the time during which the two signals 
produced cons t.stent interference f ri nges (f i g. 9. 12). 
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Figure 9.11 
Flow of polythene pel lets when scanning a 2 cm diameter probe, 
I cm deep, at the speed:-
a) V = 0.31 m/s 
b) V = 0.62 m/s 
c) V = 1.25 m/s, 
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Figure 9.12 Time coherence measurement record of two Independent signals. 
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Another methoq of producting two coherent signals si ightly offset 
In frequency; f and f + M,' Is by multiplying a signal of frequency f by a signal 
of frequency ~f. To ensure coherence, ~f must be derived coherently from 
f, such as with frequency dividing circuits. If this technique is to 
be applied to circular scanning, where the speed of the probe along a 
given direction' is varying sinusoidally, then ~f wll I have to be varied 
accordingly. -4 As ~f is typically In the order of 5.10 f, a signal 
'of frequency ~f wi II remain coherent+ with a signal of frequency f for 
a much longer time than.a signal of frequency fl (with f #f l ). This 
results from the fact that the signal at frequency ~f wl II be derived, by 
frequency division, from a much higher frequency f l • So, If in a given 
time Interval, fl shifts 
change with respect to f 
minute change of phase. 
Incoherently from f, say by 10 cycles, ~f wl I I 
-3 by only 0.210 cycles, I.e. a corresponding 
That Is to say that the time coherence of a low 
frequency si gna I (M), with respect to a signa I of frequency f, w i Ilbe 
" better than the time coherence between a signa I of frequency fl, (f rom wh I ch 
M Is derived) and f (with .f # f I)' This implies that it should be 
poss i b I e to I eave the signa I of frequency M, free, for ha I f or a comp I ete 
scan (I.e. 0.5 to I sec.), and be able to modulate its frequencY to 
accommodate the sinusoidal change of scanning speed occurring in circular 
samp ling. The block diagram required to implement 5uch a scheme is 
compared to A I dr i dge method on fig. 9. (3. 
9.7 Vibration tests 
,This 'problem was discussed earl ier in section 5.5. Its importance 
has been already mentioned by Holt and Coldrick 76, while Coli ins and' 
Hi Idebrand 30 reported a study of the effect of lateral and longitudinal 
scanning errors (along and perpendicular to the scanned plane, respectively). 
+' That Is,with negl igible spurious phase variations. 
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Figure 9.13 Electronic simUlation of an offset reference with 
mechanical scanning. 
'a) for constant scanning speed (after Aldridge et a'I.3 ). 
b) for variable scanning speed (such as In circular sampling) 
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The qual ity of the optical reconstruction achieved with the scanner 
sugge5ts that the scann i ng errors have been kept to an acceptab I e I eve I. 
However, vi bratl on tests \~ere conducted to obta I n a better J<now I edge of 
the I r amount. Such tests can be most readi Iy conducted by using the 
ultraso.nic detection of the scanner as follows. 
'First, a sound reflective plate Is Immersed in the water tank, 
supported In such a way that it is sufficiently Insulated mechanically 
I 
from the scanner. This was achieved using the rig shown in fig. 9.14. 
There remains in this apparatus some amount of mechanical coupling between 
the reflective plate.and the scanner, mostly through the water and the 
floor. This vias considered, however, sufficiently small to give 
useful results. Secondly, the plate is insonified and the phase of the 
received signal is obtained by observing on a scope, the d-c signal which 
Is normally used to drive the light emitting diode. The variation of 
phase of '~he R.F. signal is a mea~ure of the variation of the distance 
between the receiver and the plate, I.e. of the amount of vibration of the 
probe with respect to the ObJ~ct. Vibrations induced by the stepping motor, 
or by an auxiliary motor mounted on the d-c motor support, were observed In 
this way. 
The resonant frequency of the support was easi Iy measured with an 
Impulse excitation, such as a knock, and observing the variation of the 
L.E.D. signal. In th is way, a figure of 20-25 Hz was found. A variation 
of the amplitude of vibration, versus rotation speed of the d-c motor, was 
measured and Is shown in fig. 9.15. It shows that if the system operates 
at the mechanical resonant frequHncy, the vibrations induced \~i II be too 
severe to allow any useful hol09ram recording. However, If the speed of 
rotation is outside the critical area Just determined (fig. 9.15), the 
arrount of vibrations \1i II be quit-e acceptable. They would in this case be 
only of A/48, as long as the speed of the motor is oui'side of tho range of 
'. 
1000-2000 r.p.m. 
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Figure 9.14 Rig for vibrations measurements 
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VIBRATION AMPLITUDE (NORMALIZED TO TIlE WAVELENGTII) 
I 
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o 
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2000 (R.P.M) 
Figure 9.15 Vibration amplitudes and frequencies, versus speed 
of rotation of the O-C motor. 
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The vibration measurements reported in this section were done with 
a 2 MHz ultrasonic wave, having a wavelength of 0.75 mm in water. If 
a hologram were to be recorded with a 10 MHz insonifying ~/ave, the 
vibrations would appear five times larger in relative terms, i .e./\/9.6 
when outside the resonant speed range. This figure Is about what could 
be permitted 76 That Is to say, that the actual scanner could not be 
used for ultrasonic frequencies higher than .IO ~1Hz. This figure is by 
no means a severe I imltation,as it Is reasonable to assume that a more 
elaborate mechanical design would lead to stiffer support, so as to 
decrease the amount of vibrations. Also, with high frequencies their 
effect Is decreased, as the frequency of vibrations decreases relatively 
to the fringe frequency of the scanned ,hologram. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis we have tried to establ ish results, which could be 
I 
relevant to the problem of decreasing the recording time of mechanically 
scanned acoust i c·· ho log rams • 
A new ana I ys i s of "trans I ated-c i rcu I ar" samp Ii ng has been deve loped 
and supported by various experiments. It sheds new I ight on the sampl ing 
process and shows how it can tolerate coarser sampling rates than 
rectangular scanning does. It also shm/s that "translated:'circular" 
sampling can tolerate unlimii-ed offset reference angle, like the rectangular 
one, but unl ike "concentric-circuJar" sampl ing. 
When this work was originated, it was not quite clear how severe 
the turbulence and scanner vibrations were going to be. Records of 
acoustic holograms were achieved .with the "translated-ci rcular" ·scanner 
bui It by us and the quality of the optical reconsr~ction appeared compatible 
with the ultrasonic frequency in use. It thus shows that·with the scanning 
speeds employed (in the order of a meter per second', vibration and 
turbulence limitations were not exceeded. This last point has also 
been further supported by separate. vibration tests. There is littie 
doubt that a more elaborate mechanical design would al low even higher 
scanning speed3, with for example a proper shaping of the probe and a 
reduction of the motor-induced vibrations. 
A discussion of the I imitations imposed on the scanning speed has 
been presented. It appears from it, that the first inherent I imit lies 
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In the pulsing rate of the insonifying waves and in the phase aberrations 
occurlng with simultaneous source-receiver scanning. One solution to 
remove this limitation would consists of using continuous waves and a 
collimated scanned source. 
New problems arise' when the elimination of standing waves and strong 
interface echoes are attempted with continuous wave insonification. 
Two new ideas were put forward In an attempt to solve them. FI rst, to 
cover the \~ater surface with a floating and penetrable layer of acoustically 
matched absorbent matQrlal • Secondly, to use inherently holographic 
methods, that is non pulse-echo in nature, to perform the elimination of 
unwanted wave components. 
We have showed that a layer, such as just described, can be made by 
using commercially available polythene pellets. Experimental tests have 
been reported in this work and showed that the wanted attenuation takes 
P I ace. 
New results have been reported on a weak signal enhancement technique. 
The method is an extens i on of the work of Mue II er at a I. to scanned ho I 0-
graphy. It was achieved by an electronic holographic reconsTruction 
followed by normal ho'lographic recording. Experiments haVE) been reported 
to show the feasibi lity of the method. The technique could have appl ications 
In both continuous waves and pulsed wave holography. Theoretical results 
have also been reported on a real-time holographic subtraction technique, 
but its practicabll ity is far more restricted than the enhancement 
technique. 
A further decrease of scanning times could be achieved, as suggested 
by many authors, by increasing the number of scanning transducers. We 
have suggested in the present thesis several new, configurations to achieve 
this, either In "translated-circular" or in spiral scanning. 
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The mechanical scanner developed in this work may have appl ications 
In non-destructive testing, medical Imaglng or short range underwater 
search. It Is also probably one of the best methods for laboratory use, 
as It Is extremely versatile and that fairly good results can be obtained 
with relatively simple hard~lare. 
For non-destructive testing applications the mosi' Interesting feature 
, . 
of the scanner is probably Its abi I ity to deal with large apertures for 
large-nearby-obJects (say of severa I meter-square). For very large 
objects, several rota,tlng discs (three or four), each having three sets 
or so of transducers, could be mounted on the same translating support. 
A further advantage of the technique is that special transducers' could be 
used for imaging in adverse conditions, such as in the surv~i Ilance of 
. liquid-metal cooled reactors. ,In medical Imaging uses, the developed 
. scanner could be used to further decrease the scanning time of mechanical 
scanners already in use. 
There are certainly potential applications of fast mechanical scanners 
In short range underwater visual ization. If the scanner has to be 
mounted on a boat, special gyroscopic stabi I isations ~Iould be required, 
un I ess speeds in the order of 2500 r._jl m. cou I d be I mp I emented. For 
observation from stationary posts, such as from the side of a river or 
from an off-shore dri II ing rig at sea, this problem would not be. encountered. 
~ft,ore research cou I d be carr i ed out to further deve lop the vari ous 
methods touched upon in this work, or to implement some of the suggestions, 
such as the electronic simulation technique of offset references in 
cl~cular scanning_ 
Finding a new type of liquid-like material to implement the floating 
layer is certainly a promising line of development. Improvements in 
resolution would also be most certainly achieved by developing transducers 
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of very large acceptance 'angles. Amelioration In reconstructed image 
quality should also be found with the use of offset reference holograms 
and of bleaching of the reconstructing photographic films. 
New lines of research In fast mechanical scanning holography are 
numerous, but the most rewarding ones are probably to be found in sector 
scanning anq in real-time reconstructors. Acoustical holography has sti II 
not yet been used to Its ful I potentials. Recorded volumes are In most 
cases artificially limited by a range gating, precluding the volume record 
capability of the method. Although some of the techniques developed in 
this thesis seem to be a step in this direction, more fundamental research 
Is stili requirea to bring final solutions in this respect • 
.' 
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APPEND IX 
Diffraction efficiency of gratlngs 
Precautions must be taken, In order to be able to draw conclusions 
on the relative Intensltlesofthe diffraction orders of different gratings. 
This depends on the contrast, spacing and line width of the gratings. 
Indeed, consider the spectrum of a real rectilinear grating (I.e. 
finite line width) (fig. A.I.lc). It can be seen that with increasing 
frequencies, It suffers attenuation with respect to the spectrum of an 
Ideal grating (fig. A.I.la). The effect of varying the finite line 
width is thus to introduce variations in the attenuation of the first, 
second, etc. diffraction orders of a particular grating (rectilinear or 
"T-G") (fig. A.I.3l. In a simi lar way,the intenslties of the diffracted 
orders of two different gratings wl II vary with their contrast (the spectra 
suffering overall attenuations), and with their periodicities (fig. A.I.2). 
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APPENDIX 2 
Holographic subtraction with double wave reconstruction (after K. Bromley et al 21 
The first step Is the recording of a hologram In the usual manner 
(flg.A.2.1) • The reference wave is an off-axis plane wave, which can be 
represented by the complex amplitude in the plane of the film, 
j k'ax (A.2.1) 
)1here r I ·Ls constant, k~ = 2rr/A, A is the wave I ength, and a = sin 8 • 
The wave to be recorded can a Iso be descri bed in the p lane of the recordi ng 
film by the complex ampl itude, 
. -j <£(x,y) 
.tL.(x,y) e (A.2.2) 
If the assumption ~I (x,v] «rl is made, the amplitude transmittance max 
of the negative transparancy can be approximated by 50 , 
(A.2.3) 
where to is a uniform bias transmittance resulting from the reference wave 
Intensity rT ' S is the negative slope of the linear portion of the .t-E 
curve (see fig. A.2.2), and te is the exposure time. 
To reconstruct the stored wave, the recorded hologram is I I luminated 
with the reconstructing wave having the complex amplitude in the plane of 
the hologram: 
(A.2.4l 
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Figure A.2.1 Record of the hologram. 
E . 
Figure A.2.2 Amplitude transmittance exposure curve for a typical 
negative transparency. 
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The reconstructed wave emerging from the hologram has a complex 
amplitude evaluated at the plane of the fi Im, which is the product of 
the Incident complex 'ampl itude (A.2.4) and the amplitude transmittance 
(A.2.3)(fig.A.2.3) namely, 
, (A.2.5) 
The first term represents the zero 9rder wave, composed of a non-
diffracted and of a slightly diffracted wave. The second and third 
terms, respectively represent the. real and virtual wave, as they generate 
a real and a virtual image of the original object. 
Now, two waves are used to reconstruct the hologram, one wave being 
the previous reconstructing wave (A.2.4), the other one being an attenuated 
replica of the original object wave, with the complex amplitude at the 
hologram plane, 
I 
, ( ) -j iI?(x,y) 
, U. (x,y) = 
.{Lt x,y e (A.2.6) 
, 
where ul (x,y) differs from ul (x,y) by a multiplicative constant. 
As the slope 5 of the t-E curve of the film (see fig. A.2.2) is negative,lt 
Is possible under a certain condition to realize at reconstruction a 
perfect cancellation between the original and the attenuated object wave. 
Indeed,considering the reconstructed wave Its complex amplitude at the 
hologram plane Is: 
J U (x,y) 
Zl>W (A.2.71 
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·0 
Figure A.2.3 Reconstruction of the wave recorded In the hologram 
Figure A.2.4 
described by equation· (A.2.3). 
·0 
y 
St r r u (x,y) ·ej [2k'ax + ~ (x,y)] 
e I 2 I .. 
Double-wave reconstruction of the wave recorded In 
the hologram described by equation (A.2.3'. 
132 a 
where t(x,y) is give01 by e.g. (A.2.3l. After combining terms of comfflon 
phase, this yields: 
U (x,y) _ 
ZJ>W 
+ st-e. 
+ 
• I , 
JI<.i.1( 
e 
As shown in fig.A.2.4 the reconstructed wave is composed of several 
elements propagating in different directions. The term of interest is 
the fourth of equation (A.2.8). '. If cancellation is to occur, this term 
must be as small as possible, if not zero.. This can be accompl ished as 
follows. 
(A.2.8) 
First, let us consider the operating point on the t-E cUr':ve to be at 
the mid-point of the linear region. For typical emulsion such as KOdak 
649F, this happens to be very nearly halfway betwee~ t = 0 and the intercept 
of the i inear extrapolation of the curve with the t axis at tl (see fig.A.2.2). 
5- (A.2.9) 
As = and = then, 
_. (A.2.IO) 
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Rep I acl"ng St by th I s va I ue I n the fourth term of equat I on CA. 2.8) I eads to: 
e 
[.ul,(x,y) 
, • 2 
.... 2.. M., (x, y)] -j <I>()(,y) t M., (x,y)/.u.., (.,y~_ e 
0 r" , ('. 
This expression vanishes If, 
1"2- 1", .A.l.(x,y) 
-, 
'U-,(x,'1) -\J-,(x,~) r. 
To ensure linear recording, the assumptIon [u l CX'Y~max« r l 
So equation CA.2.12) si~plifies to the approximation: 
1", 
..(,l', Cx, 'f ) 
CA.2. I I ) 
CA.2.12) 
was made. 
CA. 2. 13) 
Therefore, cancellation wil I occur if the ratio of reference to object waye 
Is the same for the recording and'reconstructlon processes. Thus,two wave 
. fields which are identical, except for small local differences In amplitude, 
can be subtracted to yield an image of their difference. 
If .the film used for the recording of the hologram is such that Its 
t-E curve does not fulfil the assumption CA.2.9), then.equatior CA.2.12) 
becomes: 
'. 
---= 
The slope of the t-E curve can be expressed now: 
0_ 
CA. 2. 14) 
CA'.2.15) 
where S Is some positive number depending on the film used CS = I for most 
of them, particularly the Kodak 649F emulsion).I30 For a < 10, we have 
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~2. 
» l..tt, (x,'1)I2. , 
r 
therefore, 
to 
» 
-u, (x,y) 
Ste.u., CK,y)r, Yj 
and the condition for cancellation at reconstruction (A.2.13) becomes: 
, 
M.,(x,y) 
which can also be written: 
«-', (x, 1) 
where S Is a number defined: 
.(I., (x'1) 
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(A.2.16) 
(A. 2 .17> 
(A.2.IS) 
(A.2.19) 
(A.2.20) 
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SU~IMARY 
Acoustical holography provides a technique with many current and 
potential uses. However, a convenient area detector equivalent to the 
photographic plate is not avai lable for acoustical waves; this has 
initiated much research and a wide variety of recording techniques have 
been developed. Most of these methods, however, suffer either from lack 
of sensitivity, or a prohibitively smal I recording area. One way to combine 
good sensitivity without potential aperture I imitation, is to scan the area 
with a sensitive receiver. 
Scanning techniques offer great versatl I Ity, such as range gatlng, 
source scanning, electronic reference simulation, imaging of large or 
thick objects, signal processing and insonification by reflection. 
Such a method, however, introduces an undesired scanning time which is 
troublesome in most appl ications. 
Current recording techniques are briefly described and various 
scann i ng systems are rev i ewed. Ex i st i ng resu I ts on samp ling theory a re 
recal led, including recti I inear, concentric circles, I inearly chirped 
spiral and double circular sampl ing. New theoretical results on"translated 
circular"sampl ing are derived. Some experiments on diffraction gratings are 
presented, wh I ch close I y veri fy the mathemat i ca I mode I and an opt i mum 
reference angle can be determined from the analysis. In particular, it is 
shown how this scanning can tolerate coarse sampling. This property makes 
such:a scanner three to five times faster than a standard recti I inear one 
(without taking Into account el imination of acceleration and deceleration times) 
.. / .. 
The main factors I imlting the scanning speed are discussed. Pulse 
repetition rate appears to be the lowest I imit and a method which was 
used to alleviate this problem Is described. A layer of pel lets is laid on 
the water surface to cut down the multiple echoes. This results In a possib 
increase of the scanning speed by a factor of six. 
A new method for remov i ng strong, unwanted echoes duri ng the record i ng, 
is described. Continuous waves can be· used and there is no need for time 
separation between the wanted and unwanted echoes. Experimental results 
are given, showing the feasibility of the method. 
A "trans I ated-c i rcu I ar" scanner has been bu i I tin our I aboratory to 
Investigate Its practical limitations. Vibration tests are reported, 
from which the upper limit of the frequency to be used can be determined. 
Scanning can be made faster by adding several multlplexed receivers along it 
circumference. 
Holograms of various objects were recorded in a short time with this 
scanner and optical 3-D reconstruction was successful. Finally, potential 
applications of the developed scanner are discussed. 
I Y,\ • l~~ Cr. ~ ~ I G:' ) Ir I I . 
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A study of translated-circular 
scanning for acoustical holography 
I 
M. J-M. Clement, J, W. R. Griffiths 
In order to develop a sensitive but fast acoustic holographic system a translated-
circular scanner has been constructed. The properties of the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform of the translated-circular sampling function show that this system can 
tolerate coarser sampling than the rectilinear s'/stem. A recording of ~n acoustic 
hologram of a 250 mm spanner has been made in 150 s using a single 2 MHz trans-
mitter/receiver and sampling every 3.3 wavelengths. A method of further decreasing 
the recording time by the use of 3 sets of probes is also discussed. 
lere is no simple equivalent of the photographic plate 
acoustics and most methods for recording acoustic holo· 
ams suffer either from lack of sensitivity of a prohibitively 
lall recording surface, or both. The only practical way to 
Irnbinc good sensitivity with a larger aperture is to scan 
e aperture with a sensitive transducer; such a method, 
Iwevcr, introduces its own problems in that the scene 
ust remain stationary for the duration of the scan. To 
tempt to reduce the time required to scan the hologram 
e temptation is to use fairly coarse sampling which will 
;olt in deterioration of the reconstructed image. 
Dst of the initinl experiments in scanned acoustic holo· 
'phy were done with rectilinear line scanning but recently 
I'cral curvilinear scanning schemes have been suggested 1-4 
spiral, concen tric-circular and translated-circular (Fig. I ). 
lese curvilinear methods not only reduce the time· wasted 
accele.ra1ing and decelerating the scanning transducer 
Id reduce vibrations), but tlley do have an added advantage 
better tolerance tu cuarse sampling (or under sampling) 
d hence .lIlow a further reduction in th-c time required 
produce a hologram. It is well known that if a time 
lvcform is sampled at a frequency lower than the Nyquist 
npling rate then aliasing occurs and the reconstruction 
waveforms from the samples is imperfect. Spatial 
npling suffers in the same way and a reconstruction from 
J. Clement and J. W. A. Griffiths i:rc with the Department of 
~ctronjc and [h;ctriesl Engineering, Loughborough University 
Teehnoio9Y. UK. 
an under sampled hologram will contain imperfections 
which in the case of the rectilinear scanning appeir 
as multiple images_ 
Hildebrand derived a theoretical sol~tion for the concentric 
-circular (cc) sampling scheme and showed th.t under· 
sampling caused a deterioration in the signal-to-background 
ratio rather than interfering images.M In general the eye 
is much more tolerant to this form of dete~ioration. 
TIle present paper gives some theuretical and experimental 
results for translated-circular (tc) scanning. It is shown 
that tc scanning does introduce mUltiple imaging but that 
these. unwanted images are strongly attcnuated and as a 
consequenc tc scanning. like cc scanning, can tolerate a 
higher degree of under sampling than rectilinear sampling. 
In the experiments described the object.used was 250 mm 
long spanner and the results confirmed that satisfactory 
holograms could be obtained with a ~ampling density 
below what would have been tolerable if rectilinear scanning 
had been used. To provide an even insonification of the' 
object the source transducer was scanned in the same manner 
as the receiving transducer.S.6 TIle use of coarser sampling 
taken together with the circular nature of the scanning 
enabled the hologram to be obtained in a much shorter 
time. A recording was made in 150 s using a single 2 Mllz 
transmitter-receiver and sampling every 3.3 wavclengths. 
A method using several sets of probes which should further 
decrease Ule ·recording time is discussed at the cnd of the 
paper. 
a 
b 
c 
Fig.l Various sampling systems are used in scanned acoustical 
.holography: a - rectilinear scanning; b - spiral scanning; 
c - concentric-circular scanning; d - translated-circular scanning 
Some properties of circular scanning systems 
Concentric·circular scanning has been studied by a number 
of authors both analytically and experimentally.1.3,4 It 
has been shown to have the interesting property of tolerat· 
ing a coarser sampling density than rectilinear scanning, the 
reason for which can be seen from a two-dimensional Fourier 
spectrum (Fig.2). The transform S(wx• wy) of the 
concentric·circular sampling function is also a set of con· 
centric rings but they surround a spike at the origin and 
the intensity of the rings decreases as the spatial frequencies 
increase. 
The function is described mathematically by the expression 
01=1 
211 
where w2 = w~ +w~. Wo = 
'0 -
I 
- 6(w - mwO)(I) 
m 
When this function is sampling a hologram the spatial 
frequencies of the hologram arc reproduced faithfully 
at the centre by the spike but the higher·order components 
arc diffused among the rings. When an under·sampled 
hologram is reconstructed the components, because of 
aliasing from the higher order, arc lIot focusscd and appear. 
~s a difiused background, This reduces the signal·to·noise 
ratio but docs not otherwise impair the image. 
• 
Translated-circular' scanning is a hybJid between cc 
scanning and rectilinear scanning and retains some of the 
properties of bOU,. If we consider an unlimited set of 
circ\e~ of constant radius '0 translated in constant discrete 
steps xo along the x direction we find that the two dimen-
sional Fourier transform is given by 
This transform is shown schematically in Fig.3 and experi-
mentally in Fig.S, and we can see that the function has 
"'x 
Fig.2 2d Fourier spectrum of a concentric-circula'" sampling 
function (from B. P. Hildebrand) 
fiQ.3 2d frequency functions whose produce gives the Fourier 
spectrum of a translated-circular sampling fUnction 
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Fig.4 Translated-circular gratings with various arc length (J 
(from top): 0 = 211'; 0 = 11"; (J = 2rr/3 
quite distinct differences from that of Fig.2. First, the 
circular symmetry is lost which will mean that the higher 
orders will not focus in a diffused manner as in cc scanning. 
lllUS under sampling will introduce some deterioration 
due to the interference of multiplc images rather than the 
diffused background introduced by under sampling in 
cc scanning. Secondly. the zero-order component is no 
longer a spike and will smear the object Fourier spectrum 
in thc.1' direction. 
As shown carlier. the unljmitcd te scanning system is not 
suitable because the zero order is not a narrow spike. By 
considering the structure of this sampling it can however 
be seen that y-axis components located at Wx = 0 are 
generated from the top and the bottom edges of the aper-
ture and also by Ille moire fringes resulting from the 
superposition of the left and right parts of the circles 
(Fig.4). ' 
..... 
I"" 
If wc limit the scanning to a semicircle, rather than a circle, 
which is trailslalcd in discrete steps then we remove this 
latter "ffect and Ille Fourier transform of this sampling 
function is much improved as may be seen in Fig.S(b). 
TIle smearing along the y·axis of the zero order component 
is much reduced and approximates much more.closely the 
desired spike. Further improvement can be obtained if 
the scan lines arc limited to about 1/3 of the total circum· 
ference as can bo seen from the spectrum in Fig.S(c). 
This type of scanning is commonly used for echo-
ra.nging chemical rccorders.8 
TIle higher order parallel lines along the x-axis arc more 
highly attenuated as the frequency increases giving an 
advantage over the rectilinear system in which all the dots 
are of fhc S;II11C amplitude. Fig.Cl shows the sllpcrposition 
of the spectrum of two types of scanning obtained by 
placing the two gratings alongside each other and simul· 
taneously coherently illuminating them so that their spectra 
appeared superimposed in the fo'cal plane of Ille transform-
ing lell<. Contrast, spacing and line width were kept rigor-
ously identical as these determine the diffraction of a grating. 
Equal contrast was secured by recording both gratings on the 
same transparent film so avoiding errors due to different 
photographic development. 
Another interesting property of tc scanning is that it does 
not limit the offset reference angle. This is of course also 
true for rectilinear scanning but is not true of cc scanning 
where the first order background ring surrounds the zero-
order spectrum completely. From this point of view the 
offset reference angle for tc scanning should lie in a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of linear translation. 
Description of apparatus 
Our tc scanner used for experiments, is shown in Fig.? 
It consists of a 180 W motor moun ted on a support which 
can be translated linearly. The constant-speed linear motion, 
is provided by a stepping motor through a high precision 
lead screw (2.25 mm pitch); ptfe nuts and fiexible toothed 
belts are used in the movement transmission, to minimise 
backlash. Circular motion is provided by the 180 W 
motor and, Ule rotating speed was controlled by feedback, 
using a commercial Illyristor control circuit. Although 
" , ." ,. 
iI 
fig.5 Experimenta12d Fourier sp-ectra of translated·circular sampling functions may be obtained opticallv (wx in abscissae. Wy In ordinates) I 
from left to right: non-limited arc length 12"'; arc length· ft; arc length" 21t13 
. ~ .'.~' 
,I , . • h ~-.~----~--------------~--~---------------------
slight low· frequency speed variations arc not too critical, 
it has been found that some speed control is required to 
avoid gross variations, whkh would in turn modulate the 
bins transmittance of the hologram. 
All the electronic circuitry is fixed on the rotating disc, 
including prc-amplifier, refercnce Illultiplier and low-
frequency amplifier. The output signal is then used to 
drive a Iight·emitting·diode through slip rings. This 
method minimises slip ring noisc. which would have bcen 
very disturbing on the low·level high frequency signal. 
In the recording the transmitter as well as the rcceiver 
was scanned so simulating a collimated insonifying field 
as large as U,e scan aperture.5,6 This has the effect of 
making UlC object appear at half its real distance if the 
transmitter is a point souree.4,6 At the frequencies wc 
used (2-5 MHz) a point source would have to be very 
small and hence bowl transducers were used for higher 
scnsitivity,5,6 
Results 
Acoustic holograms of a 250 mm long spanncr have been 
obtained using this apparatus. It wiII be remembered that 
a 11ologram contains three-dimensional information and 
hence we cannot show a complete reconstruction. Fig.8 
however shows two two·dimensional imagcs obtained by 
focussing in different planes of the original scene. 
Although under sampling has occurred (the minimum 
fringe spacing in the hologram was 3.3 wavelengths and 
the sampling between consecutive translated arcs was 
also 3.3 wavelengths), there is no sign of multiple images 
in the reconstruction. Ifacl such a coarse sampling rate 
been used in rectilinear scanning these images would have 
been clearly visible. 
Comment and conclusions 
If we limit the arc of scan to 1/3 the circumference then 
we effectively waste 2/3 of the time. This can be 
recovered by placing Unee transducers evenly around the 
periphery of the disc and multiplexing either electroni· 
cally or by using spatial masks. This would reduce the 
time for recording to 1/3 of the present time. 
Examination of the 2·0 Fourier spectrum of a translated· 
circular sampling function, has shown Some important 
differences from the spectra of bOUI the concentric· 
circular and the rectilinear sampling functions. As with 
cc scanning, tc scanning can toleratc coarser sampling 
than rectilinear scanning. This, taken together with an 
elimination of acceleration and decelcra!ion times, con-
tributes to make tc (as well as cc) scanning, a faster 
way for sampling an acoustic hologram. Unlike cc sampling, 
it has also bcen shown that te sampling can tolerate 
unlimited offset reference angles. 
TC scanning offers U,. possibility of having a linear trans-
lation of scan, as large as onc wishes. This provides the interest .. 
ing possibility of building uninterrupted composite holo-
grams, eiU,er for nearby large objects, such as industrial 
ndt, or for Increasing resolution in underwater-search 
applications. 
11,e 3d optical reconstruction of an acoustic hologram 
recorded in a relative short time using the tc scanner, has 
! ') 1. o 
.. ,' . 
. ; , ... 
... , 
. Fig.6 Spectra of rectilinear (bright dots), and translated·circular 
sampling (dim vertical lines) may be obtained optically (w)( in 
abscissae, Wy in ordinates) - superposed by simultaneous illumina-
tion of both gratings 
Fig.7 Translated-circular scanner mounted may be mounted above 
8 water tank 
been shown to be successful. At the ultrasonic frequency 
used, the various flexions, backlash and vibrations occut-
ring in the scanner, did not have a seriously disturbing . 
effect on the quality of the record. 
A meUlOd of further decreasing the recording time by a 
factor of 3 has been described. This uses 3 transducers 
spaced equ311y around the periphery of the scanning disc. 
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Fig.S An image of a 250 mm long spanner was reconstructed.optically from an acoustic hologram recorded in 150 s with a translated·circular 
scanner (recording wave: 2 MHz cw - demagnification: 30); left, in focus on the top edge of the support; right in focus on the object 
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In ord~r to,dcvcdop 1"1 s8nsitiv'c but L.:;t 8'.:oustic hO!(J~)l'(ip!dc: s,!stcm a tr[mdatcu-
drculc:r SC(!fln:;'r hdS bi:(,fl cun~;trLJcl~'d. rh(~ prop~tti('s of th~ tV','"Q·dirnl'llsiona! Fouricr 
trQnsforrn of ~hc tr<.Hdniud-circulor s;.ImplillU function ~:ho\.'/ tl1[;t thi::: sYStem C~!n 
to!er<llC CO'-:'~~:."r s:!mp1in9 th~:n th(~ 1('(;1 iline;}r $\,stcm. f. I ~:.:;ordinu of (111 2CO~f::,tic 
hologri'1YI Dr n 75 cm (10 in) SI''''111(,r !las bCCIlII"'([" iIl2-,~ ll1inllsi:ID a ~i::[;le ?Iiillz 
trDnsmittc-}I /n:cc-fvcr (ind !i;.:mplinj every :t3 \\'.;;\·(;:cn:i,th:::. !\ rncthcd of further 
dccrcc:sin~ the rc~urdillg time by the use of 3 ~;c:t$ of pro[)(!s is l:1~;(J di:;C~ISS:d. 
Introduction 
111cre i~ no simple cqlliv:llent of the photor,r:lphic pbtc in 
acow;tirs ~nd Illost !llcthojs for rcconlillZ ~~cou$tic !lolo· 
gr:lI11s sufrn dthcr fWill bck of scn<;iti;:ity or ::t prohibitivel)' 
small rccorJing SUrLICl:, or h()tll ~ 111~ only l'I{!ctk:1! W;\y to 
cOl1lbin~ £'JI)J scmi!h ity with J br~t.:: :1pcrture is to SC~di the 
apel ture \\itll a sensitive tf;Jnsducl.'r; such a method. how· 
eycr, introduc::s it:; own problems in th;}t t~:c SCcil(' mu:.t 
rClnain stJtion~ry 1'1)1 the JurJ,tion of the sC:!!1. To att~'!npt 
to reduce the time rt:quiIc~1 to sc~;n tile ki!lil:r:l1ll the temp-
tation is to lIse fai!;y coarse s~lInplin~ v/hkh wi!! result in 
dett.>dor~ltiotl of tile fccnn~tru..:t~d im:lg<.!. 
Most of the initi:d (,Xperimcllts in sl':I1l11d, ~co1Jsti.: hl)lo~ 
r,raphy wcr~ dune with fi.'..:tililic:!r line S..::tIlliinz ~s showll in 
Fig. la, but recently s..::wr~d l:ufviJinl';lf SC2n!liny, sch(,l11(,s 
ha\\' b~en sur .... :;estcd [1, ~. 3! .lj, c.r,., spir:d (Fig. I h), \'cm-
centric circul:n' (Fi f,. le) :!l1d tr~!ls!:!tl'd·ci1r\l!1r (Fig. 1 cl). 
l1J('sc curvilin':-:H iHi.'th0ci.:; !lot OH!Y rl'dllcc lh~ time \','~lS1.:-d 
in ;\('cckrJtinz Jrd dc':ckr:di!l;,; th~ SL':!!1!lillg Ir:lllsJ~h.::('r Cll~J 
n.'duce 'ibr:.ltions), but th;,'!' cn h:~\"(' ,1H :Jdd~d J~h'ant:q',(: ur 
better lo!cr:!Ilce to CO:1Isc-:;;:llnpliny (or t!lldcr,s:l111pliric~) :;nd 
heilce :d!l)W ~ fUII!!.:-r r(~cl\!,-·!io!l in ~!ll~ tim~ rcquil('d tn pru· 
duce a !l(ih)gl:llll.' 1I is wdl knowl\ t!nt ir~ time w:\i\,rorm 
is samph"t at a ffCqU'.?I1CY h)\h'f t!1;\l\ 111(: N)\luLt s:!n1pHng 
r.'ltc then ;lli.L~ing oc~'urs :111(\ the I'C:OJl')liuctioll OC\','~I\,C· 
fNms rW!l1 tll: s.::l1i~ll's jo;. imp~'lrl'(1. Sp;:tial SJ!111,ling s~lf­
fels ill the :":!!ilt! \\';\)' ;\nd J lC~'()!I~tll\L't;():: Imm ~11l ulllkr· 
s;!lllpkli !1l\!l)L'r:l:ll will \..·I~:I::Jin i!~'lJ'" J rc~ ~il):I) w!li..:h ill the 
l';I';l' of the !l'l'ti1Jllcar sC;l!llliJ\i.~ ,\Pj1C:II ;is !lluHiplc jlJl:~~.',~~s. 
IlilJdll;InJ 13, ·11 ,1 .... ,ivl,d:1 t!Jcl\fl'til,::I ~\11\1(~l):1 for (hccon· 
IT!llrk·I:i!'t"tli:.!r «('.C.) S:llllp!ill)! S(h,'I,h' .Ilid ~h()w('d tll:11 
" 
ulidr.r·S~lllp1iilg c:1Uscd :I de:tcriorJlion in the ~i:::{;:i.Ho· 
background r3tio r::the-f tll81l in(crrcli~l£,. hl:JS\~~: in E'~n'2fJ"1 
the cye is much aw['; to!cr:iJlt to tllb f\.~rm c,:' t!::tericr:iti~\n. 
111e present p~pC'r t',iVl'S S()1l1C thcorcUc:il :~fid expl?ii!ll'~n1:l1 
results for tr,lnsL1tL'd~circul;!r er.e.) s;;:1nnin::;. It is shlw,'n 
th:!t T.e. S'-'''lli'l!n:~ l~O::$ i!ltrod~l('e ll1ultir!::: inlil~~ir:g but t!l::t 
these ullw:mlcd ilil:\~:CS arc strongly attc.nu:tted alid:.l~ a co':' 
seqllence T.C. sC:JI111ing.li::c C.C. :-:c3nrli:lg, C:!!l to!~:..;[t' 3. 
hii:hcf degrl'c orllI1Uer·s~mp!i!lg than rl'C:tilin{~Ji s:!mp:ir,£. 
In the expcrim~nts d('s~'ri~C'd the; object ;J~('d \':~S;] ~5 ~:11 
(10 in) tOl1 e; sp:.Jllnrr :md the fesults C("ll1firm,.=J th:l.t sa~i:ofJc, 
tor), hdoL~r.:!ms cO:J1J be' Ob{~1i!;L~J wirh .1 sJlnpli!1::; Jc-:1.<:i[y 
below \\,:l:1t would h;l\'C been to!crJbk if fedi:i!lt:":lT 5..;:;r:1I:;,: 
iwd bl'en use-d. To provide ~\n e.en insonifh.::ltion of the; 
obj('~t the source tr:CIlsduccr w:~" sC"llln-:d in the' ~:.!mc r.~:11l. 
ner as the It.'l'civillg tr:ll1Sdul'l'f [5,61. ·111C u~c OfCO:lfS::t 
s:lInpling takC'1l t(l~,cth:::r ',vi!!! the cirrulu n:Wlft~ of tllC 
scallllillr, I?Il:.iblcd the. ho!o:',tr:!in lo b~ obbiI1C'J in :.l mu.,:!1 
shOlter time. A rccord;ng W:'~ Il1Jdc in 2 min 3J 5 c):)!i:;.1 
singl~ 2 ~\'1llz tr~lIlsrnittL~'/rccrivcr ond s:\tnplin::~ e .... ery 3.~ 
W;}V(,!CIl6 tIIS • 
A method using se·vcr;,.1 sets of probrs whil'h ~!lOul:l furlbu 
(k(,'IC,!Sl~ tlte recording time is disctlss['d ;,t tile- ~nJ or tIll.' 
p:!p::r. 
COlleenl ric-circulnr scanning 
('U[lCl'lltlic-cirCIJi:tr sl':l!lning has be('n ~ltJ(tkd hy ~l ntiml'l'r 
Of;111!hnl"S b,)th :1I1:dylic:dly 11,3,,'1\ :Ind (':\'"pni;)"'~'I!!:l\!y 11 
It II:1s bi..'cll !'\!Itlwn It} 11;1\":: th~' ill:('rL'S{i!~t~ Prllj)·"?';:; (If h'!\..'r. 
,-
la 
n('ctili:wur 
~.Ci:nllin~J 
lb 
Spirvl 
~~i]nning 
le 
'Conr:entric· circld;:r' 
scMHling 
Various s~mplin\j used in scanrH;d acoustical holo-
~lIap~)y'. (il) rcc:iline,lr sc;)(v1in1: Ih) spirJI sconnin<); 
le) 'r_!)w:entric-circular' ,o;.c:anning; Jnd (d) 'tr"trls!3ted-ci~cllLH 
')(:a r)lling 
" 
IlJt1~ a ~\lJl:-t'r ~i.!mp!in~ ',!~'rl'iit! IhJ!l :c~'ti!in('Jr !<>~'~!!II1'!I~!. the 
:~':I<;nn h,r \~hidl (,tT: k' ~~·..:n IH_I]Jl the l\',o·diIIlClt,i;.lH:tI 
h1ur!vr ">1','1.." ([t!11l ~hl)\\1t III h::z,~. rh' lr;11I"f(Hl11.~'(~Jr,(.vy) 
{It Ill:' '.IIlI':~'1I1nl··li!l'u!.(r ';.IIIl;liJ:I,' flllll..,ti{J!l i~ ~d~');1 \ci ll( 
'_'llil(~'ldll .. rinf' but 1!J~'y ~~Jrll'lI01d;j :-,plkl';rf thl..' !lri:',ll: ,llld 
1hl.' il11l';I\r:y l)f t!\\ .. 'rinp dCdl'.bl'S:.IS !l1L' ~i):rti.t! t/\'(pk"lll'ics 
Ilk' re,] \l'. 
-I :r.> 
S(I.,},\" (')yl" r)(l<..\' i'll""')) ~ ::.' 
In 'J I!l 
,I, 
1 ~, , 
_ .. - r) ,\(..) .. n (,,\ 1 
n 0, 
rig.2 2-D rouriu- s-:){-:ctrurn of a 'concen~rj:;-circulDr' 
5.z:np!i;'"<J function {fro:l1 n,r. Hilc.Jd.H(JIHJl. 
27T 
"1H'11 this function is samplinr- a holot.'.r;J.Jll thc' sr:Jti:ll fn> 
"lUCllcics of th~ ilo!()gr::;n arc Ii.~prndlict:'d f2ithful1y :!i the 
((,lltrc by till' spike hu! tll~ high..:'r order COI:l!)l)!I('llls :if(' 
diffu5t:'d J!llllng :hc fin;;s. \"'h'B afll!!lJt'r-:;~I:n~l:('d !H)ll\~:IJm 
is H·c~)n~{flld.~d the ((\ii::.pom'nts, due to illi:l!:'ing fl()!l1 the 
hirllcr order. Jrc 110[ fo,-'IlS~J ,md appC~H JS J ulffu.;.;:-J bad,-
'gruund. This reduces the Si~!l::l/flOi:;c r~~ti() but <hx:s not 
tHhcrwis-:: imp~ir tIle im:!r~. 
TransrBtt:U circufcr scanning (non-limited) 
Transb.lcd...::ircubr s.:anni!1g is a llybriJ !)ct\','~'('n CC. st:an-
nillZ and rt'"l.:tilillt'Jr sc;:wlling Jnd rct~i!ls some IJf !11'.~ prupl..'r· 
tics of bl.lih. If;m unH!llitl~J set \..)1' eireit's of Coost;lIlt r:JJius 
'0 tr:\n~ht~d in (0I1$t:Wt disl'rl'(L' strr~ Xo :ilong till' x l~ife(­
tln:1 h !"·Oll:-I:kft'd it :s lunnJ :;ut lbe two dlrllI'115ior.:xi 
Fouricl tr;msfortil is giY{~1l by 17] : 
4 7T 2 r 
S (v'>X' ''''y)' __ 0 
x() 
_. ,/I ]7T ) 
X o 
(~) 
lllis tf:1BSfl\flil is shlw;n s"'hcn:~tic~dly in ri~~ .. ~ ~1f1,J exrui-
IIll'nt:l!1y in Fig . .5J,.;lIJll it C:lll\)C ~C'en Ill:l! lhc fHn .. :110!l !r;J}: 
quilt: di<,tind Jirf~.:rcal·C's frol111hat of Fi~"::!' FirstIY.I!It' 
dr(ular symm:..'try i~ Ill~t whil,,·!J wiJi m(';:n tJ!:tI tlll..' Jn~~hcr 
or(krs ""ill J10t foetl'> ill :J diffused m:n!lll'l a~ in C.C .. :,,\.::H1-
nill):. Thus ltnd':I-~:1.lllplint. will in(Ilhiul'l' ~n1\}l' dL'!~'riIH;ltil)1l 
du·: III the inlcrli'll'[h:l' Ilf1llu!l!pk' I!n:~~'c:i. r:lll1l..'! Ih:1Jl rhl' 
dlnm·,'J b.l\"kt~[{)ulld JlHloJlll'cd b)· 1,llldl'f·::;tl!lpliq;! in c.c. 
:-,;1[1111:'1:. S\'i:nndh, Ih.: Il'!() ,lld,'1 ,''';ll!,,\[wnt 1\ 11(\ 1\\!1,,','; 
.:I ,pike ~nd will Sl1';e,lr thl' llbjC'ct FOlllkr 'pc...:trulll in th,~y 
uiil',,:tiull. 
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,.' )' .  
, 
, 
, 
ri~).:~ ? [) ft(~qv,:,nc:y funettc)!)'., \';~10<;C prodLlt:t c..;i,-,~~:; the 
roufj(1f !>p~';;lrllrn of ~~ 'tr,:n:;!<Jled (ire!.!!,H· $d!n:.ilinCl functi(.)'). 
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rig. S E>::pc'rip'!:;nta.! 2-D r-(Juricr S(H:'Ct!'3 of ·tr<!rlsl.~H:;j. 
cilcu!;Jr' ~,~i'lIp!inq fUf1cti()n~ .. {Oht<.lined optJ(,;IIV, (')x in 
ordin:lk:,,) (:1/ florl·li1l1i!t'd ,j:C ICfl':.1t.h (Li7); (h) 'lIr. k:'n~.Jl:''-' 
1T; ':lId (cl ~,;(' kf~'J1h ~ 2;;.'3. 
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tarll;Ous l!:ulninuion uf b01h grL::tinss. 
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'Transl;ttcd-circular' sc:-mncr 111ounti:n on it> Wi!ter 
S'Jibhl l : bcc;ms~~ [ht::' Icrll u!!k'r is not a l1:lfrow srike. By 
(.,r'-,h~~·f!n~ the: \[rH...tll:(' ,)1" tht:>. ,r;'i)iln~ it 1.',;1\, htW.I..· ... Cf. h~' 
~~n thaty axis COi111wn~nt') 10i..~J[l'J:!.t Lv\,:::: 0 i.HC ;'er:t!ratcJ 
frum tht.! tl~P anJ the hOttl1!ll cd~,\'s uf t!:e' J['crtltrr :n:1 also 
b) the \!d(a" fflllt:' 1t"!lui!ll1)! III'Cl tll,- .. uPt'lp,I:,lllon nt" th.: 
kft :mo li~:ht p:lI:Surlhcl.'ir..:k$lh~'. 4J). 
If the :.;can!lin)~ i') lilllitl'd Ill:1 :\('ll:h'ir";!t', r::tlller Ihw ,\ cirdL'. 
\',hh:h h tLlIl:.LlkJ in Ub .... ·I~'tl' .... tl'p.' tht'tllhls Lt!!t~l ctl('\,.·{ I~ 
rC'lll\\\"(',I,!l1d IhL' !-t\Ulll'! ![,~I>,L)[j;l pI (hi) S.1111p!lf1f, IUlh."-
11<>1; t. I'Hl, h 1l11PHI\\',j .l' \1, d! :'1' ..,,'l'll 11: rl~~. :'b. Th~' 
~m':-i;rinl! al~'l1f~ l11t'.\' axi::. I.',]' lile le!'\) (I!d~'r compn:ll'111 i5 
llluch rt'd\Jl'cd ;ull.l ;\ppro:\lIll,lk:-. I'IHH.:h \lWIC dml'ly lhc 
d('\lll"! ~l',i.\'. 1'1:,:111': iliij'I"I'::h'li! .:.1(; h\' "i 11,!,;n.'d \1 the 
:-.,·;H~ iill,'~ ;11",' !irnil .... d In a\\,}\I{ i ',~ \\I'l!h~ !'.ILI] CIII,:UI11r('fl'n~'l' 
;1"-. .. :;11\ h' <;,'cn I'r()lll thl,.' '\i'''"II''ill III I'I~:, ~\.:. 'j )\1-. I,' 11,' 1)1' 
.." ;UilI1fir. i:; l',I,111l111Ch' u,·':d j,'1 "l·)III";WI:"lll:.: ,'hnni,':d 11.'(111' 
"<" 10 1, 
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Fig.8 I01;'i-:;) of a 25 crn (10 in) lc,,'] ~p:::r~l;;r. r£corl~t"",J' 
tcd opticc:ly from \in ~~o"'lsr;c hclo-:;r2m re-:ord~d in 2 ;-r.~n 
30 s with Cl 'tran::;!nt8d-circulu s.c:<Jnr:;::r - rcc::>rJing ..... ':.;"e . 
2 r~~Hl C.W. - D(;rn: .. ~f'ljfi..:{\tion: :'IJ. (jJ) In focus on !:.c '. 
£'dg~ of the suppc:t; and tb) In focus·on the ohject. 
111(' hi[,:lcr order r~r"'l1d lint'S ~10;;g the x 3):iS arc m,'rL' 
hi~·.hly :JttcHUJtl!U .1\ tbc t,l"l!U;;IH:Y iIKf,;'JSeS ~ll{j!!~ ~i.r1 j.J. 
"i.!IIu!;!! ovc~ th(~ fl'::(i!incu system in .. ,.-i:.kh:.i.iI th':' 1.1\~[s ;!, 
(It thl..~ s.:tme cmf,lituJc, Fig. ( ... ~h~)·" .. $ till' s:.:?crp('s~fi!l;l ,)1 
th~ Sjl-2..:tnllo of t\" .. ·o tyi':.:"s of s,,',:nr,lfig oht;:in·~j by r'L~...::1. 
the t\\'o r,r;ltirlts :11u:!g:,i~~\~ (';lCh otlwr :l!ld ~.il1lo.J1L.1:\c\,I~j·~i) 
ct)!icrC'lltly n;t1miru:ing tllt~m ~o th:.!.t t!lt'ir ~:pl'(tr:.l 3~':'~''!'1 
s\!p~rimrtlsc~{ in tllt' r~K';lt pbllt~ of the tr:lI1s{orr:wi? i:.'!;\. 
Cpn!r;)~t, o.;p~l .... in:; :lI1d linl! v;i:\th \Vl'!t' I.ept ril~l)ft)ll"ry IC:,' 
t';I! :.IS Ihcs~ dvlc1!l1iliC the difl"r:h'ti,)n ('If 3 !',r:ltl!I~. h.~\l1i 
l'l)Jltr;\st w:rs sCl..'urc,J hy rL~l'()fdlll? hnth ~'r:J.ti!1:~;; 1):1 tlii.' 
!"-J:~11' 113IlSP:Ht'Ot fllrrt ~,\.I i:\"()idi!i~_: t'ifors-dll~ tu t!d"l'-.:r·:n: 
ph: )!ogr;l I,!r it: d ('Vi.' 1 ()PI1l;.'!"I!. 
,\nothcf int(,Il'\!~I\y 1'1\)pnty of T.e, s(unninf, 11; n::'L it d 
Iillt linlit lilt.: l\lr~,~,t rC'rl'fl.:n .... ~· anr.k. 'Ihis is, (If ,('U;~',', ;:; 
(t-l·. !,'r !I'~ \1\:1;".-.11" nlt'I'I',: \I:d )'.11(11 II'H' "j ( .l 
Whl!l'l' tile fir':t Illlkl b,h k~ft):!ll,l :I!l}~ ~\l[llIu1t\l, li:l' !~,~, 
Ordt'f sp\~dru1J1 c()IJ1]lL~r('Jy. Frlllll thL; 110inl or view the 
nff."ct rcfcrclH'c ;!ll~~Il' f~lr T.C. ;':(::!11I1iilg ~,!:(lldd lil' ill:1 
pi:'j!(: r,'rp .. :ndiclll:tr to 111(' dlfCI,:ILlll (}rliJl'~:;lr tr:lml:illOll. 
11:(' T-e sca!ln~r 11\1;;]' (or cxn-,~-r-(ni~!l'ts {~··;J\(~·\~,!)"6ilT'jf.~-: I'/~- " 
Jt clln~ists of a }:'[ l;p 11ll'![1!~ ((a) mU\\J1tl'(1 DJ! J SlIPPOl't'-'\\hklJ 
(,)11 h,o' lr.libL.lIcd 11I!,',!!1.\. I'Ih' ~(llh;,lli!'''!1':':.j I1lil',1I 111,1IHnl, 
1:\ plurilkd by;J Sil'Pl1jj::,: r!"oior (h) Il1r(\\I;';1 ~I hi~:~1 prt'l'l"io!l 
!c..ld SdCW (':,25 1::!1I r<1I.:h); FTFL 1l1:h ;ilid !k.xdd.:- IOlH1i;:d 
/odl\ Jlt' u~·_'d 111 \ll'~' l:l.1\l·I!I,'rt! tr _I!h!lll\\l"~! 10 111 in ifl)l.'t' 
bac'-'!;Ish. Circ~d"r lIVltiuii is pwrided by tb:.' !.j !Jp !r"l()(OI' :U!cJ 
the rotating spl'l'(l \':;IS c(Jn!l'lI!lcr\ by f.:!cdb:~ck, usi!l[: a 
COJllIlH'ICbl thyr\~:1.()f co:}l r.)! ciJ\.'lJit. 
Allllll'I~'h !-.!ig!l! Il,',\'-rrnl'!I.'Ill'Y :;p~'t'J V:lll,d\llllS 'Jft' Iwl too 
I.'riti.:;d, it h;-,s been f(llln,1 (JUI ~tlt!l'~ s:wcd L't)nlrol is le-
tjllircJ 10 :;!'i'oid grlw'i \,:lri;;tio;~~, which could inlurn modll· 
ble: the bj,~s tra!l~';mjt lanc(' uf th" hU!O£,fJrll. 
All thc elect IOnic circuitry is fixeu on tile rot:,tinz, di::,c , ill-
cluding prc-lllDrlificr, Icfcn:ncc lllultipli('.[ ,,!id lovl fn:q\H:'n-
cy,mlplificr. The output si:;Il:!l is tlien u::"d 10 dli\'c a J;~ht· 
rmiUIl!g·diock ll:r(\:l~':j slip rill~;s. This m~~t!io~l rninimil!'S 
!ilip ring Io'J:s!.!, \\!d·:lt \VllUJJ h:tvC heen \'oy (!isturL'i!J~~ on 
the low-lerel high fICqHC!lCY !iigll,J/. In the ICUJldillg 111c 
transmitter ;~s well ::s tile Iecclvn W,1S ~;(:;mn('d so shnul;-;(i;'tg 
a collimated insonjf),inf: ndd as_hrr:::;'Is thc sc:m ~p;:rtlllc' IS, 
6], This lta:~ lile efreet of ll1:l!;in~; the object ~i)rC~,r:tt kdf 
its re;:1 cli:;t~lnc\! if t1:e (f3.mmj!!(,~l is a pDint source [4, 6J, 
At the fr('qllc!lci~s u:;('d, i.e" 2-5 ~.I! tz,;} poin! s(Jurcc \'It,ul,J 
hJVC to be Vl.'ry SIlI1l! ~ind hence bowl tlilr.SUUCCrs were \IscJ 
for hiLhcr "cmitil'ity [5, Cl]. 
BcsuIts 
Acoustic hOlograms of;), '2S cm (lOin) Jor:g sp2nncr hJ\'c 
bct!n obtained usill3 this ::tpp:J.ra!\Js. It will be ,rl.":Dcmbercd 
that a ho!ogrJn1 ('or.tJins three dilncnsicm;i1 infoflnatlon and 
hence a complete rcconstructil)J1 c:mllot be shown. Fig. 8 
however shows tW() two-dimensional im:lt;CS ohtaincd by 
focusijH~ in difft"rl'n! p1.1Dl''i PI' tll.". oril'uul <:'J,.'t'nt: Allhnu-.:h 
unLlcr-s;mpling 1135 occul~rcd (tL~" n1ii~ir1H!I'n- fiiflg'~ iq)Jcin~ ~ 
in t~_c_h~logr::J.rn W~\S 3.3 wa~ckIlgths and the s:.:mplin; b..:t-
WN~n l.'Unst!(U[IVt' tralls}..llrd ~rcs W;JS ;]]Sl) 3.3 \\Jw!...'ug,{/ls). 
there is no sign of Illultiple imazc:; in the reconstruction, 
I-bd such J coarse s:.lInpting: f:lt(! bcC'n lIsed in rectilinear 
sc~mning thc~~ illl~lgCS woulJ have been clc<!r1y visiblc. 
Further o8cro~5e of recording time 
If the Jrc of ~>::ln is limited to IfJ th~ circumft!rcncc then 
2/3 of the time is effectively \v:!S(cu. This can be fJ:?clwcfed 
by pl~l('ir]g three trJnSdll('~rs evt!n!y :Hound the periphery of 
the disc a!ld muhiplex.ii!~ cilh(!r e/c(;twnicJlly or by usin:; 
spati.:!1 mJs.ks. Trlis wO;lld fl'ducc the l:Il~C for rccordi:lg to 
1/3 of (lie present lime_ 
Co"clusion $ 
Examination of the 2-D Fourier s!-'X!ctrum of a 'trJJlslatcd· 
l'irclliar' s:lInpling fUlldinn, has Sh(HVn S(lllil< im]1or[:lIIt 
diffn,'llt'cs ['rOl)) tile.: :-;)~'t'lra of'bullt tIll: 'l':C'llcclltlk-
cirrul.ti" :i1lJ !h~ 'rc~:!i!jJj('ar' ~;lIr;p!iilt r'Jnclions. ,\<; willl 
c·e s~';!lIJ1ill~:, T-( S(:;Ii1llill~: C,OI toL'f;!/C' rO:l!s\'r s:!lllplinL: 
t!t;J/I 1l'l.'liiinC'lr s.'.::ll1llin.L', -Jhis,IJb.:n to~:~[!tcr h:ti! ~:!l 
climill;lriu:l or <lccl'kr:!(illll ~1lH! dl')'l'!,tr:!ti()1l liaws, cOlllri· 
oll!es to nu~;e T-e (;IS \VL'J! as 'C-C ) !'C;l!lJlinf, a L~,\l'r way 
fo! s:lI11!'di;ig ;m :;coII,[ic \1l)!n~:r:!i1l. l!ll!il:(' C-C 's;lillplin~'" 
it Jl:!~ .d·;,.) b·.>2!l ~JltJ\VJi lil:,1 T-e s(:lllpli!l~! c:n t(l!CJ:I!(: 
unliiniled uff.;ct rc-fell',lec 8;1~lcs, 
T-e SC;!lir::ns ofjC'fs 111(' t'o~,:-.ihi1ity nfh:\Yin;.'; a linear lr:!Jl'.-
\,ltion 0(' "CUI, :is !;If/',C as ();1~ wi:.1)('s, This l,rovides !h~ 
interesting p()~~:ihility of htlildir~g ul1in!crrup!c.J c\):npo:iitc 
h()logr~i!ji;', ci!hcf by tll':;l'by brgc objects ~'Ich ~lS industri;lI 
Sl'~jle J\.D.'1'. <lpplk~!ti\Jm:, or for iTl~'H.'J~jr10 fC50lutiuIl ill 
undcnv;:{('f sC':..crlh :lpp:k<1thns. 
11}(', 3-D optic;;! recon~;1rul~tio:l of JJl :l(OHstic hologram 
H:CClrLlcd in a rrlativdy :)110! t timc \lsiJI:.~ the T--C S"::lllIlU, 
has lh'l'n ~)hO,/:ll to be S,1ll'(C,,\;Jlll. At the ll!tl",IS-Ollk ffCQU..'I1· 
cy used, tlie rDriotls Oc:xluns, k:-,:kksh and \,ibr;HkiilS occur-' 
rj!l;~ in th(~ ~c~nncr, diu nut h1\'C <:! ~'~'Jiously disttlloing effect 
on. the qi!~;lity of the IccorJ. 
A mcfl}(ld offul tller d.2.<:r~;;5jn~ tile fccordinr, tir:j~: hy a 
fnctor of 3 ha:; l;cen dcscriuccL This II~(,S 3 tr2nsduc,-~rs 
spac('d Uf):diy ,mJlllld tIle p::ripltcry of thc sC:\DlliIlg disc. 
n\C zu!11urs wish 10 (h;~nk 1lle Mi!~istry of D~fcnl'e for 
supporting this wOIk. They WOl:!d like to th:Hlk their 
. coU(;:1f',IlCS in the rc~:;~r(;h) in p:Jitit'ular Dr J. Slihrd [\)f cC)n~ 
tilltlOU!i asshtaocc :Uld cllcollr:I~',emcnt. 
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